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Chapter 7

A Case Study of JV Company A

In this chapter, the results of the case study of JV company A is presented. The

chapter will proceed as follows: bargaining power of four JV partners, trust, culture,

negotiation behaviour of JV partners, factors affecting negotiation behaviour, JV

performance and factors affecting JV performance (outcome).

Company A is a service based construction company. Because the interviewees

requested that anonymity be preserved, company "A" is coded to disguise the identity

of this JV construction company.

The Thai government required to solve the problem of serious traffic congestion

which was affecting economic development and many aspects of life in Bangkok.

They came up with the idea of building a subway to relieve this problem. They

offered the bidding to any JV company that is capable of completing this job. The

OECF (Overseas Economy Corporation Fund) offered financial support to the Thai

government, so it was requested that some Japanese companies should also be

involved in this project. To fulfill the Thai government requirement, Thai firms also

need to be included in this subway project. The Thai parent firm, who is one of the

big construction companies in Thailand, saw this job as an opportunity to make a

profit and to build their reputation, as well as obtaining creditability for future

projects. The Thai partner then proposed to form a JV agreement with another three

partners (2 Japanese and 1 German) who have each had a long-term relationship and
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working experience with the Thai partner for at least 10 years. It took only one week

for them to negotiate and to come up with an unanimous JV agreement. This is

because each foreign partner knew and trusted the Thai partner enough to enter joint

business venture with them. The agreement was signed in 1996 with the service

construction and operation initiated in November of the same year. This JV was

planned to terminate when the project has been completed at the end of year 2002.

However, because of accounting matters, JV termination will be finished 5 years after

that. One Japanese interviewee commented that "If there is no additional tax and

other matters, we can terminate [at the year 2007]." The joint venture pays the

expatriate managers' salaries. However, it should be noted that some high ranking

foreign staff get some extra pay from the their parent firm as well. There are a total of

2,282 employees working in this JV. 95% of the employees are Thais. The JV has a

total asset value of 3,871 Baht million, up from 1,671 Baht million at the beginning

of its operation. The annual revenue is 5,197 Baht million, up from 11 Baht million at

the start of JV business operation.

The most important issues in the JV agreement are equity, the flexibility of the

agreement, which rules to follow, management responsibility and decision-making.

After deciding to establish the JV, they had to obtain all the technical data and

evaluate it in order to enter the bidding process to win the project. Interviewees of

company A provided a brief history of the process of reaching the JV agreement as

follows:

"The idea was brought up in the subway system and the joint venture
agreement was reached later. The tendering stage took about one year.
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Because it is quite a large project, we had to obtain and evaluate all the
technical details. After the tendering stage, we spent about two months
negotiating with our client. And after this we went into further negotiation
and started the project. After we started the project, the actual forming of the
joint venture agreement was not very time-consuming. Because most of the
important points had been agreed during the tendering and negotiation stages.
So, all together it took about one year." (Quote commercial manager company
A, interview 3)

"We are an integrated joint venture. We firstly defined the share/equity and in
the end it came up with equal shares of 25% for each joint venture partner.
Actually we are a joint venture allowing some flexibility to renegotiate the
contractual agreement anytime. We also set out the rules to be followed if we
couldn't reach an agreement between all the partners during contract
renegotiation. However, we cannot write an agreement to cover every
aspect/points needed in the joint venture. The important aspect of our
agreement is when we are together as a joint venture we need to be more
concerned about how to manage JV efficiently. That is our main concern."
(Quote project manager company A, interview 1)

"We spent only one week negotiating to form the JV with our partners because
we all knew each other already. Everybody was happy when we invited them
to form this joint venture. You see there must be a promoter. However the
time spent on the negotiation process with our client was about 13 months.
We spent half a year for the bidding process and 7 months for negotiation."
(Quote project manager company A, interview 1)

Foreign firms who want to save time learning about Thai local knowledge, in terms of

regulations, social etiquette, the economy and the market, tend to choose JV as the

mode of entry. Whilst The Thai firms who lack technology and know-how prefer to

join business with the foreign firms, hoping to combine each side's strengths. In this

case, the JV project seems to be too big for one company alone (especially the Thai

firm) to cope with. For that reason, the Thai government requested only a JV company

could be involved in the project. The Thai partner thought that they could do it alone

if there hadn't been such a requirement. They reasoned that they had experienced a

big project (half the size of the recent project) like this before. If they were to choose

other Thai companies, their strength would not be increased, so they do not believe
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they should form a joint venture with another Thai company. In accordance with the

Thai government requirement, all partners agreed that they need each other's strength,

in terms of resources, to complete the project. The following are some comment from

the interviewees on the reasons for establishing JV:

"When [the Japanese partner] joined this JV. This big [JV] project. If [only]
one company is involved it is very difficult, very risky for investment. So, it
could reduce risk for the investment costs, spread risk, reduce costs, connect
with the Thai government. We need [the] Thais. For local companies they
know the market. Taxation in the Thai way...yes...it is infrastructure work -
not much marketing really. We have already many plants. We have had
experience with [the Thai partner] for many years. [The Thai partner] gets
news before [it is] announced to the public. So, that is really help[ful]. We
can save time [by] entering [into] joint venture with the Thais and get Some
more information." (Quote Co-[JV] project manager company A, interview 2)

"Besides the strategic objective, it is important for us to get knowledge and
also benefit from the local strength of our partner who is very much involved
in the local market. Knowledge about the market, about personnel,
employment, recruitment... strengthened competitiveness is very important
for us. We [have been in] the Thai market with our [Thai] partner [for] 10
years now. Marketing skill is also important. Spreading risk is another reason
to enter N. To spread [risk] among the partners. Market access and
reputation is very important as well." (Quote commercial manager company
A, interview 3)

"The idea of joint venture happened because of the need to meet the (client's)
requirement to "have a joint venture with a foreign partner, especially
Japanese." This is a project with a twenty five thousand million baht turnover.
Due to the enormous size of this project, we would never be approved by the
ruling Thai government if we bid alone. They don't believe we would be able
to do this even though we have produced a similar project half this size before.
So, this is our first reason for entering joint venture with our foreign partners.
The second reason is to strengthen our competitiveness as a result of the
ability to obtain know-how (e.g. turnneling, deep excavation and management)
from our foreign partners. The third is to spread risk. The rest include
marketing skill, technology and foreign exchange balance." (Quote project
manager company A, interview 1)
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Table 7-1 below summarises the reasons that the JV partners of company A

established JV together.

Table 7-1
Reasons for establishing JV

JV Firm Reasons for establishing joint venture

Thai partner's
view point

Foreign partner's view point

Company A Government
requirement,
strengthening
competitiveness, know-
how, spreading risk,
technology, marketing
skill

Japanese Y
Spreading risk,
cost reduction,
Thai
government
connection,
Taxation

Japanese Z
Local
information,
Thai
government
connection,
market
access

German
Obtaining local
knowledge,
strengthening
competitiveness,
marketing skill,
spreading risk,
market access,
reputation

All four parent firms have been in the same construction business for more than 20

years. Each partner recognises that if they want to grow fast in this line of business,

they need to build up creditability and good reputation, especially for future projects.

These are the special objectives that all partners want to achieve at the end of this

project. Profitability and experience are a common objective and interest shared by

most partners. The quotations below describe the expected objectives of the

interviewees:

"We have a specific aim to deliver what we have committed with our client.
Therefore, we need to be able to fulfill this obligation. Another objective is to
maximize profit. Profit is just a part of our objectives. If, at the end, we
cannot fulfill the obligation we are committed to, we will never make a profit.
Otherwise, we would like to build a good track record for future projects, to
develop our Thai employees and to achieve know-how transfer. Currently, we
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have a big project to do, so we have special objectives besides making money.
If we are a company but forget to make money, it should not be a company
anymore. However, to make money we need to be able to deliver our work,
done to a high standard for the client. We need to have good cooperation with
the client. We are not just doing one job and saying good-bye. It is a repeated
game. Our objectives still remain the same as set earlier. Our partner also has
quite similar objectives as we do." (Quote project manager company A,
interview 1)

"[It] is a good experience for my company to work [with] others. We have a
Board of Directors. Profitability, yes the joint venture decides. Regarding
profitability, we decided how much percent profit we require and then we try
to set a target. The Thai partner wants to expand business growth and learn
how to do business internationally, especially in the Thai market." (Quote Co-
[N] project manager company A, interview 2)

"For the time being, we only want to achieve profitability." (Quote finance and
accounting manager company A, interview 16)

"The second is experience to work in a project like this - to learn how to do
business with other foreign companies; Thais, especially European. This is
our first experience, learning to do business with European [companies] in
Thailand. So, the experience is good for future projects. Cost reduction, I
think, is the same as profit - how to [make]...cost savings. I think that is
related. Third is access to the market." (Quote Co-[JV] project manager
company A, interview 2)

"Our strategic objective is mainly to establish a relationship with a neighbour
on a long-term basis to operate successfully in Thailand. To operate in the
local market. We have had a good experience so far." (Quote commercial
manager company A, interview 3)
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A summary of the goals and objectives of each JV partner is given in table 7-2 below.

Table 7-2
JV partners' goals and objectives

JV Firm Goals and Objectives

Thai partner's
view point

Foreign partner's view point

Company A Profitability, fulfill the
obligation to complete
the project with client,
to gain experience and
creditability

Japanese Y

Profitability,
experience of
doing business
with foreigner,
and creditability

Japanese Z

Profitability

German

Experience,
profitability, and
establishing the
relationship on a
long-term basis

7.1 Bargaining power

Each JV partner holds an equal 25% of share and, in return, they earn profit equally

according to their equity.

"We don't mention how many percent of resources must be contributed by
each partner. But [I] can say, when we decided our joint venture budget, we
[discussed what] percentage target [profit] and lets say [profit is] 4 %, each
partner gets an equal one one one one [percent of] the profit." (Quote Co-[TV]
project manager company A, interview 2)

"As an integrated joint venture, there is less possibility to have conflict of
interest between us because earnings are shared according to the percentage of
equity held." (Quote project manager company A, interview 1)
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Figure 7-1 below provides the equity structure and nationality of the parents of the JV

company A.

Figure 7-1
Key organisations in the JV company A

Thai partner (25%

Japanese partner V (25%

Japanese partner Z (25%)

German partner (25%)

All management decision making and policy is made at the project management level.

Then the decisions and policies are sent to operational level to get the work done.

However, there are some limitations to the decision making power of the whole

management group.

"The management is mostly executed at the project management (PM) group
level and the Board is there to control the project management well. So far, in
the joint venture, there have not been any disagreements between the Board
and the project management team. So, the Board has given a lot of authority
to project management team and project management team is working within
this authority." (Quote commercial manager company A, interview 3)

"Consensus should be the decision of the Board of Directors. We have a
management procedure and most of the organisation and management should
perform within our management procedure. So, decision-making is very easy
and may be decentralised within limited authority." (Quote commercial
manager company A, interview 3)

The management decision making must be agreed by all four project and co-project

managers. However, when there were some conflicts and the decisions cannot be
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agreed, the Thai partners can act as a dominant partner in making the decision. If the

decision is outwith the power of the project management body to decide, they will

pass the issue to all eight members of the Board of Directors. Then, if the problem

still cannot be solved at this level, the final decision will be made by the shareholders

or owners of the parent firms. The following quotations show how the management

decision making in this JV is decided:

"From my company point of view, this is a fully integrated JV. Shares are
25%:25%:25%:25%. So, no company is the leader ... So, [I] can say we
don't have a share ratio for real. Among the four partners, politically [the Thai
partner] decides. In reality, [it] has to be like that. Even though the equity in
the contract is divided equally." (Quote Co-[JV] project manager company A,
interview 2)

"Maintaining different ideas cannot work. It is written into the agreement that
if the decision-making cannot be made among the four partners, a more
superior director can decide. If it still cannot be decided by the senior joint
venture management team from the four partners, [the Thai owner] will talk
with each [of the parent] company's presidents." (Quote Co-[JV] project
manager company A, interview 2)

"We have a control system that makes every member of the joint venture
participate and share the decision-making. If agreement cannot be reached at
the project management group level, we pass it on to the Board of Directors.
If the problems still exist at this level, the CEO of each company will sit and
talk together." (Quote project manager company A, interview 1)

There seems to be a balance in the bargaining power of the JV partners at both the top

management and the Board of Directors level. There is also an equal number of

members from each partner at both top management and Board of Directors levels.

However, when management conflict has arisen, all partners seems to respect and

trust the Thai partner (particularly the Thai • owner) to finalise the decision. All

partners had a choice in selecting their partners and they have contributed resources

equally to the JV.
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"As this project is in Thailand, the client we negotiate with [helping each
other. Although we have an equal percentage of shares, we [the Thai partner]
are the most important partner. We have a distinguished role in the JV
management. For example, our company has the authority to nominate a
project manager for this joint venture. Our partners give us a lot during the
bidding process] is also Thai. The person who has authority is Thai. We are
of respect in terms of management decision making." (Quote project manager
company A, interview 1)

"Authority, power is equal in joint venture." (Quote commercial manager
company A, interview 3)

"It probably balances itself out. You've all got benefit. You've all got to pay
the premium. The JV has to pay the premium since it's 25% [of share for each
partner] involved. So they've got to even it out among themselves." (Quote
quantity surveyor manager company A, interview 14)

"Normally, when we conflict we must have [a] meeting with [all] four
partners. If one partner disagrees [about the answer to] this problem we'll not
accept it. When everyone accepts this problem, so it's very nice. It has to be
[a decision] agreed by [all] four partners. If not, some partners need to
compromise." (Quote finance and accounting manager company A, interview
16)

"They [the JV partners] have equal rights. No partner holds power over the
other. Normally there are four people in the project management groups and
above them is a Board of Directors which also has an equal number of
representatives from each company. So these four partners normally agree
99.99% of the time. There is no partner better than any of the others. They
are all 25%." (Quote quantity surveyor manager company A, interview 14)

One partner expressed the view that equality in power structure as a result of equality

in equity structure leads firms to experience difficulties in the management of their

business. He also contended that it would be better to have only one leader to make

decisions if there is a difference of opinion. The following is his viewpoint regarding

the structure of equality in equity:

"I think, sharing twenty-five percent each is not good. It is better [to have]
one leader [in the JV] company. And they each have some responsibility [for]
decision [making]. With four it is difficult to reach agreement. Each partner
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has a different idea, so we [should] decide on one leader who can instruct."
(Quote Co-[JV] project manager company A, interview 2)

"If you have got so many leaders you'll not reach a decision." (Quote quantity
surveyor manager company A, interview 14)

7.1.1 Alternative choice

Although all partners had the choice to enter JV with different partners, the foreign

partners tended to stick with the Thai partner because of their past experience and

good working relationship. They (the foreign partners) all seem not to regret to be in

joint business with the Thai partner. The Thai partner was very confident that those

foreign partners were not going to pick up alternative partners because there was a

high possibility that the Thai partner would win the bidding. The Thai partner had a

high competitive advantage to bid against their competitors due to having good

connections with the Thai government and the ability to obtain inside information

quickly. The following quotations describe the JV partners' choices:

"[For] this [JV] project we needed a big Thai local partner. So [the] foreign
[Japanese] company keep in touch with the Thai company. If we had not kept
contact with this company we couldn't have won the project. This is a subway
project. The local company cannot [do the project by themselves] ...They
don't have the experience to do this. In Thailand there were no subways
before. For normal road construction, we would not participate, we would not
be interested. The local Thai company can do this. If bidding against Thai
companies, we could not win the contract. But for expressway roads and
subways, there is a technique to do it. Local companies sometimes don't have
the technique to do it. That is why we got the chance to do it with them [our
partner]." (Quote Co-[JV] project manager company A, interview 2)

"Because we are a foreign company, we can't have a construction job without
a local partner. So, we did not choose [the Thai partner], they chose us."
(Quote finance and accounting manager company A, interview 16)

"We have worked with [our Thai partner for a]...long time.. .but we have
already established a subsidiary company with [the Thai partner]... "only one
wife" ...No, we don't have any choice. Our Japanese company [Y] is not so
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aggressive. And the [Japanese partner Y] management team think this is a
good chance [to enter JV business with the Thai partner]. So, that is very
different from [the Japanese partner Z]." (Quote Co-[JV] project manager
company A, interview 2)

"It was decided [that the project] cannot be performed by an individual
company and it was quite clear we had start like this. This project needed to
be a JV. And, to my knowledge, I don't think any of our competitors could
have negotiated joint venture business with the Thai partner because [the
German partner has been] working [for a long time] with [the Thai partner].
Since we agreed with [the] Thai partner and offered this contract, we continue
to work together." (Quote commercial manager company A, interview 3)

"We are the firm who initiated the idea of forming this joint venture business
and also bidding is not allowed without a Thai partner. This is a very
important point. Working in Thailand, without a Thai partner, is impossible.
Also, the Thai owner is a very well known person in the construction business
and has been respected by all of our partners. It would have been very
surprising if the prospective partners has left us to join with other Thai firms.
Our problem is just that we want other partners to join too but we cannot
accept them. That is our identity showing that we hold considerable strength
in this joint venture project. We also don't see any reason to enter joint
venture business with other Thai partners in this project because we have
enough strength and capability in our own company." (Quote project manager
company A, interview 1)

7.1.2 Resource contribution

Over all, there seems to be a balance in resource contribution, though one partner

might provide more of some scarce resource than another. According to one British

interviewee who works for the Japanese partner, the Thai partner has strong

bargaining power over suppliers in Thailand whilst our Japanese and German partners

have better bargaining power to obtain tunnelling equipment and material. Financial

resources have been contributed equally by each partner. Profits are shared equally.

Management expertise has been provided by all partners. The German and Japanese

partner Z provide scarce resources such as technology, technical know-how and

management, and technical personnel. The Japanese partner Y contributed the

construction technique and know-how. The Thai partner provided local knowledge,
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government connection the and the information needed for operating JV business in

Thailand, as well as in dealing with the Thai government. The resources needed from

each partner have been consistent since the beginning of the JV business up to now.

There has not been much shift in bargaining power and all foreign partners still trust

the Thai partner. The description of resource contribution provided by JV partners is

shown below.

"Financial resource was equally contributed [by] each partner. Technology
was contributed by [the Japanese partner Z]. They have much more
experience in heavy work than us. Management expertise is very difficult to
say." (Quote Co-[JV] project manager company A, interview 2)

"I would say we, as a foreign partner, have contributed technical know-how,
financial resources, technical personnel. The management, I think, is similar
to the local partner. We and the local partner have contributed management
expertise to this JV. We and the local partner also contribute licenses,
personnel and non-technical personel. We have about 30% but this joint
venture doesn't specify. We have equal shares for partners, 25% each for 4
partners. But this is only the financial participation. It doesn't mean that each
partner needs to have contributed equally." (Quote commercial manager
company A, interview 3)

"Each partner contributes human resources as best as they can. The joint
venture also recruits their own employees. If there is something which must
be done, but is beyond our partners' capability or responsibility, we would be
happy to help as much as we can. At the beginning, the foreign partners
contributed technical personnel and expertise to the joint venture. When the
work was done i.e. the planning, they went back to their countries. It is too
expensive to keep them here." (Quote project manager company A, interview
1)
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Table 7-3 below summarises the resource contribution of each JV partner to JV

company A.

Table 7-3
Resource contribution

JV Partner Resource Contribution
Thai Management	 expertise,	 money,	 non-technical	 personnel,	 government

connection, local knowledge and information, market access
Japanese Y Technical know-how, management expertise, money
Japanese Z Technology	 transfer,	 technical	 personnel,	 management	 expertise,	 money,

technical know-how
German Technology	 transfer,	 technical	 personnel,	 management	 expertise,	 money,

technical know-how

7.2 Trust

Although the JV comes up with high exit costs, the Thai partner has a better chance to

walk away and find another partner if something goes wrong and conflict cannot be

resolved. Each foreign partner trusts the Thai partner. It seems unlikely that, if the

worse case happens, the JV will need to be terminated before the project is completed.

Furthermore, breaking a JV will affect the reputation of the Thai partner for future

projects. Mutual trust between JV partners decreases partners' conflicts by reducing

unnecessary bargaining against one another. Initially, trust between the Thai and

foreign partners was very good. It has developed and become better so far (fairly

good). But it still must be enhanced further, as stated by one Thai interviewee. The

partner's reputation was not a major concern for each partner because they had all

known each other and experienced working with each other for a long time before

entering this JV business. Trust developed between the Thai and foreign partners

before this project existed. All three foreign partners even trust the Thai partner and
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allow them to nominate a project manager (Top management body) and to make the

final decision if there is a conflict of interest. The following quote the comments on

the level of trust between JV partners:

"The level of trust at tendering stage and now is similar. Very similar because
we trusted our partner right at the beginning. This is why we entered the joint
venture agreement with them. And up to now, we still trust our partner."
(Quote commercial manager company A, interview 3)

"We have had more than 20 years experience with our Japanese partner [Y].
We didn't just start with them. Since we made the contractual agreement
regarding organisational structure, authority, management responsibility and
decision-making power, we have never look back to our agreement. So, the
joint venture has shared control. That is our achievement. It would be our
failure if we need to refer to the joint venture agreement all the time, during
business operation." (Quote project manager company A, interview 1)

"[It] has become a lot better during the past two years because we are not
thinking that other companies are trying to take over this or that [competing
with each other]. It is a lot easier to work because you don't have to think
about other things. You are thinking about getting something done.
Additionally, we can trust our partners' engineering ability and when they say
they can do a job, they can do it." (Quote quantity surveyor manager company
A, interview 14)

Simultaneously, a little mistrust also exists between partners. Two managers below

project management level stated that:

"It took us quite a lot of time to convince our partner to agree with us."
(Quote construction coordination manager company A, interview 15)

"We have to hand over any job to the local partner but I think now [they] lack
ability. I don't think everything can be handed over." (Quote finance and
accounting manager company A, interview 16)

The following quotation also shows some mistrust of JV partners as a result of

opportunistic behaviour by some JV partners:
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"I think there is some trust there. There is still a little bit of distrust existing
between the four partners, e.g. one of our partners act as a subcontractor to the
project. The JV [company] has bought a tunnelling machine from them. And
they were meant to provide many parts. So, [now] they say these are extra and

7
the JV partners know that they are trying to build the cost in very different
way hoping that the extra cost will go through without being picked up
properly. So there is some distrust that way. Each of the four partners has got
some subcontractors, or some supply contract them. So, there is some distrust
about what they have included and what costs are not included in those
subcontractor's costs. I think there is still some concern between the four
[partners]. This company [was] selling machines, they should be open the sell
complete or not sell at all. It effects trust. For example, we sold this, it
doesn't include this. There is 1% for that. So, that is happening. There is
some distrust there." (Quote quantity surveyor manager company A, interview
14)

Trust develops at both personal and organisation level. One Thai interviewee stated

the significance of trust at personal level as:

"If we change a member of the management staff, who is extremely important,
it could affect the partner's relationship and JV performance." (Quote project
manager company A, interview 1)

Past experience, and a long-term relationship, has reinforced and developed trust

between the partners. All foreign partners have worked with the Thai partners before

this JV project took place. The Thai partner even had experience of working

internationally with the Japanese company Y in Japan. They all seem to trust each

other more and more as their relationship develops. Because of the good relationship

with the Thai partner, they (all partners) decided to enter JV with one another in a

short period of time. The quotations below describe the past experience and

relationship of the JV partners before the formation of the JV:

"In Thailand, we [the Japanese partnering firm Y] [have been] working for a
long time with [the Thai partner]. So, we [had] an alliance before. That is
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why we know them for this joint venture company. At that time, for the first
time, we can say [that the Thai partner] is a very small firm. The first time
when I was assigned to Don Muang Airport, [the Thai partner] didn't bid so
much. [Another Thai firm] was number one. It was the Don Muang Airport
extension project [which we worked on], fifteen years ago. Many [firms want
to] negotiate joint venture business with [a Thai partner]. But because [the
Thai partner] chose us, we could be a partner in this joint venture firm. [The
Thai partner] selected [us]. Now many Japanese companies want to join
business with [our Thai partner and its competing/rival firm]." (Quote Co-
[JV] project manager company A, interview 2)

"I think that the relationship developed on previous projects (for example Don
Muang Airport extension) and it was then that we decided to work together.
We have a good relationship with [the Thai partner], so there is no point in
entering business with other [Thai partners]. Our German partner also was in
that relationship. We [the Thai, German, and Japanese Z partners] will be a
good partnership for future work." (Quote quantity surveyor manager
company A, interview 14)

"We have worked with [this] Thai partner for at least five projects and we
have had a lot of experience with them. We have also worked on joint
ventures worldwide [for the last] 80 years. [Our German firm] is one of the
biggest construction companies. It is worldwide. We have considerable
choice to enter joint venture with other Thai firms but we didn't think about it.
We have one partner and we don't change. We entered this joint venture with
[the Thai partner] because we have worked with [the Thai partner] for a long
time. The Thai partner is one of the main construction firms in Thailand. So,
the reason for entering joint venture with this Thai partner for the first time,
ten years ago, was their reputation." (Quote commercial manager company A,
interview 3)

"[The Thai partner and Japanese partner Y] has the subsidiary company which
is named...They have a connection. And [the Thai partner and the German
partner] have another JV [firm together]. So, They know [each other]
well.. .We were an employer and they (The Thai and German partners) are
subcontractors. That is the only relationship we have had with them in the
past." (Quote finance and accounting manager company A, interview 16)

"So, if we know their background, we spend less time negotiating with them.
Over time we [have got to] know each other. [I] can say [it is] easy to talk.
We have some previous experience of another joint venture together with [our
Thai partner]. Only one in Phuket with another Japanese company. Last time
the leader was [the Thai partner]. This time, this joint venture with the
European company is fast[er] ... [There are] four partners. [However the
number of] partners is not a problem, but the first time with European partners
was very, very interesting and very, very difficult for me, for [our Japanese
company] itself." (Quote Co-[JV] project manager company A, interview 2)
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Although the level of trust between the Thai and foreign counterparts is very high, not

every partner felt that the relationship was reciprocal. Trust between one pair of

partners, the German and Japanese Y, seems to be tearing apart, partly because of the

lack of their past working experience together. It was the first time in this JV business

that the Japanese partner Y had worked with other foreign partners, apart from the

Thai partner, unlike the other three partners (the Thai, German, and Japanese Z) that

were used to working with each other and had known each other for at least 10 years.

Additionally, because of cultural differences in the way the Germans do business, the

Japanese partner Y develops an attitude of mistrust during their JV negotiation and

operation. The Japanese partner Y expresses the feeling that they don't want to join

the German partner for the next joint venture project. The economic crisis in Thailand

lead firms to experience lower performance than expected. So, as a result, the

Japanese partner Y doubted the managerial style and reaction of their German partner.

The bitter view has been expressed as follows:

"So, every month I check the accounts. Sometimes the cost of reinforcement
bar is up. This is reasonable. But sometimes the costs of electricity and
telephone are high. There is no need to call abroad a lot. No need to call or
telefax, if it is not necessary." (Quote Co-[JV] project manager company A,
interview 2)

"If we have another project, it would be difficult for us to enter joint venture
with the German partner again. We hope that this subway project has an
extension to the new line [and the] same establishment of the four companies.
But [the next project should be a] clearly separated assignment and
responsibility. For example, this is my station, so separate [the project into]
three...three...three...or something. Sometimes it is good. The contact with
the client is good. There are different ways of doing business within the JV.
But if the loudest voice is leader, then it is difficult!" (Quote Co-[JV] project
manager company A, interview 2)
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Moreover, the Japanese partner Z also doubted the way the German counterpart

operates business, even though they are impressed with German advanced technology.

The quotation below shows the comment of the Japanese interviewee regarding the

issue of trust:

"The Germans are very good engineers but not too bright commercially. You
can also guarantee that they can do the work until finish at the quality you
want but you can't guarantee the budget. So internally, your budget will be
very high because they put German engineers on it. That could be very
expensive. But in all, the work will be done correctly. There is a weak area in
the commercial side which indicates that we don't need many of these German
[engineers because of their high costs]. We have got plenty of Thai engineers,
they can do that job. "I want the German", that is the German concept."
(Quote quantity surveyor manager company A, interview 14)

Whilst the Japanese Y interviewee trusted his partners at the organisation level, one

Thai interviewee comments on the importance of trust on a personal basis.

"Trust between partners develops over time. If the key management personnel
leaves, it would affect our trust relationship. This is quite different to the
American style where trust is on the organisation rather than the individual
because they have set a very clear management responsibility in the
agreement. However, in Thailand, personal relationships seem to play a
significant role in joint business operation." (Quote project manager company
A, interview 1)

7.3 Culture

Cultural differences seem to engender a moderate problem within this JV firm.

However the problems don't seem to affect the relationship between the Thai and

German partners. They have tried to understand each other's ways of doing business

over time and have the expectation of a long-term business partnership. The problems

became more serious when the German partner negotiated with the Japanese partners.
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There were some cultural misunderstandings between them and they tried not to

understand and adapt to each other. Here is the expression of Thai and Japanese

interviewees regarding cultural difference:

"The cultural differences between us [the Thai partner] and the Japanese
partners are very small compared with our German partner. Our German
partner is concerned about the issue of safety more than us and the Japanese
partners. It is not because we don't not think about safety but because they are
looking for a higher safety factor than us." (Quote construction coordination
manager company A, interview 15)

"[Japanese partner Z has] a culture [that] is nearly the same as [the Thai
partner and the Japanese partner Y]. We have quite a big cultural difference
with [the German partner]...I gave up my private vacation. This is normal for
Japanese. Working comes before private life. But [the] German [partner] has
a different idea. They'll take one months or two months [off] even [though]
this will affect the JV business [operation]. They don't care. Thais are similar
to Japanese in this respect." (Quote finance and accounting manager company
A, interview 16)

However cultural differences seem not to have had much effect on employees who are

working at the operational level. They tend to perceive their colleagues as a team and

follow the policy decided from the project management level. One interviewee

commented that:

"It [problem] has to be sorted out at that level [project management level].
That is the way I work properly. Because we have to work together as a team
so we don't decide that he is from this company or from that company."
(Quote quantity surveyor manager company A, interview 14)

7.3.1 Individualism vs. collectivism

There was a cultural misunderstanding, and conflict between partners, regarding ways

of doing and negotiating business. The Thai and Japanese partners whose cultures

tend to be collectivistic seem to share a similar viewpoint in their ways of operating
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business. They prefer to negotiate and deal with business through a network and use

inter-personal/firm relationships, as well as allowing more flexibility in the

contractual agreement. One Japanese interviewee comments on the importance of

relationship building:

"First time [meeting is general business discussion]. Today also.. .that is my
way. First time, the general way then to the main point. For meetings, the
agenda has already been delivered to the attendees.. .it can start. So, my way,
I like to play golf. After we finish, take a shower and share a meal and next
time to the main point." (Quote Co-[JV] project manager company A,
interview 2)

The German and European staff prefer to use formal letters and documents when

negotiating business. They also place an emphasis on the contractual agreement.

Conflict arose when the Thai partner used the Thai way of negotiating business with

the client (the Thai government). The German partner and European staff tend not

understand and are unlikely to accept this business style. The following quotations

describe the cultural similarity and differences of the N partners:

"Everyone knows [the Japanese partner Y] and [the Thai partner] have about
twenty years of experience together. We have a subsidiary company... So,
some companies contacted [the Thai partner] not directly [but] through
Japanese partner [Y]. The easy way. We know [the Thai partner] well. [We]
can say [our Japanese company] is number ten in the company ranking in
Japan. But [when the] biggest Japanese company comes to Thailand, when
they want to get the job, they need to pass through [our Japanese company]
first. Here, also, contact with the government must be [from the Thai partner].
You know many of the biggest Japanese companies - more profitable, more
successful companies also contact us if they come to Thailand - the same way
as in the agri-manufacturing business that they contact through CP. The [Thai
partner] can contact directly through the Thai government. The European way
is that they contact direct. In Japan, this time your company helps... so, next
time I help.. .like this. So, the Japanese company acts in the same way as the
Yagusa Gang.. .have to say hello first. So I am like Yagusa to Japanese
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companies coming to Thailand." (Quote Co-[JV] project manager company
A, interview 2)

"Having a contractual agreement in relation to the joint venture management
does help us a lot in reducing conflict of interest. In my opinion, it is
important for us to have and follow a joint venture contract. And because this
contract was drawn up for a government project, therefore the joint venture
contract is not as complex as others. Also, we, as a company, are the co-
owners of this project. We are friends. So, we just sit and talk a bit about
shareholder agreement regarding the rules to follow/proceed." (Quote project
manager company A, interview 1)

"Each [partner] has a different way of doing things. So sometimes conflict
does arise because of that. It's like the Thai style to discuss things informally.
We call this the soft approach. It is risky. But the European way, like English
and German, is to fax letters in and write a strong letter to safeguard our
position. It's OK [normal]. This allows us to claim for things that go wrong
and we have to claim for them. Whereas, our Thai [partner], sometimes
Japanese partners, they don't want an aggressive response so there is always
conflict in that way to approach a problem and how to solve it." (Quote
quantity surveyor manager company A, interview 14)

"Working with our German partner, this time documentation is very very
much. The technical market is very different. Project control is very
different." (Quote Co-[JV] project manager company A, interview 2)

"Sometimes we think an agreement is [just] a piece of paper." (Quote Co-[JV]
project manager company A, interview 2)

7.3.2 Cultural difference in negotiation style

There are some cultural differences in negotiation style among JV partners. The Thai

and Japanese partners tend to prefer a gentle and smooth style of negotiation, whilst

the German partner acts differently. They prefer a confrontational and aggressive

style of negotiation. The Thai partner is very open-minded and allows any style of

negotiation to take place. However, one foreign interviewee still believes that, at

times, the Thai partner still takes thing personally. The following are the viewpoints

of interviewees regarding the style of negotiation:
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"That is not a typical integrated [JV]. Twenty-five percent share each but the
lead partner makes the decision. This is also written into the agreement. Last
time [there] was some conflict, everybody wanted to be at the top. [The
German partner], the way they negotiate is very aggressive." (Quote Co-[JV]
project manager company A, interview 2)

"Normally, we allow any kind of negotiation behaviour and style during the
negotiation process. We don't mind. But negotiating with our client, we need
to follow our rules strictly. We shouldn't show any of our internal conflict to
the client. So, that is why we need to have a leader, a spokesman while
dealing with the client." (Quote project manager company A, interview 1)

"The difference in culture shouldn't affect negotiation because negotiations are
always based on facts, reasons, argument and especially in the financial area.
Culture has a very minor effect on negotiation. In my opinion, I don't think
that negotiation style is related [in any way] to cultural differences. It depends
on person to person. Everybody has a different style." (Quote commercial
manager company A, interview 3)

"The Thai partner's nature is not to be confrontational whereas the English and
German, we're confrontational, but we don't make it personal. I think
sometimes they [the Thai partner] take the thing personally. We stay in the
right so I can say, under the contractm 'you have got to do this or do that'.
That means aggressive. For us, we've been in business in Europe hundreds of
years, using contracts. This is not being rude, just stating your position. I
think sometimes it's not being rude or aggressive." (Quote quantity surveyor
manager company A, interview 14)

"In practice, our problem is the similarity in the culture. Everybody wants to
take advantage of others as much as they can, even though they all share the
same goals. But the methods used, regards their opportunistic behaviour, are
not the same. Some are very aggressive and strong. Some are very gentle.
So, it is important for us, in managing, to reduce the opportunism in order to
achieve the best performance." (Quote project manager company A, interview
1)
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A summary of the negotiation styles of each JV partner are given in table 7-4 as

follows.

Table 7-4
The style of negotiation

Country The style of negotiation
Thai Gentle,	 polite,	 defensive,	 no	 straight

answer, work slowly on decision-making
German Very aggressive

Japanese Gentle

7.4 Negotiation behaviour

The negotiation tactic that is most often used in this JV is compromise. Although

compromising is not always the best strategy to use to resolve conflict, all partners

seem to understand its importance and place an emphasis on the use of it. When

conflict arises, each partner tends to argue against each other at the beginning of their

discussions and in the negotiation process. Simultaneously, they also seem to

understand where they stand and generally accept and listen to each other's opinion.

When it was time to make a decision, they preferred to compromise with one another.

If there is a time limit for reaching agreement, they sometimes use avoiding tactic.

One Thai interviewee stated that:

"If we have a conflict, we normally respect each other's opinion. We try to
discuss on the reasoning logic. If we don't have enough time to come up with
an agreement, we will put that issue in pending and try to resolve it later."
(Quote project manager company A, interview 1)
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Because each partner tries to cooperate with one another where possible, most

conflicts are resolved effectively at the project management level. The following is

the viewpoint of foreign interviewees regarding the use of compromising strategy:

"For the one with the claims, what we decided to do is we still submit the
notices. And also we keep on both ways, try to get the path which is not that
way or this way, but some way in between, so it's a little bit of a mixture,
which is still not a good way, but a compromise is developed between the two
ways. So we're going to have to rely on some proper talk at the end, so that
the client [the Thai government] doesn't say `no'." (Quote quantity surveyor
manager company A, interview 14)

"..still wondering how to come out with the solution to get everybody happy.
If there is a quick way to get this [solution but it] changes every issue
otherwise.. .if it is not agreed then we can't start the work, which would cause
a problem. And that affect this department. We are not taking the hard line
and we are not taking the soft line. We try to reach a compromise but this is
one reason why people [are] not happy. It's taken a long time." (Quote
quantity surveyor manager company A, interview 14)

"We have to compromise [with the Thai partner regarding the issue of hiring
high capability employees]. We have to do it by ourself instead of distributing
it [to low performance employees]. We have to work a lot. If we hire clever
staff, we can hand over all these job to the clever [JV] staff. But once we
employ stupid staff, I have to do everything." (Quote finance and accounting
manager company A, interview 16)

Both Japanese partners try to compromise with the German partner where possible.

However some conflict cannot always be compromised. So, the Japanese partners

turn to the use of competing tactic. One Japanese partner Y pointed out that their

German partner is obstructive and also tends to behave inappropriately. At the end of

the interview, this Japanese person said that they wouldn't want to enter JV with this

German firm for the next JV project. The quotation regarding this competitive

manner is given below:
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"And the planning [is] also different, very, very aggressive. They [the German
partner] said we need to buy that and, finally, they chose and bought. And the
way they behave is not so polite - they do not speak nicely and listen much to
the Japanese partner. So, I don't know if it is only because of this person or if
the parent organisation is like this. I don't know. But compared with them
[German partner] we do things in a different way. They have experience and
because of this experience they say 'do it this way'. We have to think which is
the best way for this JV project. So, we need some time. And unfortunately,
our meeting is in English and so we have some disadvantage in that point. I
want to speak but don't know how to express myself. "(Quote Co-[JV] project
manager company A, interview 2)

The German partner also has some conflict regarding the use of an overseas engineer.

The Japanese partner Z criticises that:

"Now we're trying to force [the German partner] to cut down on German staff
being used and to depend more on Thai engineers. It saves a lot of money and
for the station itself, provided that it is designed properly, it can be done by
local engineers." (Quote quantity surveyor manager company A, interview 14)

7.5 Factors affecting negotiation behaviour

The following three aspects describe the influence of bargaining power, trust, and

culture on negotiation behaviour.

7.5.1 Bargaining power affecting negotiation behaviour

Generally speaking, there was a balance in the bargaining power of the JV partners.

There has not been much shift in bargaining power between partners. There was a

need for resource contributions from all the partners over time. Each partner seems to

have their unique strength to put into this JV. These balances in bargaining power

lead all partners to compromise with one another.
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"No, no, no, I always hamonise. I like this way. I always try to compromise.
Two weeks ago, in the party, I had a chance to speak with them, so I presented
them with three words; 'thank you', 'cooperate' and 'harmonise'. The
strategy used is not win-win. This time OK [but] not every time the loser.
Sometimes win." (Quote Co-[JV] project manager company A, interview 2)

"Our foreign partner should try to compromise as much as they can. If they
didn't know how to compromise, we would never have chosen them to be our
partners at the beginning of the joint venture formation." (Quote project
manager company A, interview 1)

7.5.2 Trust affecting negotiation behaviour

The German prefers to use German staff to work on the construction site. They do not

trust Thai engineers to work on this particular job at the tunnel. So, during the

negotiation they (the German partner) try to argue to have German staff working on

the construction site. At the beginning the German partner won, as the other partners

compromised with them. Over time they (the German partner) compromised more

with the other partners and agreed to use more Thai engineers for the tunnel

construction.

"Our German partner argues that the tunnel work is very complicated and
technical. So, they want a lot of German staff to work for them. This incurs a
very high cost. They did not trust our local engineers to work on this job.
They insisted and kept arguing to have the German staff to do this job. After a
long negotiation, they compromise with us for some work by reducing the
number of German workers." (Quote construction coordination manager
company A, interview 15)

"If we don't trust each other and also the cultural differences between partners
are too big, it is unlikely that we can be a JV partner, the JV company can't
exist. The Thai partner has known [the German and Japanese partner Z] for
about 10 years already. Also we have had 20 years of business experience
with [the Japanese partner Y]. This leads us to have better cooperation with
one another. The issue of personal or group relationships that reinforce trust
between partners is also of concern. (Quote project manager company A,
interview 1)
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7.5.3 Culture affecting negotiation behaviour

The Thai partner seems to understand that people from different countries have their

own cultural values. They tend to be cooperative and compromise with the partners

where possible. However, cultural dissimilarity lead to the Japanese partner Y to

doubt the German partner's way of doing business. They (the Japanese partner)

sometimes argue with the German partner unnecessarily and try to persuade them to

reduce the level of spending. The following quotations, obtained from Japanese and

Thai interviewees, highlight the negotiation tactics used in relation to culture:

"Now there are some problems with them [JV partners]. They spent too much.
For example, there is no need to have a good table in the office. It is just a
temporary use, no need. That is the real point. The Americans and Europeans
are always thinking about their personal room. They need their personal
space. In Japan, we cannot do this. For [the Japanese partner], maybe my
president cannot sit on a good chair like this. So, when starting this [JV]
project, I said to my boss I didn't want to. As other people want this, so I have
to use it. He said only this one project but he requested me to reach the target.
So, there are very different ways of doing business between European
companies and Japanese companies. For we, and maybe the Thai [partner]
also, think we only need general administration like salary and resources. We
have to try to keep in this box. But their [European partner] way, yes, we need
these. My friend is also thinking.. .they need a good one. For the Thai
[partner] I don't know. We [Japanese partner] work in this company until
retirement. But now, the Westerners working in Thailand, they are happy
working here, stay in big houses, big rooms, they don't think about this joint
venture - how much profit we are going to get. They [European partner] think
only of themselves. That is a problem. If they get their salary from their
office, this would be OK. But they get it from this JV. One share of this joint
venture company is my company as well." (Quote Co-[JV] project manager
company A, interview 2)

"There are some cultural dissimilarities with the partners who come from
different countries. The ways of doing business and their experience are also
different from the Thai partner. Even though we have some similarity in terms
of objective achievement, our ways of doing, negotiating, and managing
business are quite different. We also trust our foreign partners in technical
know-how. We try to cooperate and help our foreign partner as much as we
can. Cultural differences between partners sometimes lead to conflict in our
views of business management and practice. Therefore, we need to
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compromise and try to reach the solution at the optimum point." (Quote
construction coordination manager company A, interview 15)

7.6 JV performance (outcome)

The recession in Thailand had an effect on the foreign exchange rate. Because the JV

needed to import a lot of material for the tunnel work and, therefore, to pay more

money to suppliers and subcontractors, this in turn reduced the profit earning capacity

of the JV. Broadly speaking, all JV partners are satisfied with the overall JV

performance. Only the Japanese partner Y was not satisfied with the profit that the JV

has achieved so far. The Thai partner is very satisfied with the IV objective

achievement and expects to achieve all of their objectives by the end of project. The

German and Japanese Z partners are also happy with the JV performance.

7.6.1 Satisfaction

Because this JV project has been financially supported by the Thai government, the

TV seems to perform quite well and without too much impact from the economic

recession in Thailand. All partners were satisfied with the overall performance and

the relationships among themselves. Some viewpoints of interviewees regarding the

JV satisfaction are quoted as follows:

"Yes, I would say... satisfied [with the] performance." (Quote commercial
manager company A, interview 3)

"Yes, I am satisfied with the negotiation outcomes of forming the N.
However, some partners wanted to get leadership, I think. That is exactly it. I
think they have to be satisfied with that paper. Normally this joint venture is
an integrated IV, no leader, no sound. Everybody wants to show their
capability. So, no leader." (Quote Co-[JV] project manager company A,
interview 2)
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"I think we have done very well on this project. [There are] very few
problems. Many of things have been done smoothly. We have done the work
properly. If we can continue as we are, this will be a successful project."
(Quote quantity surveyor manager company A, interview 14)

"The contractual agreement is quite important [but] I wouldn't describe it as a
legal force. But [it is] very important [to] allow limited flexibility. We are
also quite satisfied with the negotiation at the tendering stage of forming [the]
joint venture agreement and also, up to now, in the operation and execution of
the project." (Quote commercial manager company A, interview 3)

"I am satisfied with the JV performance outcome. However, we still need to
develop further in order to achieve a better performance." (Quote project
manager company A, interview 1)

7.6.2 Achieving JV objectives

Almost all partners share the common objective of profitability and experience. The

Thai partner has achieved their objectives on profitability and experience. The

Japanese partner Y has learned how to do business with the Western partner.

However, they (the Japanese partner Y) seem to have had a bad experience and

impression with the German partner and are not very happy with them. In general,

overall objective achievements by all partners are quite good. The following are the

comments from the interviewees regarding the achievement of objectives:

"The learning is OK. But the profit is not so good. No good. I am not
satisfied with the profit now from my view. You know we decided the target,
lets say 5%. My boss said at least 5%. If you start working, your boss might
say 'what are you doing', so, it must be better than 5%." (Quote Co-[JV]
project manager company A, interview 2)

"From the Thai partner's viewpoint, we have a great achievement so far in our
objectives which we set at the beginning of the joint venture formation. We
have achieved both major and minor objectives. So far, we have won projects,
we have operated the joint venture business until now, this is nearly half way
already. Hopefully, we can achieve all the objectives set. The rest we haven't
achieved, but have good potential to acquire a new project to do, to develop
our management skill, to reduce costs, to be trusted more." (Quote project
manager company A, interview 1)
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"We evaluate our W performance according to the profit we receive. So far
our profit is quite good." (Quote construction coordination manager company
A, interview 15)

"I probably say 50%-60% [of plans that we have achieved]. When we speak
to the contract people next door, they are not happy with this. They know,
from their experiences, that this in between route which is neither here nor
there is not the way to do it. So they can't do their work properly. But the
company as a whole is happy to go along that way. I think if you don't have
conflict then it will be easier. About technology transfer, I think we've done
quite well on that. Our Thai partner has gained lots of experience. They are
now capable of doing the [subway] station themselves." (Quote quantity
surveyor manager company A, interview 14)

"This [subway] project is the first [subway] project in Thailand. We employ a
lot of [local] labour, and a lot of local staff. They gain a lot of technology
[transfer] from us. In the future, the Thai partner can do construction work
without any [need for help from an] international company. We provide a lot
of technology [transfer] for them. All partners know how we can control
profitability. I am almost satisfied with that profitability. We gain profit
every year. Financial performance is good." (Quote finance and accounting
manager company A, interview 16)

7.6.3 Business relationship

Each partner tries to maximize their gain. Some partners even ask to do the

subcontracted work themselves instead of offering it to other subcontractors at the

higher price. However, this (subcontracting work by the JV partner) was agreed by all

partners because they prefer to develop a long-term relationship. Opportunistic

behaviour is pretty low in this J V project. However, each partner tries to protect their

own interest and sets up a clear agreement to be followed. The relationship between

the partners has developed quite well. They seem to understand and listen to each

other more over time. Trust was also increased as the relationships between them (J V

partners) have improved. All partners would like to progress to the next project, even

though the Japanese company Y seems to be uncomfortable with the German partner.

The following quotes describe the relationships between J V partners:
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"I think the corporation has become closer and closer together with our
partners. Because apart from our local partner, we are also working with two
new [Japanese] partners. We get to know each other and the relationship
becomes better than before. However, speaking for myself, the relationship
between partners is mainly based on a business relationship only." (Quote
commercial manager company A, interview 3)

"We have a close relationship now. It has changed into a better relationship"
(Quote finance and accounting manager company A, interview 16)

"Our relationships with the foreign partners is quite good. We seem to
understand each other quite well, over time." (Quote construction coordination
manager company A, interview 15)

"[At the operational level,] it [relationship] is a lot better and we work as a JV.
We don't really think about gaps between ages, department. So, it doesn't
matter who is in whose department." (Quote quantity surveyor manager
company A, interview 14)

"Our business relationship with the foreign partners has developed quite well.
Generally speaking, there have been no problems with our partners that we
have not been able to resolve yet. Everything is manageable here." (Quote
project manager company A, interview 1)

7.7 Factors affecting JV performance (outcome)

Trust seems to be the most significant factor influencing JV performance. The

cultural similarity of partners tends to promote less conflict and has a moderate impact

on JV performance. This JV has a symmetric bargaining power but this factor tends

to have a minor influence on the JV firm's performance compared to trust and culture

factors.

7.7.1 Bargaining power affecting performance

All partners seem to contribute the resources needed equally to the JV. There is no

one partner who has more power to control the Others in this JV. So, all partners have

a balance in bargaining power. In this JV, the bargaining power of each partner is
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similar and has tended to yield a successful JV performance. Here are the comments

of interviewees regarding the impact of bargaining power on performance:

"We achieve quite a successful JV performance. We tend to have more power
to negotiate with our foreign partner on issues dealing with the local
knowledge whilst our foreign partners seem to have more power than us on
management decisions regarding technical management and know-how."
(Quote construction coordination manager company A, interview 15)

"I think the key to successful performance is if each of the four partners can
bring an area of expertise to the JV. So, [the German and Japanese Z partners]
are very experienced in construction and especially in tunnel work. The Thai
partner has got a lot of local experience so contributes knowledge of
manpower and names of subcontractors in order for the [JV] company to do
work more quickly." (Quote quantity surveyor manager company A, interview
14)

7.7.2 Trust affecting performance

Trust is a very important factor which all partners should be concerned about. All

partners would like to be trusted more by the others. So far, the level of trust between

partners seems promising. All partners are quite keen to develop it further over time.

A Thai interviewee considers trust to be a significant factor to influence the JV

performance while one British manager working under the Japanese partner Z

observed a significant impact of trust on JV performance.

"Trust is very vital to successful JV performance. It is acceptable if our
partners operate business a little different from our agreement. We need to try
to understand each other and focus on our long-term relationship for a success
of our JV business." (Quote construction coordination manager company A,
interview 15)

"Trust comes into it [successful performance] quite a bit." (Quote quantity
surveyor manager company A, interview 14)
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7.7.3 Culture affecting performance

Thai and British (working for Japanese partner Z) interviewees consider culture as a

factor affecting JV performance. Cultural dissimilarity seems to have a negative

effect on JV performance. Even though three of the JV partners have been working

together for at least 10 years, they still have some conflict regarding cultural distance

that needs to be resolved. The Japanese company Y who never had past experience

with the German partner seems to experience a big cultural misunderstanding.

However, cultural conflicts may ease as partners trust and develop a better

relationship with one another over time. The interviewees' comments about the

impact of culture on IV performance are given below.

"Our JV conflict often arose because we have cultural differences in ways of
operating and negotiating business. I believe that they (the German partner)
can operate business successfully if they use their own way of doing business
in Hong Kong. However, doing this way in Thailand seems to result in less
performance. It took us a great deal of time to resolve our conflict." (Quote
construction coordination manager company A, interview 15)

"Culture 'yes' that comes into it [influencing IV performance]. The Germans
have their own culture. They have their own ways of doing things. They want
German engineers all the time. So, we've to try to stop that and they've got to
rely and trust more on our local engineering ability. I consider that the ability
of the local engineer is very high." (Quote quantity surveyor manager
company A, interview 14)

"I think it [cultural difference and misunderstanding] affects JV performance
and success. We've got a good match because we can't do it with a Japanese
coming, a German coming. We need a certain element of the different cultures
and because with the Thai [partner] they have come to know how things work
in Thailand. So, we still need Japanese and German [partners] because they're
bringing new technology here." (Quote quantity surveyor manager company
A, interview 14)
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Chapter 8

Cross-Case Analysis, Comparison and Discussion of Results

The previous three chapters present the results of the case studies. In this chapter, the

results presented in those chapters will be discussed. First, the cross-case comparison

of the similarities and differences of JV companies A and E will be presented. This

will be followed by discussion of the four propositions being tested, company by

company, and considering the relationships between bargaining power, trust, culture,

negotiation behaviour and JV performance. Next, a summary of the results of all six

case studies will be reviewed for each proposition and an explanation of self-reference

criterion (SRC) - free approach will be included and, finally, an overview of the data

coding scheme will be provided. The chapter will end with conclusions to chapters 4-

8. A revised conceptual model will also be included.

8.1 Cross-case comparison of the similarities and differences between JV
companies E and A

There was a big difference in the length of negotiation time to form each JV company.

It took company A only one week to form N agreement whilst six months of

negotiation was required for company E. One reason that company A was quicker

than company E is because all the foreign partners of N company A had known and

worked with the Thai partner for more than ten years before the idea of forming the

JV project arose. There was no past business relationship between the Thai and

foreign partners of company E. So, past business relationships did help Company A

to shorten negotiation time.
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In contrast, the Thai partner of company E knew the foreign partners for a long period

of time too but had never done business with them. As a result, they took more time

to negotiate the contractual agreements, e.g. management decision-making,

management responsibility, profit sharing, equity structure. Both JV agreements were

signed in the same year, i.e. 1996. Both JV companies are in the service sector but in

different kinds of business activity- construction and gas distribution. At the

beginning of the JV, the amount of capital investment of company A was 16 times

greater than company E. Company E has been growing very fast and now its capital

investment has increased to a quarter that of company A. Over three years, company

A has doubled its total assets, while the assets of company E remain the same. The

revenue of both companies in the early stages of JV was similar. However, company

A now earns 26 times more income than company E. Company A plans to terminate

the JV in the year 2007 whilst company E has an infinite duration. Both companies

need a licence from the Thai government to operate their business.
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The comparison of characteristics of JV firms is shown in the following table 8-1

Table 8-1
Characteristics of IJV firms in the case studies of companies A and E

JV Company Company
A

Company
E

Nature of Service Construction Gas Distribution

Length of
Negotiation
(months)

1/4 6

Agreement signed 1996 1996

Total Capital
Investment
(Baht Million)
Start up: Now

2,000:2,000 125:500

Equity
(% Thai/Foreign)

25/75
(Foreign: 25:25:25)

51/49
(Foreign: 27:22)

Duration 10 Unlimited

Service Market Domestic Domestic

Total Assets
(Baht Million)
At founding:
Now

1,671:3,871 500:543

Revenues
(Baht Million)
First year: Recent year

11:5,197 18:200

No. of Employees 2,282 46

Foreign partners from both companies share reasons for establishing JV with the Thai

partner: i.e. government connection and market access. Two common reasons for the

Thai partners' choice of foreign partners are technology and marketing know-how.

Profitability is a common objective set by all partners of both JV companies. All the

partners of company A share two common goals: experience and profitability;

whereas all the partners of company E set sales and profitability as their short-term
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objectives. The Thai partner of company E aims to achieve a reduction in air

pollution whilst the Thai partner of company A would like to fulfill an obligation to

complete and deliver work to the client. The specific aim of the foreign partners of

company E is to expand the market to new locations whilst the foreign partners of

company A seem not to have a specific aim that is quite distinct from others.

The partners of company A share an equal amount of equity whereas the Thai partner

of company E holds a majority of shares. Foreign partners of company E did not have

the choice to enter JV business with other Thai companies, whilst foreign partners of

company A did have many choices but preferred to join business with the Thai partner

because of their long-term relationships. Because they are equity JV companies, all

partners need to pool the money to their JV companies in relation to the equity they

hold. The Thai partners of both JV companies provide similar resources. These

resources include management expertise, non-technical personnel, government

connections, local knowledge, information and market access. All foreign partners of

both companies contribute technology, technical personnel, know-how and

management expertise. Generally speaking, all the foreign and Thai partners of both

companies contribute resources equally to their JV companies. However, over time,

the resources needed by the Thai partner of company E have decreased whilst the

resources needed from each partner of company A has remained the same. Because

the Thai partner of company E could have chosen many other partners, hold a

majority share and need less resources from their foreign partner over time, this leads

them to have more bargaining power with their foreign partners. In contrast, all

partners of company A seems to share an equal amount of resource contribution and
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they also had alternative choices of partners to enter JV. The strategic importance of

the joint venture to the overall business of all parents seems to be at the same level

(moderate). As a result there has been an approximate balance in the bargaining

power of all partners in this JV.

Table 8-2 below shows the comparison of bargaining power between the Thai and

their foreign partners (companies E and A).

Table 8-2
Bargaining power of Thai Vs. foreign partners (companies E and A)

Company E Company A
Partner's
nationality

Thai British Belgian Thai Japanese
Y

Japanese
Z

German

Strategic
importance

low/
moderate

moderate moderate pretty
high

high moderate moderate

Alternative
choice

high no no high moderate moderate moderate

Resource

fairly
equal

high

high

high

high

low

low

moderate

low/
moderate

fairly
equal

low

low

low

low

high

high

high

high

fairly
equal

low

low

low

low

high

high

high

high

fairly
equal

high

high

high

high

low

low

---

low

fairly
equal

low

low

low

low

low

moderate

---

moderate

fairly
equal

low

low

low

low

high

high

---

high

fairly
equal

low

low

low

low

high

high

---

high

contribution

Management
Expertise

Non-technical
personnel

Government
connection

Local
knowledge and
information

Market access

Technology

Technical
know-how

Marketing
know-how

Technical
personnel
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Company E Company A
Partner's
nationality

Thai British Belgian Thai Japanese
Y

Japanese
Z

German

Equity high moderate moderate equal equal equal equal

Overall
bargaining
power

high moderate moderate high pretty
high

pretty
high

pretty
high

imbalance approximately balanced

Trust between the Thai and foreign partners of company A has developed quite well.

Even though there have been some conflicts and opportunism between partners

(company A), those problems seems to be of little importance and haven't affected

their long-term relationships. Trust between the Thai and foreign partners of

company E has developed over time since the beginning of the JV formation.

However, at the time of interview, trust seems to have declined because of

opportunism and cultural misunderstanding in relation to the sharing of long-term

objectives and commitment. Accordingly, comparing both JV companies, company A

has a higher level of trust between the Thai and foreign partners than company E. The

foreign companies' reputation is one of the concerns for the Thai partner of company

E, whether to trust the capability of their foreign partners or not. In company A, the

Thai partner trusts the foreign partners because of past experience rather than their

reputation. Reputation was the only concern when the Thai partner (company A)

chose to do business with the foreign partners prior to this JV project over ten years

ago.

There is a big cultural difference between the Thai and Western partners of both JV

companies. The Western partners of both companies have tried to understand and

adapt to the Thai partner's culture over time. However, the Western partners of
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company A tend to understand the Thai partner's culture better than the Western

partners of company E. One reason is because the Western partners of company A

had a longer relationship with the Thai partner than the Western Partners of company

E. Both Thai and Japanese partners of company A seems to share a cultural

similarity. The Western partners of both JV companies prefer to use formal letters

and documents whilst the Thai partners of both companies place more emphasis on

verbal agreement and allow more flexibility to the contractual agreement. The

Western partners of both JV companies prefer a confrontational and aggressive style

of negotiation while the Thai partners' negotiation style is gentle. Although there are

some differences in the style of negotiation, the Thai partners of both JV companies

can understand and accept the negotiating styles of their Western partners.

The Western partners of both companies tend to argue with their Thai counterpart at

the beginning of JV business negotiation. However, they also understand that to reach

an acceptable decision, in the end, they need to compromise with the Thai partner.

Accordingly, Western partners of both companies often tend to implement

compromising strategy at the end of their business negotiation even though they think

that it is not the strongest solution.

Although bargaining power seems to have some influence on the negotiation

strategies used by all partners of both companies, it seems not to be a major factor.

Trust between partners seems to have a moderate impact on the negotiation strategy

used during business negotiation. As trust between the partners of company A

became better developed, each partner tended to use compromising tactics rather than

competing behaviour. The slowly developing trust between the partners in company
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E had just as big an impact on the negotiation strategy used by partners. The foreign

partners tend to argue more with the Thai partner in order to achieve their long-term

objective (i.e. business expansion to new location).

Cultural differences seem to have a pretty high influence on the negotiation tactics

used by all partners of both companies. However, as each partner of both companies

tries to understand and adapt to each other's culture over time, they tend to

compromise where possible.

In short, there was a high use of compromising strategy between partners of both

companies E and A. Competing and collaborating strategies were used moderately by

both companies E and A. Both companies E and A rarely use avoiding tactics.

All partners of JV company A are satisfied with the JV performance. The Thai

partner of company E has a high level of satisfaction in the overall JV performance

whilst the foreign partners (British and Belgian) had a moderate level of satisfaction

in the overall JV performance. Profitability objectives have been achieved by all

partners of both companies except the Japanese Y partner of company A. The Thai

partners of both companies have achieved learning and experience. All partners of

both companies have achieved technology and know-how transfer. The business

relationship between the partners of company A is quite good, while a moderate

relationship between the Thai and foreign partners is found in company E. The

following shows a comparison of the JV performance of companies E and A.
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Table 8-3 below summarizes the level of JV partners' satisfaction, objective

achievement, business relationship and overall performance.

Table 8-3
JV performance (companies E and A)

Company E Company A
Partner's
nationality

Thai British Belgian Thai Japanese
Y

Japanese
Z

German

Overall
performance

high moderate moderate high pretty
high

high high

Partner's
satisfaction

yes partially partially yes yes yes yes

Objective

yes

yes

---

yes

yes

yes

---

---

yes

yes

---

---

yes

partially

partially

---

no

---

partially

yes

---

---

yes

partially

partially

---

no

no

partially

yes

yes

yes

yes

---

---

---

---

---

---

no

yes

n.a.

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

yes

yes

---

yes

---

---

---

---

---

---

yes

n.a.

---

yes

---

---

---

---

---

---

achievement

Profit

Learning &
experience

Creditability

Technology
and
know-how
transfer

Sales

Business
growth

Air pollution
reduction yes

Market
expansion
(new location)

Gaining
criticalsize

Market
access

Overall
business
relationship

moderate
(Thai:

foreign)

moderate
(Thai:

foreign)

moderate
(Thai:

foreign)

good pretty
good

good pretty
good
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All partners of both companies perceive trust as a significant factor influencing JV

performance, except the Belgian partner of company E. All partners of both

companies believe that cultural misunderstanding has a considerable impact on JV

performance. The bargaining power of JV partners of both companies seems to have

a minor effect on JV performance.
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Table 8-4 below summarizes the results of the study regarding bargaining power,

trust, culture, negotiation behaviour and outcome.

Table 8-4
Predictor-Outcome Consequences: Antecedents and Consequences of IV

negotiation

Antecedents Mediate
variable

Outcome

Bargaining power Trust Culture Negotiation
Behaviour/

tactic

Performance

Thai Foreign Difference Understanding Thai Foreign

Company
A

high pretty
high

Thai: Thai: Thai:

compromising
(high)

avoiding
(low)

competing
(moderate)

collaborating
(moderate)

high

Japanese

Japanese Y Japanese Y Japanese Y

high

Thai:

low

Thai:

high

Thai:
Japanese Z Japanese Z Japanese Z

high

Thai:

low

Thai:

high

Thai:

Y_

pretty
high

Japanese
German German German

high

German:

high

German:

high

German:

approximately
balanced

Z

high

German
Japanese Y Japanese Y Japanese Y

low

German:

highhi

German:

low

German:
high

Japanese Z Japanese Z Japanese Z

moderate high moderate

Company
B

high pretty
high

high low

•

high

compromising
(pretty high)

collaborating
(high)

competing
(low)

high moderate
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Antecedents Mediate
variable

Outcome

Bargaining power Trust Culture Negotiation
Behaviour/

tactic

Performance

Thai Foreign Difference Understanding Thai Foreign

Company
C

high high

high
high/

moderate high

compromising
(moderate/

high)

collaborating
(high)

avoiding
(low)

competing
(low)

pretty
high

pretty
high

balanced

Company
D

moderate
/high high high high high

compromising
(high)

collaborating
(high)

high high

Company
E

high moderate

Thai: Thai: Thai:

compromising
(high)

avoiding
(low)

competing
(moderate)

collaborating
(moderate)

high

British

British British British

moderate

Thai:

high

Thai:

moderate

Thai:
moderate

Belgian

Belgian Belgian Belgian

moderate

British:

high

British:

moderate

British:
imbalance

moderate
Belgian Belgian Belgian

high low high

Company
F

pretty
high high moderate high low

compromising
(moderate)

competing
(moderate)

low low
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The overall trust and cultural understanding of JV partners is shown in the table 8-5

below.

Table 8-5
Overall trust and cultural understanding of JV partners

Overall trust Overall cultural
understanding

Company
A

Thai
high

German

Thai
high

German
moderate

Japanese Y

pretty high

Japanese Y
pretty high

Japanese Z

pretty high

Japanese Z
pretty high pretty high

Company E
(Thai: foreign)

moderate moderate

8.2 Discussion of results

8.2.1 Proposition 1: JV performance is positively related to symmetric bargaining

power.

To have a clearer picture of the relationship between bargaining power and

performance, each case study was analysed individually. The differences across cases

are reconciled and finally the integrated results are presented. In addition, the

explanation given in proposition 1 regarding JV performance will be referred to the

following propositions 2, 3 and 4, when explaining the relationship between

independent variable and JV performance (dependent variable).
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8.2.1a Company A

There is an approximate balance in the bargaining power of all JV partners for making

strategically important decisions at top management level. All major management

decisions must be agreed by all four partners. However, when major conflicts arose

and problems could not be resolved, it was the role of the Thai partner to finalise the

decisions. This has been agreed and accepted by the foreign partners because the JV

agreement has specified that the Thai partner can lead and make a decision in case of

conflicts. Also, all foreign partners pay high respect to the Thai partner because of

their long-term relationship and experience. Another issue, encouraging the foreign

partners to salute the Thai partner, is that they are also looking forward to a long-term

future business relationship in addition to this JV project. At the board level, the

bargaining power rests equally between both sides. There is an equal number of Board

members from each partner. The rule of consensus applies when there is a conflict of

interests at the board meeting. The Board of Directors seems to play a role in

company's policy making, rather than getting involved with management decision-

making. This is especially true in cases where there is a conflict of interests between

partners, even though the agreement has authorized the board members to make the

management decisions. When agreement cannot be reached by the four partners, the

decision mnst be left with the Board of Directors. However, in practice, the problem

would most likely be returned to top management to finalise. Accordingly,

management power seems to rest with all JV partners at top management level with

the Thai partner only dominating the decision if the problems are extremely

significant. Theoretically, if the decision still cannot be reached at both top

management and board levels, the final decision will be decided at the shareholder
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level of all partners equally. However, because all foreign partners have had a long

relationship with the Thai partner, especially a personal relationship with the Thai

owner, therefore, they all seem to agree and leave the final decision to the Thai owner.

Because the power is equal between partners, each partner tries to exercise their power

as far as they can. This sometimes results in a negative conflict between partners.

One example of this is shown clearly in the conflict between Japanese Y and German

partners, regarding the cost of spending and purchasing. Another is that of the

moderate conflicts between the German and other partners when the German partner

makes a strong demand for German engineers to work on site. This was perceived by

other partners (Thai, Japanese Y, Japanese Z) as an unnecessary demand and incurring

excessive costs because in over half of this work, the German engineers Could have

been replaced by Thai engineers.

The overall approximate balance in bargaining power of all partners is derived from

the following causes. The perceived strategic importance of the JV to the overall

business of all parents seems to be somewhat high. There is equal shareholding

between all partners. They all pooled their investments and, in return, the profit

received is divided equally, in proportion with the equity structure. All foreign

partners had some choice to enter JV with a number of other Thai and foreign partners

to bid for this (JV) project from the Thai government. But all foreign partners seem to

prefer their Thai partner because of their long business experience and high

confidence. Additional reasons are that the Thai partner is very well renowned and

had great potential to lead the team (partners) to successfully acquiring the project.

The Thai partners themselves also had ample choice to enter JV business with other
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potential foreign partners. However, they also preferred to stick with their former

alliances. They believe that these three foreign companies are best suited to produce

an efficient output, which in turn leads them to achieve successful business operation

and performance. All resources have been contributed more or less equally. The

scarce resources provided by the German and Japanese partner Z are technology,

technical know-how and management and technical personnel in relation to the

construction of tunnels and engineering design. The Japanese partner Y contributes

significantly in financial and accounting management. The Thai partner provides a

scarce resource in terms of government connection, local knowledge and information

and market access. Management expertise has been supplied evenly by all JV

partners.

The economic downturn in Thailand, as an external factor seems to have had a slight

impact on the performance (outcome) of this JV company. Foreign partners incurred

extra cost due to the volatility of foreign exchange rate — particularly the weakness of

the Thai Baht. The company had to pay more for the cost of material imported from

abroad. However, it seems not to have had a major impact to the performance of the

JV. Additionally, the economic debacle has resulted in many big and medium-sized

businesses quickly running out of cash which, in turn, had a great effect on business

performance. This has not affected this JV project because the money has been

supported directly from the Thai government. It has affected the value of the

investment made, and also the value of profits earned, by the foreign partners.

The common objectives that have been shared by most partners are profitability and

experience. None of the partners have a difference in their major objectives. At the
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time of conducting research, the JV project had reached about the half way stage of its

business life and all partners had a high level of satisfaction with the current overall

JV performance. The Thai partner has achieved most of their main objectives which

include (annual) profit, learning and experience, credibility and technology and know-

how transfer from the foreign partners. The Japanese partner Y received learning and

experience as they expected. However, even though the Thai, Japanese Z, and

German partners are satisfied with the profit received, the Japanese partner Y believes

that the JV should have produced a better profit than it had done. They (the Japanese

partner Y) expected a high profit. Accordingly, they seem not to be happy with the

current profit generated. The Japanese partner Z has gained experience and learning,

as they wanted. Also, both Japanese Z and German partners achieved a high level of

technology and know-how transfer to the local (Thai) partner. However, the Japanese

partner Z believes that to be able to operate business alone, the Thai partner needs

more time, longer than this JV project, to learn all the technology and know-how that

the Japanese have accumulated for more than 30 years. The learning and experience

gained by the Germans has not been identified. The business relationship between the

Thai and all foreign partners is good. The overall relationship between Japanese Y

and other partners is pretty good. The German and other partners have an overall

pretty good relationship. The overall relationship between Japanese Z and other

partners are good. All foreign partners are still looking forward to continuing the

partnership with the Thai partner for the next project, even though there seems to be

conflict between the Japanese Y and German partners, regarding the way of doing

business.
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In summary, the research finding shows a positive relationship between symmetric

bargaining power and JV performance. All partners, having approximately equal

bargaining power, are similarly satisfied with the overall JV performance.

8.2.1b Company B

The Thai partner has a similar level of bargaining power as the Japanese partner. At

the beginning of the JV operation 22 years ago, the MD came from the Japanese side

(as specified by the JV agreement) because the Thai partner still lacked experience in

operating a leasing business. It was a very new line of business for the Thais. The

Thai partner learned quickly, watched closely by the Japanese partner, so the Japanese

partner soon became confident that the Thai side could direct the company.

Therefore, they have transferred the top management control to the Thai side.

However, they still send a Japanese expatriate to serve as deputy MD. Important

decision-making power rests with the two top managers in this JV company. All

decision making must be signed and agreed by both of them (MD and deputy MD).

However, the Japanese partner seems to perceive that the Thai MD is working for the

benefit of JV rather than the Thai parent itself. So, the Japanese partner respects this

Thai MD. Even though the power is more or less equal, the Japanese partner tends to

trust and agree with the Thai partner because of their long past business relationships.

The Board of Directors of this company plays a significant role in both policy making

and also management decision making, particularly when the amount of loan in credit

marketing is over a certain limit, e.g. 40 Baht million. Each partner prefers not to

exercise their power and they do not experience major conflict.
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Four sources of balance in the bargaining power of partners are examined in detail as

follows. The Thai partner holds 1 percent more shares than the Japanese partner.

This equity structure has influenced bargaining power since the JV business operation

began. Thai law states that the Thai partner must have at least 51% of the registered

capital. However, this law has since been changed, because of the economic crisis

and the consequent need for foreign capital investment. The partners have invested in

proportion to the equity structure. In return, they receive profit according to the

equity they hold. Both partners seem to have had moderate choice of partners before

JV formation. However, because of a third party recommendation, as well as the high

reputation of both parent companies within their own countries, they decided to form

the JV without taking too much time in considering other choices. The perceived

strategic importance of both parents to the overall business seems to be approximately

the same level. Both partners seem to provide the required resources equally. The

Thai partner contributes mainly scarce resources of local knowledge and government

connection whilst the Japanese partner makes a significant contribution of know-how,

marketing skill and service. Both of them provide management expertise.

The economic crisis in Thailand has been an external factor influencing the JV

performance. It has resulted in fewer customers coming in to hire the manufacturing

machinery and, therefore, profit earned has been less than expected. This external

factor seems not to have had a great effect on JV performance, in the view of the Thai

partner. However, the Japanese partner seems to take it into account seriously since

their profit also fell due to the depreciation of the Thai Baht.
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The main objective shared by both partners is profit. The Thai partner achieved the

profit they expected. However, the Japanese partner is not satisfied with the profit

made. One reason for the dissatisfaction of the Japanese partner is because of the loss

of money when the foreign currency exchange market was so volatile. The Japanese

partner also expected the JV to earn a higher profit. Business growth, market access,

know-how transfer and management expertise have been achieved successfully from

the Thai viewpoint. The Japanese partner has also achieved the know-how they

expected to transfer to the Thai partner. However, the Japanese partner is not happy

with the service marketing achieved. They want to see a better output from this. The

Japanese partner partially achieved their objectives of business growth and market

access. The business relationship between partners has developed very well. The

Thai partner is satisfied with the overall JV performance whilst the Japanese partner's

overall satisfaction is moderate. The reason that the Japanese partner is not extremely

satisfied with the overall performance is that of low profit and service marketing.

In short, both partners exercise an equivalent amount of power and both of them are

satisfied with the overall performance. In other words, symmetric bargaining power,

exercised equally by both partners, was found to be consistent with the JV

performance.

8.2.1c Company C

The bargaining power of both partners is even. According to the JV agreement, the

top management (the Thai partner MD) has the sole right to make business decisions

and to direct the business. However, in practice, the Thai top management seems to
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pay respect to the foreign partner by asking opinion and recommendation before

making any important decision. They (the Thai top management) also listen to the

Dutch partner's opinion and try not to implement decisions if they are not first agreed

by the Dutch partner. Initially, the Dutch partner holds the post of MD then the post

is transferred to the Thai partner. Thereafter, the Thai partner can nominate the MD.

However, the Dutch partner has the right to reject the Thai MD if they don't feel that

the selected MD has the ability to direct the JV business. There is also equal power

on the Board of Directors - five board members from each side. The Board of

Directors normally makes the JV policy and decides if the level of new investment is

over the limit of the MD's authority. Generally speaking, all management

responsibility is shared at top management level between the MD and the deputy MD.

Neither of the partners have tried to exercise their voting right at the board meeting,

even though JV agreement applies the rule of majority.

Both partners seem to have equality in bargaining power due to the following reasons.

The Thai partner has only one percent more equity than the Dutch partner. The

money pooled and profit received are related to the proportion of equity held by each

partner. The perceived strategic importance of the JV to the overall business of both

parents is at the same level (pretty high). Both partners had moderate choice to enter

JV business with other partners. However, as a partner in a JV company, the Thai

partner seemed to be the best choice. They have won a concession from the Thai

government. All resources needed have been contributed more or less equally by both

partners. The Dutch partner contributed a scarce resource of know-how whilst the

Thai partner provided the scare resource of government connection and local
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knowledge. Both partners provide management expertise, technical personnel and

marketing service. Non-technical personnel are mainly provided by the Thai partner.

The external economic factor has influenced the profit the JV company earns. The

sluggish economic situation in Thailand led to lower than expected profit. However,

the JV still made a profit. All partners seem to understand this situation and don't

take this into consideration seriously when assessing the overall JV performance.

Both partners have a high level of satisfaction regarding the overall JV performance.

The main objectives shared by both partners are profitability and business growth.

Both partners have achieved a high level of business growth and a moderate level of

profitability. The Dutch partner has achieved an increase in management skill

(moderate/high), credibility and reputation (high) and market access (moderate). The

Thai partner has achieved know-how transfer successfully. They have also achieved

market access partially. The business relationship between the partners has developed

very well.

Overall, company C data suggests a positive correlation between symmetric

bargaining power and IV performance. In other words, equal power exercised by both

partners has led partners to have a pretty high level of satisfaction in the JV

performance.
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8.2.1d Company D

The New Zealand partner seems to have a slightly higher bargaining power than the

Thai partner. All major management decision making has been decided by the New

Zealand partner (MD). At the management level, although the Thai partner has only

slightly less bargaining power than the New Zealand partner, it seems that they (the

Thai partner) leave all strategically important decisions to be made by the New

Zealand side. The Thai partner seems to act in a supportive role to the management,

e.g. providing local information or expressing an opinion. Accordingly, there was no

conflict at all at the management level. At the board level, both partners play an equal

role - three Board members from each side. The rule of consensus has been applied

when making a decision at the board meeting. If there is an equal vote, the chairman,

who alternates between partners every year, will make a decision.

Both partners hold equal shares. But because of the Thai law requiring that the Thai

partner holds at least 51%, one percent of the shares have been kept with the Thai

lawyer representing the foreign partner. Both partners contribute money equally to

the JV and also receive equal returns. The perceived strategic importance of the JV to

the overall business of both parents seems to be almost at the same level (high). Both

partners had plenty of choice of partners. However, the Thai partners had more

choice because they are renowned in Thailand and many companies would have liked

to join them in business. The New Zealand partner preferred to enter JV with the Thai

partner because they believed that the Thai partner made the best partner at the time of

JV formation. The scarce resources provided by the New Zealand partner include

know-how, management expertise, technology, trademark and technical personnel.
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The Thai side provides scarce resources in terms of local knowledge and government

connection. Marketing skill has been contributed equally by both partners. Both

partners also provide marketing service. Non-technical personnel have been supplied

by the Thai side.

The economic crisis (as an external factor) in Thailand seems to have only a slight

impact on JV performance. It has led the JV to open and expand the market to other

Asian countries. However, it has not made a considerable impact on the overall

performance of the JV. The performance of the company still looks promising.

Profitability, market share and business growth are the common objectives shared by

both partners. The Thai partner has a high level of satisfaction, with a slightly higher

level from the New Zealand partner, regarding the overall performance of the JV.

Business growth has been achieved successfully by both partners. Both partners are

happy with the high profit earned. However, the New Zealand partner is more

satisfied with the profit received than the Thai partner. Both partners believe that

market share and service marketing have been achieved moderately. They both have

a high perception of market access achievement. The know-how transfer to the Thai

partner has been achieved successfully by the New Zealand side. Whilst the Thai

partner views that they have partially achieved know-how transfer. The business

relationship between partners has developed extremely well.

To sum up, the New Zealand partner, who has a slightly higher bargaining power than

the Thai partner, achieved a high level of satisfaction in the overall joint venture
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performance. Whilst the Thai partner, who has slightly less bargaining power than the

New Zealand partner, achieved a slightly lower level of satisfaction with the overall

JV performance. In other words, the pattern of symmetric bargaining power exercised

by both partners was found to be consistent with the perception of JV performance.

8.2.1e Company E

The bargaining power between the Thai and foreign partners is not balanced. The

Thai partner has more bargaining power than both the British and Belgian partners.

Both British and Belgian partners share the same major objectives and seem to have

quite similar opinions when negotiation takes place. Accordingly, there was no

conflict arising between these two foreign partners at all. The use of bargaining

power during negotiation tends to happen between the Thai partner and its foreign

partners. At the management level, all important decisions must be agreed by all

partners. The power of each partner tends to be more or less equal, even though the

number of top management personnel from the Thai side is one more than the foreign

side. At the board level, the Thai partners seem to have more bargaining power than

their foreign partners. The Thai partner has one more board member than the foreign

side. In practice, the rule of consensus applies when making decisions at the board

meeting. However, there was only one occasion that the Thai partner exercised its

power to nominate the MD from the Thai side. The involvement of Boards of

Directors on strategic management decision making seems to be more intense than

other companies in this study. The management team normally manages day-to-day

business in general and leaves all important issues/problems to be decided at the board

level.
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The Thai partner holds a majority of shares. The foreign partners hold a minority of

shares. The Belgian partner holds slightly more equity than the British partner. The

foreign partners had no other choice but to enter JV with the Thai partner. The Thai

partner controls the gas distribution business in Thailand (monopoly). The perceived

strategic importance of the JV to the overall business of the Thai parent seems to be a

little lower than the foreign parents (moderate). The Thai partner had lots of choice to

enter JV with other partners. However, they chose to enter with these two foreign

partners because they consider that both foreign partners are internationally renowned

and possess the technology and know-how which the Thai partner needs. They also

didn't want to waste time considering or searching for other options since they had

found the perfect match as partners. The scarce resources supplied by the Thai partner

are local knowledge and information. Both foreign partners contribute scarce

resources in terms of technology and technical know-how. Marketing know-bow and

management expertise have been contributed by all partners. The Thai partner

provides most of the non-technical personnel. Technical personnel have been

supplied from the foreign side more than the Thai side.

The economic crisis (an external factor) in Thailand seems to have had little impact on

the JV performance. Although the profits earned and income received were a bit less

than expected, all partners seem to understand their business situation and tried not to

take it into account. For that reason, this external factor doesn't seem to affect the

partner's perception of the JV overall performance.
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The Thai partner is satisfied with the overall JV performance. Both foreign partners

have a moderate level of satisfaction with the overall JV performance. The Thai

partner achieved profit, learning & experience, technology and know-how transfer,

sales, business growth and air pollution reduction successfully. However, even

though short-term objectives of profit and technology & know-how transfer to the

Thai partners have been achieved successfully by both foreign partners, the long-term

objective regarding market expansion to the new location has not been reached. Also,

there has been a problem of misunderstanding between the Thai and the foreign

partners in relation to internal competition between the Thai parent and the N

company itself. Neither foreign partner is happy with this inter-company conflict.

However, this problem was resolved recently. The problem of internal competition

and the unmet long-term objectives of foreign partners as regards market expansion to

new locations has shaken the relationship between the Thai and foreign partners a

little. However, the overall relationship between the Thai and foreign partners is

moderate because they still want to keep the business moving forward and increase

their business performance. Both foreign partners achieved market access, sales and

business growth partially. The Belgian partner did not achieve their long-term

objective regarding gaining critical size in order to be able to control the market in the

future when the gas business is expected to be liberalised.

To sum up, company E data suggests a positive relationship between symmetric

bargaining power and IV performance. The Thai partner, whose power is greater than

its foreign counterpart, achieved a higher level of JV performance.
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8.2.1f Company F

The Australian partner has a little more bargaining power than the Thai partner. At

management level, the Thai partner is mainly involved with the financial and

accounting aspects and leaves all other strategically important decision making to the

Australian partner. At board level, both partners play an equal role. The composition

of the Board of Directors is two Australian and two Thai. The rule of consensus has

often been used at board meetings. Decisions have never been put to a vote at board

meetings.

The Thai partner holds one percent more shares than the Australian partner. All the

money contributed and the profit received are related to the share holding structure.

Both partners had a great deal of choice of partners to enter JV. The perceived

strategic importance of the JV to the overall business of both parents (Thai and

Australian) seems to be approximately at the same level. However, the Thai partner

seems to have had a little bit more choice as they are a big company with strong

financial support, diversifying to a great variety of businesses. The Thai partner was

considered by the Australian partner as the best company to choose as a partner to

enter JV. The Australian partner has contributed scarce resources in terms of know-

how and technology whilst the Thai partner has supplied scarce resources of local

knowledge and (government) connections. Management expertise has been supplied

from the both sides. Non-technical personnel have been mainly contributed by the

Thai partner.
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The economic crisis (as an external factor) has made a great impact on the real estate

business in Thailand. The main impact has been on the construction market,

especially on housing. The building market has collapsed. Supply in this market has

been much higher than demand. Also, most companies in this market are facing cash

flow difficulties. It would be very difficult to revitalise the property market at the

moment since the purchasing power or customer demand in this market is very low.

As a result, most companies in the property market have achieved a low business

performance (outcome).

Both partners are not satisfied with the overall JV performance. They cannot achieve

profit, business growth and market access. The transfer of know-how has been

achieved partially by the Thai partner, whilst the Australian partner believed that they

have successfully transferred know-how to the Thai partner. The business

relationship between partners has developed moderately. However, each partner tends

to recognise the importance of relationship building more than before.

In summary, both partners, whose bargaining power is approximately equal, obtained

a low performance of JV. The results of the case study suggest that the external factor

regarding economic crisis in Thailand has had a substantial impact (on the

construction business e.g. building) on the performance of the JV which has diverted

the direct relationship between symmetric bargaining power and JV performance.
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8.2.1g Summary of all six case studies' results

The results of the case studies A, B, C, D, and E provide a majority support to the

positive relationship between bargaining power and JV performance. Case study F

shows an opposite result to proposition 1. However, the negative result of case study

F seems to be considerably influenced by the external factor, i.e. the economic crisis,

rather than the impact of bargaining power on JV performance alone. Accordingly,

the findings of the case studies seem to support the relationship between symmetric

bargaining power and JV performance.

The comments of two interviewees from company A confirm that a balance in

bargaining power leads the JV company to perform successfully (See section 7.7.1).

The criticism of one interviewee from company E shows that their lower bargaining

power resulted in lower performance achieved (See section 6.7.1). The remark of an

interviewee from company D supports the view that equality in (bargaining) power

leads the JV to achieve successful performance (See section 5.9.1).

8.2.2 Proposition 2: JV performance is positively related to trust.

To have a clearer tulderstanding of the relationship between trust and performance,

each case was analysed individually. Then, the differences across cases were

reconciled before the integration of results was presented.
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8.2.2a Company A

There has been a high level of trust between the Thai partner and its foreign partners

(German, Japanese Y, and Japanese Z). Trust between the Thai and the foreign

partners has increased over time since the start of JV formation. They (the Thai and

foreign partners) also trusted each other before the formation of the JV project

because they had a business relationship for at least ten years prior to starting up the

JV. They understand each other well and believe in each other's strength and

capability to complete the project effectively. Despite this, some minor conflict arose

between them. Trust between the German partner and Japanese partner Y seems to

have developed at a very slow rate. One reason might be because it is the first time

that they have worked together. They still lack business experience, relationship and

confidence in one another. Because of low trust between the German and Japanese

partner Y, the Japanese partner feels the need to watch closely the way the German

partner spends money, e.g. purchase of material. As a result, the Japanese Y partner's

satisfaction regarding JV performance seems to be a little lower than the other

partners. In contrast, trust between the German partner and Japanese partner Z has

developed at a moderate level. There was a distinct problem of trust between the

German and other partners regarding the use of engineers at the construction site. The

German partner prefers to use German engineers whilst the other partners believed

that the Thai engineers can do some of this work at a much cheaper cost. The German

partner didn't trust and follow the other partner's recommendation at the beginning of

JV operation. Over time, trust between each partner has increased. The German

increasingly trusts the ability of the Thai engineers and agrees to use them in more

situations. This, in turn, led to reduced costs. Because of the overall high trust
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between partners, they believe that when conflict arises, they can resolve it internally.

They never use or refer to their JV agreement at all. As trust between partners

developed before the negotiation of the JV formation, this saved them a lot of time

and money in the formation of the JV. Referring to the explanation regarding the JV

performance of company A in proposition 1, The Thai, German and Japanese partner

Z have a high level of satisfaction in the overall JV performance whilst the Japanese

partner Y has a little bit less satisfaction than other partners.

In short, the research finding shows a positive correlation between trust and JV

performance. In other words, the Thai partner who has a high trust with the foreign

partners achieves a high level of overall JV satisfaction. The German partner who has

an overall moderate level of trust between partners achieves a high level of overall JV

satisfaction. The Japanese partner Z who also has an overall pretty high level of trust

between partners is satisfied with the overall JV performance. The Japanese partner Y

(overall pretty high trust) who seems to have a problem and tends not to trust the

German partner but does trust other partners believe they have achieved a pretty high

level of JV performance.

8.2.2b Company B

Trust between the Thai and Japanese partner is very high. The Thai and Japanese

partners never had past business experience together before entering the JV. At the

JV formation, trust between both partners developed solely from the companies'

reputation. Also, they seem to trust the third partner who recommended them to form

a JV. Both of them trusted that third party. Over time, trust has increased and the
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Japanese partner is confident that the Thai partner can direct the JV company. As a

result, they transferred the MD chair to the Thai partner. Theoretically, when making

a decision, the agreement must be signed by both partners. However, the Japanese

partner seems to pay respect and trust to the Thai partner. So, there was not a big

conflict at all at the management level. Referring to the explanation regarding the JV

performance of company B in the proposition 1, the Thai partner is satisfied with the

overall performance whilst the Japanese has a moderate level of satisfaction with the

overall JV performance. The reason that the level of satisfaction of the Japanese

partner is lower than that of the Thai partner is because the Thai partner did not take

the impact of the economic crisis into consideration when assessing JV performance.

The Japanese partner had to transfer their money back to their headquarters and they

lost a lot of profit with the depreciation of the Thai Baht. The low achievement in

terms of service marketing by the Japanese partner seems not to have had a big effect

on their assessment of overall JV performance because their one main objective is

profit.

In summary, the result of this case study seems to suggest a positive relationship

between trust and JV performance. Both partners have a high level of trust. The Thai

partner is satisfied with the overall JV performance whilst the Japanese partner would

also have had the same high level of satisfaction on the JV performance as the Thai

partner. But because they lost their profit through the currency exchange, their level

of overall satisfaction is less than that of the Thai partner.
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8.2.2c Company C

Trust between the Thai and Dutch partner is very high. Although they didn't have any

business relationship together before the formation of JV took place, both of them

seem to trust each other through the company's reputation. The Dutch parent is very

well known internationally whilst the Thai partner is renowned throughout Thailand.

Trust has increased over time as the relationship develops. Trust also increased as

both partners made it clear they intended to operate business for the benefit of the JV

rather than trying to take advantage or behave opportunistically towards one another.

Opportunism has never occurred in this JV. Trust between partners has increased

dramatically since the beginning of the JV operation. The Dutch partner even trusted

the Thai partner to take the seat of MD for an unlimited time after the first six years of

the JV operation. They (the Dutch partner) seem to have a high level of trust in the

Thai partner since the negotiation to form the JV agreement. Referring to the

explanation regarding IV performance of company C in proposition 1, both partners

seem to have a high level of satisfaction regarding the overall JV performance.

Overall, the case study results show that trust is positively related to IV performance.

Both partners have a high level of trust in each other and achieved a pretty high

overall JV performance.

8.2.2d Company D

The level of trust between the Thai and New Zealand partner was very low during the

negotiation to form the IV agreement and at the start of IV operation. There was not

much confidence that the partner would contribute significantly to the JV. Therefore,
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the Thai partner felt the need to watch the financial operation of the IV closely. The

Thai partner even proposed to have a Thai manager to keep an eye on the financial

position. There was also no past business relationship between the partners. The

company's reputation is the main indicator whether one should trust the other or not.

Since the business began and the JV has performed well, the relationship has seemed

to develop very well. This, in turn, led to a higher level of trust between partners.

Referring to the explanation regarding the JV performance of company D in the

proposition 1, both Thai and New Zealand partners are very satisfied with the

performance of JV.

In short, the company D data seems to suggest a positive relationship between trust

and JV performance. In other words, there is a high level of trust between partners

and both of them have achieved a high performance outcome.

8.2.2e Company E

Trust between the British and Belgian has been very high since the start of IV

operation. Both of them share the same opinion and objectives in operating their

business. There were no major negotiations or conflicts between these two foreign

partners. The development of trust seems to be more interesting between the Thai and

the foreign side. The Thai and foreign (British and Belgian) partners entered JV

business together because of the company's reputation. There was no past

relationship or experience prior to negotiations to form the JV agreement. Trust has

grown since the start of the JV business. However, since then there has been a

conflict due to internal competition between the JV and the Thai parent, as well as an

unmet long-term objective regarding extending the project to other parts of Thailand,
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so that trust between the Thai and foreign partner has diminished. Trust has also

reduced since the Thai partner believes that the foreign partner tends to behave

opportunistically. Referring to the explanation regarding JV performance of company

C in proposition 1, the Thai partner has a high level of satisfaction in the overall JV

performance whilst both foreign partners have a moderate level of satisfaction to the

overall JV performance. The foreign partners are less satisfied with the JV

performance than the Thai partner because they cannot achieve their specific objective

(i.e. market expansion to new locations).

In summary, the results of this case study suggest a positive correlation between trust

and JV performance. In other words, moderate trust between both the Thai and

foreign partners lead the Thai partner to achieve a high level of satisfaction in the

overall JV performance and the foreign partners to achieve a moderate level of

satisfaction in the overall JV performance.

8.2.2f Company F

Trust between partners at the initiation of the JV operation was quite high. Both

partners possess a high reputation in their own countries. That is where trust between

the partners started. Both partners believed in each other's strength to contribute to

and run the business. The Thai partner trusted that the Australian partner could bring

in management and technical know-how in helping them to operate the business

successfully, particularly in the construction of hotels. The foreign partner trusted that

the Thai partner, who has a strong financial background and local experience, could

assist them to access the Thai market quickly. However, the economic downturn has
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resulted in a downturn throughout most of the property market. As a result, most

construction businesses have collapsed. This, in turn, influences the trust between

partners since both partners now doubt each other's capability, due to the low

performance of the JV. As a result, trust between partners is shaky. It seems that the

level of trust between partners has developed slowly and is at a moderate level.

However, both partners still believe that the opportunity to make a profit in this

market will return in the near future because of the signal of recent improvement in

the Thai economy. Trust is expected to increase in the near future. Referring to the

explanation regarding the JV performance of company F in proposition 1, both the

Thai and Australian partners have a low level of satisfaction in the overall JV

performance.

To summarise case study F, the level of trust between both partners is moderate, but

the JV performance is low. In other words, the moderate trust between partners is

associated with a low level of JV performance. The significant effect of the economic

downturn in the building construction business could explain and clarify the

divergence of the relationship between trust and JV performance.

8.2.2g Summary of all six case studies' results

The results of the case studies A, B, C, D, E, and F provided a majority support to the

positive relationship between trust and JV performance. Case study F shows an

opposite result to proposition 2. This negative result derives from the effect of

economic crisis leading to the collapse of the building construction market. Thus,

leading the relationship between trust and performance to be diverted. Consequently,
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the overall finding seems to support the proposition for the relationship between trust

and JV performance.

The remarks of two interviewees of company A confirm that trust is correlated with

successful JV performance (See section 7.7.2). Two comments from interviewees of

company E seem to suggest that trust influences JV performance (See section 6.7.2).

Five interviewees from companies B, C, D and F also describe the positive

relationship which is shown between trust and JV performance (See section 5.9.2)

8.2.3 Proposition 3: The understanding and acceptance of each other's cultures will

lead JV partners to achieve a successful JV performance.

The analysis on this proposition was carried out case by case. The differences

between cases were adjusted and then the results of all cases were integrated.

8.2.3a Company A

There is a big cultural difference between Asian and Western cultures. The Thai and

Japanese partners seem to share a cultural similarity. There is a wide cultural gulf

between the German partner and the other partners. However, cultural problems or

conflict, particularly between the partners whose cultures have greater differences, can

be lessened and resolved as JV partners try to understand and accept those differences.

It can be seen clearly from this case study that as the experience and relationship

between partners develops, each partner tends to better understand and adapt their

ways of doing business with one another. Three of the partners (Thai, German and
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Japanese Z) have been working with one another for a long period of time and seem

not to experience major conflict. They understand each other's way of doing business

quite well.

However, one distinct example of conflict arose from Japanese partner Y. It is the

first time they have done JV business with a German partner. The Japanese partner Y

did not seem to try to understand the ways that German partner operates business,

even though they (Japanese partner Y) respect the German partner's engineering

capability. It was cultural misunderstanding that made their relationship sour. The

German partner prefers to stick to their way of running business. ney -prefer to use

German engineers, spend the money according to their cultural way, e.g. purchasing

the material without considering the cost but only the quality. The Japanese partner Y

seems not to understand because there were some other options that could have

reduced the cost and still got the job done properly. The cultural problems regarding

the use of German engineers by the German partner also had a little effect on the

relationship between the Thai and Japanese partner Y. However, this minor conflict

was resolved, since the German partner began to use more Thai engineers at the

construction site. So, the Thai and Japanese partners were happy that they could

reduce the cost.

The cultural differences seem not to have had an impact on business at the operational

level. All partners at this level see each other as employees of the JV, rather than

representing their parent companies. They just take the orders and policies from the

top management level and put them into practice. The Thai and Japanese partners
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prefer informal contact and flexibility in business management whilst the German and

Western employees seem not to understand and demand that the Thai partner uses

formal letters whilst dealing with the client (the Thai government). The German and

Western employees reason that without evidence, or formal letters, if something went

wrong after negotiating with the client, the JV could incur a loss of money.

Negotiation styles between the Thai and Japanese partners are similar. German

negotiating style is quite the opposite. However, although there are cultural

differences in negotiating style between the Asian and Western partners in this JV

company, they seems to have a minor effect on the JV business relationships. This

might be because most of them have been working with each other for a long period

of time, so they know and accept each other's style.

Referring to the explanation regarding JV performance of company A in proposition

1, all JV partners have a high level of satisfaction with the overall JV performance

with only a little less satisfaction from the Japanese partner Y.

To sum up, the case study data seems to suggest a positive relationship between

cultural understanding and JV performance. In other words, the high cultural

understanding of the Thai partner with other partners yields a high level of satisfaction

in the overall JV performance outcome, judged from the Thai partner's viewpoint.

The overall moderate cultural understanding .of the German partner still leads them to

achieve a high level of satisfaction in the overall performance. The Japanese partner

Y, whose overall cultural understanding with partners is pretty high, achieved a pretty
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high level of satisfaction in the overall JV performance. The Japanese partner Z has

an overall pretty high cultural understanding of their partners and acquired a high

level of satisfaction in the overall AT performance.

8.2.3b Company B

Both partners have very similar cultures. They also have a good understanding of

each other's culture. Both of them agree that the written contract is just a piece of

paper. It is hardly referred to in their daily business operation. Flexibility, e.g.

management decision-making and AT agreement is more of a concern for both of

them. As a result, they produced a very thin AT agreement. Both partners also share

the same viewpoint in accordance with promotion of staff. They believe that

employees in their organization should be promoted not only for performance but also

seniority. There was only one small problem regarding managing the profit sharing.

The Japanese partner would have preferred to use the IV profit for further investment,

whilst the Thai partner wanted to receive a dividend payment every year. However,

this conflict was resolved quickly without any problem. They both share one major

goal; profit.

Referring to the explanation regarding IV performance of company B in proposition

1, the Thai partner has a high level satisfaction with the overall JV performance. The

Japanese partner is satisfied with the profit which is their major goal. However, they

lost their profit due to the low foreign current) , exchange rate when transferring their

profit to the headquarters in Japan. The Japanese partner seems to be disappointed

with this loss due to the collapse in the Thai economy. Therefore, their evaluation of
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the overall performance of the JV company was a bit lower than the Thai partner. The

Japanese partner is not satisfied with the service marketing performed by the Thai

partner. However, it was not their major goal and is unlikely to have a great effect to

their evaluation of overall JV performance.

In short, the research finding suggests that there is a positive correlation between

cultural understanding and JV performance. In other words, both partners share a

high level of cultural understanding and accept each other quite well. The Thai

partner has achieved a high level of satisfaction in the overall JV performance whilst

the Japanese partner has a moderate level of satisfaction to overall JV performance.

8.2.3c Company C

Cultural differences between the Thai and Dutch partners are distinct. However, both

of them have a high level of cultural understanding. In this case study, the Thai

partner agreed with the Dutch partner that a good JV agreement must be specified and

must cover all important aspects of business, as far as possible. There was no major

conflict at all regarding ways of operating and negotiating business between partners

since the JV has started its operation. The Thai partner also seems to understand the

negotiating style of the Dutch partner. They don't mind and can accept any kind of

attitude and style of negotiation by the Dutch partner. Both partners tend to

understand and respect each other's opinion. Regarding promotion, both partners

seem to agree that when evaluation takes place, they should focus more on

performance and the competency of employees.
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Referring to the explanation regarding the JV performance of company C in

proposition 1, both Thai and foreign partners have a pretty high level of satisfaction in

the overall JV performance. The economic crisis has had no effect on the JV

performance because there are no competitors in the market. There is still a high

demand for using oil storage, even though the need to use them has reduced.

In summary, the research data suggest that cultural understanding is positively related

to JV performance. Both Thai and Dutch partners have a high level of cultural

understanding and achieve a pretty high level of satisfaction to overall JV

performance.

8.2.3d Company D

There are large cultural differences between the Thai and New Zealand partners. The

New Zealand parent recognises this and they have sent a member of staff, who has

been working in Thailand for about 9 years and who understands the Thai culture very

well, to take the position of MD. The problem of cultural difference seems to be at

board level and with the Thai owner. Thai cultural style seems to have a particular

concern about finance. They (the Thai partner) would like to control or watch closely

how the money is managed and used in the JV. However, there was a cultural

misunderstanding at the beginning of the IV formation, as the Thai owner wanted to

manage expenditure. However, the problem was resolved quickly when the Thai

owner negotiated with the management team from New Zealand. It was the Thai

culture that had to look at and judge the foreign partner's business style and to decide

whether they (the New Zealand partner) had good intentions and good attitude to
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work for the benefit of the JV, rather than trying to take advantage or behave

opportunistically. Since that deal (to form JV agreement) was closed, there seems not

to have been any cultural clash between the partners. The relationship between

partners has improved dramatically. One reason is because the New Zealand MD has

tried to accept and adapt to the Thai culture. Important decision making is usually

decided by the New Zealand MD and financial management is the responsibility of

the Thai manager. Even though the New Zealand partner recognised the importance

of the JV agreement, they have never referred to the agreement. They tend to

understand and recognise the Thai way of doing business, which focusses more on

flexibility rather than to strictly adhering to an agreement. Regarding promotion of

staff, the New Zealand partner prefers to promote employees on the basis of

performance. However, they have never insisted that employees should not be

evaluated on seniority simultaneously.

Referring to the explanation regarding the JV performance of company D in

proposition 1, both Thai and New Zealand partners have achieved a high level of

satisfaction in the overall JV business performance. The economic crisis (an external

factor) seems to have had a minor effect on JV performance because the JV tried to

open up more markets to many countries in Asia. So, the JV performance is

promising.

Overall, the research finding suggests a positive relationship between cultural

understanding and JV performance. In other words, both partners have a high level of
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cultural understanding and acceptance and have achieved a high level of satisfaction

in the overall JV business performance.

8.2.3e Company E

Cultural differences seem to lead to problems between the Thai and foreign partners

only. There was no problem regarding cultural issues between the British and Belgian

partners. Even though the foreign partner tried to learn and understand the Thai

culture, they seem not to be able to fully accept the way things work in Thailand. It is

a problem of mind-set that affects their (foreign partner) judgement during business

negotiation with the Thai partner. There was another concern about the time spent on

negotiation. The foreign partners prefer to manage time efficiently whilst the Thais

prefer to take more time to consider. This time notion may have a link to the Thai

hierarchical culture that influences the ways Thai people behave and manage their

business. It seems that the foreign partners have tried to adapt to the Thai culture up a

point. They understand that the Thai partner sometimes does not speak up if they

don't agree with their partner.

The Thai's fear of losing face is another issue that tends to affect the climate or result

of negotiations. Both the British and Belgian partners understand this effect very

well. However, there is also a limit to acceptance of each other's cultures. The Thai

partner also understands the foreign partners' more confrontational ways of

negotiating business which also tend to be inflexible and aggressive. However, the

Thai partner tends to keep an open mind on these differences. They don't pay much
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attention to the different attitudes and styles of negotiation when negotiating business

with the foreign partners.

The Thai culture of sending a gift to Thai officials seems to be unacceptable in the

foreign partners' point of view. However, over time, after working with the Thais,

they understand more about this distinct Thai culture of sending gifts. The Thai

partner does not think that operating in this way is wrong, because relationship

building is very important to Thais in operating business. However, the foreign

partner thinks the opposite. Initially, they totally rejected this Thai way of doing

business with the Thai government. They have tended to accept this custom since

they witnessed the result of unimplemented gift custom/etiquette and they have begun

to believe the Thai partner. Later on, they let the Thai partner do this job. The money

spent unnecessarily on gifts seems also to be an issue of concern to the foreign

partners. The Thai partner believes that when doing business, they sometimes need to

sacrifice something in order to achieve the most preferable outcome. It has never

been absorbed into the foreign partner's logic at all. They seem to have a different

definition of what is right or wrong regarding the morality of doing business.

However, the flexibility and adaptability of foreign partners seem to be appreciated by

the Thai partner.

There was also a cultural problem as regards promotion of staff. The foreign partners

prefer to evaluate and promote staff on the basis of performance only. However, the

Thai partner cannot totally accept this thought since Thai morality and seniority have

dominated the way of assessing staff. The Thai partner considers that even though a
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junior member of staff's performance is very high, promotion must go along with the

maturity and seniority simultaneously. This cultural difference in the concept of

promotion seems to have little effect on the relationship between partners. The

overall cultural understanding between the Thai and foreign partners seems to be

moderate.

Referring to the explanation regarding JV performance of company D in proposition

1, the Thai partner has a high level of satisfaction in the overall JV performance. Both

British and Belgian partners seem to share a moderate level of satisfaction in the

overall JV performance. All partners achieved their short-term objective; profit. The

reason that the Thai partner's level of satisfaction in the overall performance is higher

than both foreign partners is because they cannot achieve their specific goal of market

expansion to a new location. The partners have a frosty relationship with the Thai

partner due to a cultural misunderstanding of internal competition between the JV and

the Thai parent.

In summary, the cultural understanding between the Thai and foreign partners was

found to correlate with the JV performance. The Thai partner has a moderate level of

cultural understanding of the foreign partners and achieved a high level of satisfaction

in the overall performance. Both British and Belgian partners had a moderate level of

cultural understanding of the Thai partner and achieved a moderate level of

satisfaction in the overall performance.
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8.2.3f Company F

The large cultural difference between the Thai and Australian partners seems to be

problematic. There is a lack of understanding of each other's culture and way of

doing business. The Thai business style, with regard to slow decision-making and

negotiating on a personal basis have been neither understood nor accepted by the

Australian partner. The Australians prefer to make a quick decision, negotiating

business based on facts and reasoning. As a result, their relationship has developed

pretty slowly. Referring to the explanation regarding the JV performance of company

D in proposition 1, both Thai and Australian partners have a low level of satisfaction

in the overall JV performance. The main objectives regarding profit and business

growth have not been achieved by either partner. One important reason is that the

economic crisis has resulted in the breakdown of the construction sector (e.g. building

and hotel). There has been little demand. As a result, the JV company is facing a

large amount of debt.

In short, the results of this case study suggest a positive relationship between cultural

understanding and N performance. In other words, cultural understanding between

both Thai and Australian partners is low and and neither are satisfied with the N

performance achieved. The economic crisis also has an additional effect on the N

performance.
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8.2.3g Summary of all six case studies' results

The results of the case studies A, B, C, D, E, and F provided unanimous support for a

positive relationship between cultural understanding and JV performance.

The comments of two interviewees of company A also confirm that cultural

understanding and acceptance have a positive relationship with JV performance (See

section 7.7.3). Five observations of interviewees from company E suggest that the

influence of cultural understanding and acceptance has a favourable impact on JV

performance (See section 6.7.3). Three interviewees from companies C, D and F

indicated that a positive relationship between cultural understanding and JV

performance exists (See section 5.9.3). However, two of them suggested that cultural

understanding is not a main factor affecting JV performance.

8.2.4 Proposition 4: When symmetric bargaining power exists, along with mutual

trust and cultural understanding, JV partners tend to cooperate rather than compete

against each other. This in turn will result in a favourable performance (outcome).

To better understand the influence of bargaining power, trust and cultural

understanding on negotiation behaviour, which in turn affects JV performance, each

case study is presented individually. The differences across cases are accommodated

and the results integrated.
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8.2.4a Company A

N company A has often used compromise as a negotiation tactic. When partners

from different cultures operate business jointly, some conflict of interest or cultural

misunderstanding can easily happen. However, as each partner learns and

understands one mother's way of doing business, they tend to trust more and reduce

the use of competitive behaviour during their business negotiation. It seems to be

impossible to jointly manage business without any problems between partners.

However, those conflicts can be reconciled if partners negotiate on the basis of facts,

reasoning and integrity. In this JV company, as each partner holds an approximately

equal balance in bargaining power, they try to negotiate to protect their own and the

N benefits. All partners have a target to deliver the completed job to the client. It

seems that they clearly understand this mission and try to compromise where possible.

Even though there was conflict at the start of discussion or negotiation, they normally

compromise at the end of the process, in order to achieve the JV objective and keep

the work going. They will face a huge interest payment if there is a delay in decision

making.

The conflict of expense between the Japanese partner Y and the German partner

seemed to be intense at the beginning of business negotiation, due to cultural

misunderstanding and low trust. However, as both of them, especially the Japanese

partner Y, recognise that they want to reach a successful objective, particularly to

make a profit, they agree and compromise with one another. As a result, all partners

seem to be happy with the overall JV performance. Only Japanese partner Y seems to

have an extreme expectation, more than the other partners, as regards the profit they
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would like to achieve. Avoiding tactic is rarely used in this JV because when

conflicts arose, each partner tried to compromise during their negotiation. It was only

used when partners considered that they had no time to discuss the issue, then they

would postpone the discussion or decision-making until the next round. Management

decision conflict seems to exist only at the top management level because most of

management decision making has been decided at this level rather than at the board or

operation level. As the relationships have developed, trust has increased and partners

tend to use more compromising strategy. This can be seen clearly from the case of

conflict between the German and other partners. The German partner did not trust the

other partners early on. They did not believe that the Thai engineers had the ability to

cope with the complexity of the construction and tunnelling work. They prefer to use

German engineers. However, after negotiations took place, it seems that the German

partner trusts the JV partners more and compromises in the use of a higher number of

local engineers. The use of collaborating strategy was found to be moderate.

In this case study, the data show that there is an approximate balance in bargaining

power at both the top management and the Board of Directors level. Overall trust

between all partners is pretty high. Also, the overall cultural understanding of JV

partners is pretty high. Referring to the explanation regarding JV performance of

company A in proposition 1, all JV partners have a high level of satisfaction in the

overall JV performance with only a little less satisfaction from the Japanese partner Y.

Overall, the case study A data seem to support that symmetric bargaining power,

mutual trust and cultural understanding led the JV partners to cooperate (high
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compromising) rather than compete against each other which, in turn, resulted in a

favourable performance (outcome). In other words, bargaining power was

approximately symmetric, overall a good level of trust and pretty high cultural

understanding. All partners regularly use compromising tactics rather than competing

against each other when making a decision. All partners were satisfied with the

overall JV performance.

8.2.4b Company B

There was no major conflict in this JV company. Each partner tends to cooperate with

each other most of time, especially at the top management level. There was little

cultural difference between partners. Both partners seem to understand each other's

way of operating business. Trust and cultural understanding was very high. Even if

an agreement at management level had to be reached or co-signed by both partners (a

balance of bargaining power), the Japanese partner trusted and respected the Thai

partner and cooperated with the Thai partner most of the time. One reason is because

both partners share a similar objective. As a result, cooperative behaviour is

implemented most of the time at the management level. If some conflict arose, they

tended to implement a compromising strategy.

At the board level, the Thai partner has a little more power to exercise than the

Japanese partner, in case conflicts arose. The Thai partner has one more vote than the

Japanese partner (3 board members from the Japanese partner and four board

members from the Thai partner). However, severe conflict has never happened at

board level. The board members from each side try to cooperate most of the time,
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even though the Thai partner can exercise its power to make a decision. Two minor

conflicts arose at board level. Firstly, the Japanese wanted to retain the company's

profit for further investment whilst the Thai partner wanted to have a dividend paid.

Secondly, the Thai partner prefers to have the JV company listed in the Thai stock

market but the Japanese partner does not wish to raise money from the stock market.

They do not need it. However, because each partner trusts, respects and understands

each other's needs, they compromise with each other. Referring to the explanation

regarding JV performance of company B in proposition 1, both partners have a high

level of satisfaction in the overall JV performance.

To sum up, the results of the case study support the proposition that symmetric

bargaining power, mutual trust and cultural understanding favour JV partners to

cooperate (high compromising) rather than compete against one another. This in turn

results in a favourable JV performance. In other words, there was quite an equal

balance in bargaining power. Trust between the Thai and Japanese partner was high.

Both partners have a high level of understanding of each other's culture. Both

partners often use cooperative behaviour. When there has been a conflict of interest,

compromise has been implemented most of time. The Thai partner achieved a high

level of satisfaction in the overall JV performance whilst the Japanese partner

achieved a moderate level of satisfaction in the overall performance. The reason that

the Japanese partner achieves a lower level of satisfaction than the Thai partner is

because they lost profit when transferring money back to their headquarters due to the

depreciation of the Thai Baht during the economic crisis.
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8.2.4c Company C

There was frequent use of collaborative tactics by both Thai and Dutch partner. No

major conflicts have occurred in this joint venture since the company started

operations. Both partners try to understand each other's way of doing business. The

former Dutch MD seems to have had a high degree of understanding and adapted to

the Thai culture quite well. Trust existed from the commencement of the JV

agreement. They had never had past business relationships or experience together

before the negotiation to form this JV agreement took place. However, the Dutch

partner trusted the Thai partner through this company's reputation. They (the Dutch

partner) believed and trusted that the Thai partner could direct the JV business, after

the JV business had operated for six years. They agreed with the Thai partner that the

MD chair would be transferrd to the Thai side after that period. Trust developed

dramatically over time and is very high. Bargaining power is equaI at board levet.

There are equal voting rights. At the management level, even though the Thai partner

has the authority to make decisions, they never need to exercised it. When there was a

conflict, is was resolved by negotiation at top management level, with some

recommendation from both parent companies. They usually implement

compromising tactics to resolve problems. If one partner does not agree, avoiding

strategy is implemented instead. However, this strategy is used very rarely. They

rarely argue. Referring to the explanation regarding the JV performance of company

C in proposition 1, both partners have a pretty high level of satisfaction in the overall

JV performance.
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In summary, the case study result supports proposition 4 that symmetric bargaining

power, mutual trust and cultural understanding lead JV partners to cooperate (high

compromising) rather than to compete against one another. This, in turn, favours a

successful JV performance. In other words, bargaining power is symmetric and a

high level of trust and cultural understanding exists between both Thai and Dutch

partners. They often use collaborative tactics. Compromise is often used when there

was a conflict of interest. Avoiding and competing are rarely used. Both partners'

level of satisfaction of the overall performance is pretty high.

8.2.4d Company D

Both the Thai and New Zealand partners tend to collaborate where possible. IV

negotiation between partners seems to exist at board rather than management level.

For day-to-day management decisions, most important decision making has been

made by the New Zealand MD. The Thai partner trusts the New Zealand partner to

operate daily business. There is a high cultural understanding between the Thai and

New Zealand partners. The New Zealand MD has worked in Thailand for about 9

years and understands the Thai culture quite well. There seems not to be a conflict at

the daily business operation level. At the board level, each partner has an equal

voting right. If the number of votes is split equally, the chairman will decide.

However, partners take turns to sit on the chair every other year. Therefore, there is a

balance in relative bargaining power at the board level. Both partners tend to

compromise if there is conflict. Compromising and collaboration are normally used

in this JV company. Competing against one another during business negotiation at

board level has rarely happened in this JV. Both partners have a high level of trust in
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one another. Referring to the explanation regarding JV performance of company D in

proposition 1, both partners have a high level of satisfaction in the overall business

operation and performance.

Overall, the research finding of this case study supports proposition 4 that symmetric

bargaining power, mutual trust and cultural understanding influence JV partners to

cooperate (high compromising) rather than to compete against one another. This, in

turn, results in a positive JV performance. In other words, there are no big differences

in bargaining power, even though the New Zealand partner seem to have a slightly

higher bargaining power than the Thai partner. Trust and cultural understanding

between partners is high. The negotiation tactics most often used were compromising

and collaborating. Both partners have a high level of satisfaction in the overall JV

performance.

8.2.4e Company E

There was an imbalance in the bargaining power of the Thai and foreign (British and

Belgian) partners. No conflicts arose between the British and Belgian partners in this

case study. They (British and Belgian) tended to act as one team against the Thai

partner. When conflicts of interests arise, both Thai and foreign partners tend to

moderately compete against each other. The levels of trust and cultural understanding

between the Thai and foreign partners is moderate. Trust has developed dramatically

since the beginning of the JV operation. However, because of problems of the

difference in the long-term objectives of the Thai and foreign partners and also due to

internal competition, for the time being, trust is not developing. They (the Thai and
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foreign partners) started battling with one another to achieve their own targets. The

conflict of internal competition (between the JV company and the Thai parent) has

been resolved. However, the arguments about expansion of the business to a new

location is still going on.

Cultural misunderstanding between the Thai and foreign partners was high at the

beginning of the JV business, they often fought against one another. There was some

cultural misunderstanding regarding 'time notion'. The foreign partners did not

clearly understand the slow decision making process of the Thai partner, in resolving

the internal competition between the JV company and the Thai parent. The foreign

partners keep struggling to resolve this conflict. Cultural understanding seems to

increase over time. They later understood the Thai culture of losing face. As a result,

the foreign partners have used a lot more compromise during business negotiation.

The foreign partners have tried to learn and accept Thai culture. Most of the arguing

between the Thai and foreign partners ended with compromise because they

understood that it was the best way to progress business and become successful.

Compromising tactics were often used in this JV, especially at the end of the decision-

making process. At the management level, there seems to be frequent use of

compromising and moderate use of collaborating tactics during business negotiation.

At the board level, competing strategy was used more often because both Thai and

foreign partners try to reach the goals set However, they compromised when making

a final decision for the benefit of the JV. The use of avoiding tactics has been very

rare.
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Referring to the explanation regarding JV performance of company E in proposition

1, the Thai partner achieved a high level of satisfaction in the overall JV performance.

Both British and Belgian partners achieve a moderate level of satisfaction in the JV

performance.

In summary, the research finding of this case study supports proposition 4 that

symmetric bargaining power, mutual trust and cultural understanding influences JV

partners to cooperate (high compromising) rather than compete against one another,

which, in turn, results in a positive JV performance. In other words, the Thai

partner's high bargaining power, moderate trust and moderate cultural understanding

of their foreign partners lead them to compete against the foreign partners in the early

stages of negotiation and to compromise in the end. The Thai partner achieved a high

level of satisfaction in the overall performance. Both British and Belgian partners had

moderate bargaining power, trust and cultural understanding of the Thai partner.

They competed at first and then compromised when making decisions. The foreign

partner's level of satisfaction in the overall performance was moderate.

8.2.4f Company F

The bargaining power of both the Thai and Australian partners is approximately

equal. Trust between both partners develops at a moderate level. Its progress was

slow because both partners had less confidence in each other due to the low JV

performance. One important reason for the low performance arose from the economic

crisis in Thailand. Because of high cultural misunderstanding and low adaptation to

the each other's negotiating styles, they seem to have implemented both competing
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and compromising strategies more or less equally at the negotiation table. Referring

to the explanation regarding JV performance of company E in proposition 1, both

partners achieved a low level of satisfaction in the overall JV business performance.

There was also a major impact from the economic crisis on the performance of the JV.

Demand from customers was low in the building construction market.

To sum up, the case study data seem to support proposition 4 that symmetric

bargaining power, mutual trust and cultural understanding influences JV partners to

cooperate (high compromising) rather than to compete against one another. This, in

turn, results in a positive IV performance. In other words, the bargaining power of

both partners was approximately balanced. Trust between partners was moderate.

There was a low cultural understanding and acceptance. So, both partners often

implemented both compromising and competing strategies. They both had a low level

of satisfaction in the overall JV performance.

8.2.4g Summary of all six case studies' results

The results of the case studies A, B, C, D, E, and F provide unanimous support to

proposition 4 that when there is symmetric bargaining power, mutual trust and

cultural understanding, IV partners tend to cooperate rather than to compete with each

other. This, in turn, will result in a favourable IV performance (outcome).

The observation of two interviewees of company A also confirms the influence of

bargaining power on negotiation behaviour/tactic (See section 7.5.1). And two

interviewees of this company commented on the impact of trust on negotiation
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behaviour. (See section 7.5.2). Two interviewees of company A also observed how

culture affects negotiation strategy (See section 7.5.3). Two interviewees of company

E talk about the influence of bargaining power, trust and culture on negotiation

behaviour in their JV company (See section 6.5.1, 6.5.2, and 6.5.3).

8.3 Self-reference criterion (SRC) - free approach: Cultural analysis

Lee (1966) terms the unconscious reference to one's own cultural values as self-

reference criterion. Self-reference criterion can be explained as follows: whenever

people are faced with unique situations, their own values are the measure for their

understanding and response to the circumstances (Jain, 1996). When a foreign firm

enters joint venture with a local firm, they need to try to understand each other's

cultural background and behaviour. Each partner's culture is deeply imbued with its

own values so that what is seen as normal and commonly done by one partner may

appear inappropriate and intolerant by another partner. Lee (1966) noted that western

"managerial behaviour must be altered if it is dysfunctional enough to seriously

disturb the value orientations of those on whom the success of the overseas company

depends." To address the problem of this stumbling block in cultural adaptation in

relation to the tendency toward SRC, Lee (1966) proposes a systematic four-step

analytical approach for checking the influence of SRC in business adaptation:

First step: define the business problem or goal in terms of the cultural traits, habits

and norms of the home country.

Second step: define the business problems or goal in terms of the foreign cultural

traits, habits or norms.
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Third step: isolate the SRC influence in the problem and examine it carefully to see

how it complicates the problem.

Fourth step: redefine the problem without the SRC influence and solve for the

optimum business goal situation or the foreign market situation.

Where cultural differences or misunderstanding between JV partners' perspectives can

been seen, precaution can be taken in order to reduce the consequent managerial

problems arising from these misunderstandings. Lee's four analytical approaches can

be used to influence the SRC in business adaptation. Examples of some situations

where the case studies in this research indicate application of Lee's cultural analysis

will be discussed below.

In the case study of JV company E, the foreign partners would like to promote a

young Thai engineer to a more responsible position as they normally promote

employees on the basis of performance in the Western world. The Thai partner seems

to disagree. For Thais, to promote someone to a high position, they will consider not

only performance but also the seniority of the employee. The employees who have

worked for the company for a longer time and have not been promoted, may feel

disappointed and later resign because they might feel they have lost face. The

subordinates who see their boss stuck in his career and bypassed by less experienced

employees may feel insecure and have less motivation to work progressively. So, the

cultural misunderstanding between the Thai and foreign partners seems to trigger the

conflict. Both Thai and foreign partners should try to understand and adapt to each
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other's cultural way of thinking. One of the ways to solve this conflict is that the

foreign partner should wait for a few more years and gradually promote this Thai

engineer to a higher position. Also, during negotiation, the foreign partners should try

to be less outspoken when they disagree with the Thai partner. The Thai partner's

concern is not only with business matters but also with relationships.

After the foreign and Thai partners had been working together for a few years, they

seemed to adapt to one another and now they have fewer conflicts arising from

cultural clash or misunderstanding. To get the job done quickly and smoothly with

the Thai government, Thais traditionally send gifts to Government officials. This was

not accepted by the foreign partners because this kind of business activity is not

encouraged in Western countries and the foreign partners also feel that the company

should not pay for this type of expenditure - buying gifts. Over time, the foreign

partners have watched and learned, they then understood that it would be a lot faster

to follow this Thai tradition of sending gifts. They have accepted and allowed the

Thai side to do this job. So, there was no more conflict over this cultural issue.

To be able to address and eliminate cultural misunderstanding, the New Zealand

partner of company D carefully chose a good potential Thai partner using market

research. Later on, the New Zealand partner visited the Thai partner and invited him

to join the JV project. Both partners agreed to appoint a GM from the New Zealand

side, who had lived in Thailand for about 9 years and who understood Thai culture

well, so that he could manage the company according to local custom and try to

compromise whenever there were conflicts between the Thai and New Zealand
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parents. Both partners recognized the differences in their ways of thinking, mainly

due to differences in culture. For example, the western partner always expects a

straight answer from the Thai partner. However, the answer "Yes" from the Thai

partner could mean "No". It would be difficult for the New Zealand partner to

understand the Thai partner if they stick to their own cultural values. There was also a

problem in controlling the finance of the JV company at the beginning of JV

operation. According to Chinese-Thai family business cultural way of thinking, they

must have a friend or family member to keep an eye on the company finance. A

problem also arose in negotiations to establish _TV business with the Thai partner

because the Chinese-Thai owner of the Thai parent company did not trust any

representatives he did not know or had never met. The deal was closed later when he

had the chance to meet the New Zealand partner himself and decide whether or not he

liked the New Zealand MD. As a result, the New Zealand parent normally listens to

this JV GM and allows him to negotiate on its behalf with the Thai partner when there

is cultural conflict occurs during the JV operation.

In case study of IV company B, the Japanese partner does not seem to understand the

Thai subordinates who hardly express idea or opinion to their superiors. There was a

cultural difference between the Thai and Japanese, as regards the decision-making

system. The Japanese prefer their employees/subordinates to express opinions

through the bottom-up process. Thai employees, especially at low level, will feel

insecure to express their idea to the boss for fear that their idea would displease or

embarrass the boss and make him lose face if the idea was later found to be more

effective. Losing face could even lead the boss to try to annoy or fire them
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(subordinates) eventually. In addition, subordinates may feel that they can be more

easily replaced and have little recourse if they are fired. In the Thais employees'

thought, expression of opinion can be very dysfunctional. The Japanese partner felt

disappointed in the performance of the marketing service of Thai employees because

they dare not try to discuss the marketing problem with the boss or their superiors.

One of solutions to this problem is to train and educate subordinate in understanding

the cultural value of the expression and sharing of opinion which may help them solve

their marketing and sales problems and consequently assist them to achieve higher

performance. This could be reinforced by arranging an outdoor activity, e.g. a party

for superiors and subordinate to meet each other and to built up more friendly

relationships.

8.4 An overview of the data coding and coding scheme

Likert scale

1 	 Strongly Disagree
2 	 Disagree
3 	 Neutral
4 	 Agree
5 	 Strongly Agree

Number of responses: 22

The following examples show the results of all responses to the questionnaire from 6

JV companies. The subjects include bargaining power of partners, cultural difference

between partners, trust between partners and performance of JV.
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Bargaining power

* We tend to have more power than our partner in forming important decision-making

strategy.

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly
Agree

No. of
responder

0 5 13 3 1

Mean: 3

* We have a strong and major influence in JV negotiation over our partner.

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly
Agree

No. of
responder

1 5 14 1 1

Mean: 2.82

* We were the most powerful firm during the DV negotiations.

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly
Agree

No. of
responder

1 8 12 1 0

Mean: 2.59

* We feel we always win at the bargaining table.

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly
Agree

No. of
responder

1 3 14 4 0

Mean: 2.95

Overall mean: 2.84

The overall mean of bargaining power shows that the bargaining power of partners

seems to be nearly equal.
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Cultural difference

* There are culturally significant differences between us and our partner.

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly
Agree

No. of
responder

0 2 4 12 4

Mean: 3.82

The cultural differences between partners seem to be pretty high.

Trust

* We trust our partner to operate JV business responsibly.

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly
Agree

No. of
responder

0 1 5 13 3

Mean: 3.82

* We believe that our partner does their best in JV business operations.

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly
Agree

No. of
responder

0 1 6 11 4

Mean: 3.82

* We need to watch everything our partner does.

Due to the negative meaning of this question, the score must be inversed and the

results are shown as follows.
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Strongly
Disagree

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly
Agree

No. of
responder

0 4 7 9 2

Mean: 3.41

* We help our partner in whatever ways they ask.

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly
Agree

No. of
responder

0 2 4 12 3

Mean: 3.59

* We have a high degree of trust with our partners.

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly
Agree

No. of
responder

0 0 6 12 6

Mean: 4.36

* The promises of our partner are reliable.

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly
Agree

No. of
responder

0 0 4 14 5

Mean: 4.23

Overall mean: 3.87

The overall mean shows that trust between partners seems to be pretty high.
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Performance

*We perceive that the joint venture's financial performance is satisfactory.

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly
Agree

No. of
responder

0 2 7 10 5

Mean: 4.09

* We are satisfied with the overall JV business performance.

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly
Agree

No. of
responder

0 4 3 11 5

Mean: 3.91

* We would perform better without our partner.

Due to the negative meaning of this question, the score must be inversed and the

results are shown as follows.

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly
Agree

No. of
responder

0 0 12 5 5

Mean: 3.68

* Our partner performs well in the areas they are responsible for

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly
Agree

No. of
responder

0 2 -	 5 11 4

Mean: 3.77

Overall mean: 3.86
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The overall mean shows that the performance of JV, as perceived by the JV partners,

is pretty high.

8.5 Conclusion to chapters 4-8

The present study uses qualitative case studies as a research strategy. It was

considered to be the most appropriate strategy to use for research on JV in the service

industry in Thailand because the population is small; little qualitative research on JV

has been done in Thailand; the response rate in the past has been very low; and the

variables (i.e. bargaining power, trust, culture, negotiation behaviour and

performance) used in the present study are difficult to measure quantitatively. Use of

qualitative case study could also enrich and clarify previous research on JV

negotiation in greater detail and capture the complexity of the concept better than the

use of statistical based analysis. To reduce risk of an invalid and premature

conclusion, six cases were chosen for this research. The data collection methods in

this study take the form of questionnaire and in-depth interviews with MD, GM,

president, senior managers, JV project manager and key members of staff of JV firms

and JV parent firm. A pilot study was conducted on four of the JV service firms (i.e.

shipping, construction, office rental and retailing business) in order to refine data

collection plans and to correct weaknesses in the initial protocol. Then, six JV service

firms from the construction, construction & engineering, leasing, gas distribution,

exporting and oil storage were selected on the basis of their agreements to participate

in this research study. Eisenhardt (1989) commented that the theory is difficult to

generate where the study looks at fewer than four cases and that the volume of data is

difficult to handle where the study looks at more than ten cases. Face-to-face open-
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ended interviews with 22 senior executive officers were carried out in this study.

Interview questions cover the general background (i.e. the issues of negotiation, JV

strategic objectives, JV problems, JV agreement) and specific issues on bargaining

power, trust, culture, negotiation behaviour and JV performance. The use of tape

recording was implemented where possible, along with note-taking. Open and axial

coding techniques were used to analyse the verbal data in this study because it

enriches the notion of qualities and essential characteristics and renders more meaning

than do numbers (Miles and Huberman, 1994). Hussey and Hussey (1997) refer to

open coding as "the process of identifying, analysing and categorising the raw data"

and axial coding as a more extended process of connecting categories and sub-

categories together with the intention of revealing links and relationships. Two case

analysis techniques (i.e. pattern matching logic and explanation building) were used in

the present study. The data display techniques (e.g. matrix and table) were used so

that a valid conclusion could easily be drawn. Four aggregate case studies of JV firms

B, C, D and F in leasing and hire purchase, storage of oil and chemical, exporting and

construction and engineering services are presented in chapter 5. Each individual case

study of firm A and E in construction and gas distribution services was presented

separately in chapters 6 and 7. All the partner firms have one common objective, i.e.

profit. Two common reasons for almost all foreign partner firms establishing JV with

Thais are "Thai government connection" and "market access". Whilst almost all of

the Thai partner firms wanted to receive know-how from their foreign partners. The

bargaining power of partners in firm A, B, C, D, and F seems to be equally balanced,

only firm E, in which the Thai partner has more bargaining power than the foreign

partners, is not equally balanced. Trust between the Thai and foreign partners of firms
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A, B, C and D is high. Whilst moderate trust between the Thai and foreign partners

exists in firms E and F. Cultural differences between the Thai and Western partners

seem to be high whilst the Thai and Japanese partners seem to have small cultural

differences. Big differences in culture do not lead to less cultural understanding

between JV partners. The level of cultural understanding tends to be related to the

extent of intention to learn about the other culture and the JV business experience of

the partners.

Compromising and collaborating between partnering firms seems to be pretty high.

Avoiding tactic is not often used. Competing strategy was used by some partners

during early negotiations, followed by compromising strategy used towards the end of

negotiations. Overall, the use of competing tactic seems to be moderate.

Accommodating behaviour between partnering firms was rarely found in this study.

Performance outcome perceived by most of the Thai partners would appear to be quite

high, except in firm F, in which both the Thai and foreign partners achieve a low

performance. Generally, foreign partners of firms A, C and D achieved a high

performance. Performance of firm B and E is moderate.

The following are the four propositions listed in section 3.9.

Proposition 1: JV performance is positively related to symmetric bargaining power.

Proposition 2: fl/performance is positively related to trust.
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Proposition 3: The understanding and acceptance of each other's cultures will lead

JV partners to achieve a successful JV performance.

Proposition 4: When symmetric bargaining power exists, along with mutual trust and

cultural understanding; JV partners tend to cooperate rather than compete against

each other. This in turn will result in a favourable performance (outcome).

These propositions were developed from the JV theory outlined in chapter 2 and the

theories of bargaining power, trust, culture, negotiation behaviour and performance

outcome, as discussed in chapter 3 and further examined and discussed in chapter 8.

The results of case studies A, B, C, D and E all provide support to the positive

relationship between bargaining power and IV performance. However, the opposite

result was found in case study F. It seems that this negative result was considerably

influenced by external factors, i.e. the economic crisis, rather than the impact of

bargaining power on JV performance alone. Overall, the findings of the case studies

seem to support the relationship between symmetric bargaining power and the JV

performance of proposition 1.

The results of case studies A, B, C, D and E provide a majority support to the positive

relationship between trust and JV performance. The opposite result was found in case

study F. This negative result derives from the effect of economic crisis leading to the

collapse of the building construction market in Thailand. Thus, leading the

relationship between trust and performance to be diverted. Accordingly, the overall
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Antecedents

Relative Bargaining
Power
- Alternative choice
- Strategic importance
- Resource contribution

Trust
- Past experience
- Reputation

National Culture
- Individualism/Collectivism
- Power distance

Negotiation Behaviour

- Collaborative
- Competitive
- Compromising
- Avoiding
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Outcomes

- Performance
* Satisfaction

- Over all JV business
* Objectives achievement
* JV business

relationships

finding seems to support the proposition 2 regarding the relationship between trust

and JV performance.

The result of the case studies A, B, C, D, E and F provide unanimous support for a

positive relationship between cultural understanding and JV performance as suggested

in proposition 3. The results of the case studies A, B, C, D, E and F also provide

unanimous support to proposition 4 that when symmetric bargaining power exists,

along with mutual trust and cultural understanding, JV partners tend to cooperate

rather than compete against each other. This in turn will result in a favourable

performance (outcome).

8.5.1 A revised conceptual model

A revised conceptual model on negotiation is shown in figure 8-1 as follows.

Figure 8-1

A revised conceptual model



The results of interviews with senior executive officers show that Hofstede's (1994)

cultural dimensions of uncertainty avoidance and masculinity/femininity are not

relevant to reflect the national culture of JV partners as regards the effect on

negotiation behaviour and outcomes. In addition, accommodating tactics were not

used by any partners of any of the JV firms in the present six case studies. As a result

the model has been revised and adapted to the actual situation and the results of the

case studies which can be seen in figure 8-1 above.
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Chapter 9

Research Contributions, Limitations, and Directions for Future

Research

This last chapter is divided into four sections: research contributions, limitation of the

study, directions for future research and conclusion of this study includes a

comparison of the results of this research with the literature review.

9.1 Research contributions

First of all, most of the literature on joint ventures in developing countries has been

from the perspective of foreign partners, ignoring the strategic imperatives and goals

of the host country partners. Although, a small amount of literature has described

joint venture business negotiation, there has never been a study into Thai and foreign

joint venture business negotiation. Therefore, the present study of 1JY business

negotiation on the issues of bargaining power, negotiation behaviour, culture, trust

and negotiation outcomes would make a positive academic contribution to

understanding of business issues. This study contributes academically towards a

better understanding of how joint venture business and negotiation have been carried

out in Thailand and eventually lead them to be able to compare and contrast this

study's results with past studies. Additionally, this study could also benefit both Thai

and foreign investors, who want to operate JV business in Thailand, to better

understand the most frequent JV problems or conflicts so that they can have a clearer

picture of what they should do or implement (e.g. conflict resolution strategy) to ease

those problems. The findings of the six case studies could be generalized across all
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JV companies in service industry since almost all case studies support all four

propositions. Case study F shows the opposite result only for propositons 1 and 2.

However, it is considered that an external force (i.e. economics crisis) has diverted the

achievement of the JV firm's performance.

To achieve highly successful business performance, JV firms should recognize that

the relative bargaining power between JV partners should be balanced; partners

should have high levels of trust and cultural understanding with the other partners; JV

partners should try to cooperate with one another and to reduce conflict during their

JV negotiation. Resource contribution to the JV seems to be more important than

context based factors, such as alternative choice and stake, and may lead to a shift in

the bargaining power of each partner. Context based factors are more likely to be

considered as significant factors to indicate the bargaining power of JV partners at the

JV formation stage. Past experience and firm's reputation lead firms to trust each

other and enter JV with one another after a shorter period of negotiation time.

The benefits are also useful to foreign investors who want to do business in Thailand,

China, Hong Kong and Singapore where lifestyle and most major businesses are

similarly dominated by Confucian philosophy.

This study also places an emphasis on providing an integrated approach to past

research and will serve as a springboard for launching future research. This study

focuses on particular service industries (e.g. leasing and construction firms) in

Thailand and is contained within the confines of joint venture and negotiation theory.
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The empirical results of this study strongly support the conceptual model that the

relationships between dependent, mediate and independent variables, mentioned

above, exist. The results of the study could complement and clarify the conflict of

past studies. They could also extend existing knowledge and experience of how to

improve the success of JV outcomes. Negotiators will inevitably continue to face

problems of mistrust, and cultural clash, which naturally leads them to perform and

evaluate the behaviour of their counterparts according to the dictates of their own

cultural premises and value yardsticks. This study will provide some explanation for

this behaviour. This in turn may help firms to reduce time spent on the negotiation

process and to enhance a successful JV performance.

This research offers a more comprehensive understanding of joint venture business. It

does this by studying the perspectives of both the Thai and the foreign partners

whereas many past studies have investigated only from one perspective (normally that

of the foreign parent). This study also provides a more complex and rich

understanding of JV by examining JV companies with not only two partners but also

three and four partners so that the similarities and differences could be clearly exposed

and the validity of past research could be strengthened.

9.2 Limitations of the study

The first limitation is that this study focuses mainly on JV companies in the service

sector. The results of studies into JV companies in manufacturing industries could

clarify and compliment the result of this research, as well as past studies.
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Secondly, the study examines JVs between companies from Thailand. A developing

country, with companies from developed countries. However, the possibility of

generalizing the findings must be considered carefully (Lin and Germain, 1998). IJVs

in developed countries are normally more stable than those in developing countries

and also the managers from developing countries tend to be more dissatisfied than

those from developed countries (Beamish, 1985).

Thirdly, the interviews, conducted in this study, focused mainly on the JV top

managers representing each JV partner. A rich understanding and contrasting results

may have emerged if the shareholders and some Board members were included in the

study.

Fourthly, this study examined IJV but ignored domestic .W. The identification of

similarities and differences across domestic and international joint ventures would

provide a rich understanding and enhance the validity of the results of relationships

between the variables depicted in the conceptual model of this study.

Fifthly, there is a possibility of potential biases affecting the results of this research,

due to limitations in accordance with availability and accessibility to a number of

interviewees from each case. For example, interviews with Boards members were

rare. It should also be noted that some top managers of the JV companies also sit as

members of the Board of Directors. The shareholders of the parent companies were

not interviewed in this research. In addition, it was difficult to access companies of

the same type of JV business within the service sector to include in the study. The
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major reasons that JV companies were reluctant to participate in the study are because

of the concern about confidentiality, an obligation not to participate in research study;

the pressure of work, time constraints, the length of the questionnaire and interview

questions; busy at work; going abroad; and too much demand for research.

Finally, this study is limited to the study of equity JV only. The identification of

similarities and differences between equity and non-equity JV could give a better

understanding of the relationship between variables in this study.

9.3 Directions for future research

Studies should be conducted further within the manufacturing industries so that

similarities and differences across these two sectors can be identified. Also, study

into domestic JVs should be carried out, in order that past studies' results could be

compared and contrasted.

Longitudinal studies for a stronger inference of the effects of bargaining power, trust

and culture on negotiation behaviour and IV performance appears to be required.

Such a study would allow the examination of the evolution of bargaining power, trust

and cultural understanding in JVs. It could also increase understanding of the

possible interaction effects between these variables, and also between them and

negotiation behaviour, as well as JV performance.

In future research, attention should be paid to investigating the relationships between

bargaining power, trust, culture and negotiation behaviour on performance, using
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powerful statistical techniques (e.g. structural equation modeling or triangulation) and

then to compare and contrast them with the results of past studies. If the results are

consistent, it can enhance understanding and give strong support to the relationships

of variables in the conceptual model of this study.

This research needs further development in terms of the core competency, particularly

how knowledge and the management structure of the parent firm can influence

successful JV performance. The role of individual differences (regarding culture)

affecting negotiation behaviour and JV performance could provide another interesting

area of future research. Also, more development of theory is needed to integrate

additional variables influencing negotiation behaviour and JV performance.

Although this research includes one failed IJV for examination of the relationship

between variables, the result of this JV failure seems to derive from an external factor

e.g. Thai economic crisis rather than the influence of internal factors (e.g. bargaining

power, trust, and culture). Therefore, further examination should include IJVs which

have failed due to the effect of internal factors, so that the validity of this research,

and past studies, could be contrasted and enhanced.

The dynamic aspects of the relationship between the context variables (bargaining

power, trust, and culture) in an IJV company could also affect, deviate or change the

results of negotiation behaviour and JV performance. For example, as one partner

provides a lower resource contribution, the bargaining power of the other partner

seems to increase. However, if trust between partners is too low, the shift in
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bargaining power may not be offset by trust. Accordingly, the findings on the

relationship between independent and dependent variables may be different. Future

research should look into this further.

Future research should investigate the feedback effect between dependent variables,

mediate variable and independent variable. For example, this research found that IN

performance had a feedback effect on the level of trust between partners of company F

since the business failed in the end. For this reason, the reciprocal effects between

these variables would be worthy of further examination.

9.4 Conclusion included a comparison of research's results with the literature

This study investigated the impact of bargaining power, trust and culture on

negotiation behaviour and outcome (performance), using case studies as a research

strategy. Six N companies, in the service sector, were used to establish external

validity. The results of these case studies support the relationship depicted in the

conceptual model, shown in Figure 4-1.

The results of case studies A, B, C, D, and E provide a majority support to the positive

relationship between bargaining power and JV performance. Case study F shows an

opposite result to proposition 1, due to the effect of external factors - economic crisis

in Thailand. The finding of proposition 1 appear to be supported by Fagre and Wells

(1982), Schelling (1956), and Rojot (1991) who found that the (performance) outcome

of negotiations between multinational companies, local companies and the host

government in developing the N is influenced by the bargaining power of negotiating

parties. In contrast, research conducted by Lin and Germain (1998) with general
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managers and division managers involving U.S.-Chinese IJVs in China appears to

contradict the result of case studies A, B, C, D and E. They found that the overall

relationship between relative bargaining power and performance is not significant.

The results of the case studies A, B, C, D, and E support the positive relationship

between trust and JV performance. However, case study F shows an opposite result to

proposition 2. This opposite result was influenced by the economic crisis that led to a

collapse in the building construction market. Overall, the case studies findings seem

to support the relationships between trust and JV performance. The result of a

previous study by Hebert (1994) on both domestic and international JV shows a

positive correlation between trust and JV performance. This finding appears to be

consistent with proposition 2 of the present study. In contrast, Butler (1999) found

that outcome inefficiency (cost) increased as trust increased — this is the opposite of

what the author would have expected.

The results of the case studies A, B, C, D, E, and F provided unanimous support to

proposition 3; a positive relationship between cultural understanding and JV

performance. The finding of Tung (1982) seems to support proposition 3. She found

that the attitude of Americans towards their Chinese partners has a significant impact

on the (performance) outcome of negotiation. Similar findings by Lin and Germain

(1998) also seem to support proposition 3. They found that cultural similarity was

directly related to IJV satisfaction. Killing (1983) found that cultural dissimilarities

had an impact on the success of JV. Killing (1983) and Lewis (1990) also suggest

that severe conflicts between JV partners tend to result in misunderstanding which in

turn lead to deteriorating JV performance.
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The results of the case studies A, B, C, D, E, and F provided unanimous support to

proposition 4 that when symmetric bargaining power exists, along with mutual trust

and cultural understanding, JV partners tend to cooperate rather than compete against

each other. This in turn will result in a favourable performance (outcome). The

finding of Lin (1996) appears to support the relationship between trust and

cooperative behaviour. He found that problem-solving is positively related to trust.

However, the result of Lin (1996) on the correlation between problem-solving and

relative power appears to be contradictory to the result of the present study. He found

that problem-solving is inversely related to relative power. The finding of Line

(1996) seems to support the present study's result on the relationship between cultural

understanding and negotiation tactics. He found that national culture can be an

important indictor of negotiation behaviour. The results of study by Olson and

Singsuwan (1997) shows support to a relationship between negotiation behaviour and

performance. They then claim that more successful (performance) outcomes were

expected to be characterized by higher levels of constructive negotiation

tactics/behaviour. Additionally, Ding (1997) found that conflict between partners was

consistently correlated to JV performance. The results of study into the electronic

industry of Alper et al. (2000) using structural equation analysis supports proposition

4 that a cooperative instead of competitive approach to conflict leads to conflict

efficacy which in turn results in effective performance as measured by managers.

According to Friedmann and Beguin (1971), open problem-solving and compromising

strategies enable partners resolve conflict situations which, in turn lead to successful

IV operation. Campbell et al. (1988) suggest a problem-solving behaviour e.g.
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cooperative strategy, tends to lead JV partners to achieve successful (performance)

outcomes.

Overall, the empirical evidence suggests a positive impact between each variable, i.e.

bargaining power, trust and cultural understanding on JV performance. The effect of

these variables is both direct and indirect. Symmetric bargaining power, high trust,

and high cultural understanding between partners tend to lead JV partners to achieve a

highly successful JV performance. The results of the case studies also indicated that

bargaining power divided equally between .IV partners is likely to lead N firms to

achieve a high overall N performance. JV partners tend often to use a compromising

strategy more than competing or battling against each other, when making a final

strategic decision. Where the power was balanced, trust and cultural understanding

were high and partners seem to be cooperative (high compromising and

collaborating). Competing tactics were sometimes used at the commencement of

business negotiation, especially when the level of trust and cultural understanding

between partners was moderate or low. An imbalance in bargaining power also led

JV partners to use competing tactics more often than where the bargaining power is

balanced. It appears that when JV partners regularly engage in cooperative

interactions (compromising and/or collaborating), a higher level of satisfaction in the

overall IV performance is achieved, than when the competing strategy was

implemented. Generally speaking, all Thai partners of every case except company F

had a high level of satisfaction in the overall performance. The foreign partners of

companies A, C, and D generally had a high level of satisfaction in the overall N

performance. The Japanese partner of company B and the British and Belgian
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partners of company E were satisfied at a moderate level in the overall JV

performance. However, the Australian partner of company F was not satisfied with

the overall JV performance. All partners seem to be satisfied with the achievement of

their main short-term objectives - profit - apart from Japanese partner Y of company

A and both Thai and Australian partners of company F. A significant long-term

objective of the foreign partners of company E has not yet been achieved. The long-

term objective (experience) of company A has been partially achieved. The long-term

objectives (business growth) of companies B, C and D has been achieved at a high

level. However, company F did not achieve its long-term objective - business growth.

In addition, the empirical evidence of case study F suggests that there is a feedback

relationship between trust and performance in this conceptual model.
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QUESTIONNAIRE AND INTERVIEW PROTOCOL

FOR CASE STUDY RESEARCH

ON

INTERNATIONAL JOINT VENTURE NEGOTIATION

This questionnaire survey and interview protocol are divided into three parts. Please
answer all questions in parts I and II and return to the Thailand address which is found
on the last page of this paper. Please feel free to answer or comment on any of the
questions. All answers and information obtained will be guatanteed
confidentiality.

Throughout the questionnaire and interview questions, "JV" refers to "joint venture"
and "IJV" is used to represent "international joint venture". Additionally, "you" refers
to your parent firm. Finally, I have referred to "partner" throughout the questionnaire.
I recognise that there could be more than 2 partners in a joint venture company. If this
is the case, please read partners in each question and answer accordingly.

PART I
General Information Regarding Joint Venture Negotiation

Section 1.
1. Joint venture company name 	

	

Parent company name (a) 	
(b) 	
(c) 	

	

Nationality of Parent company (a) 	
(b) 	
(c) 	

	

Nationality of Managing Director 	
Major products/services of parent company

(a) Parent 1 	
(b) Parent 2	
(c) Parent 3 	

2. Person responsible for completing the questionnaire and/or interview
Name 	
Position 	
Contact telephone No.	
How long have you worked at this JV firm? 	 (years)
How many years of international business experience did you have prior to
joining this N firm?	 (years)
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Did you personally participate in the initial IJV negotiation?
(Please tick (./) the appropriate box)

	Yes	 No
If "yes", please identify the partner you represented

	

CI Thai	 1:11 Foreign

3. How long did the parent company have a business relationship with the partner
before entering joint venture negotiation? (e.g. 0,1,2,....years) 	 (years)

4. Number of employees
Thai employees: 	
Foreign employees: 	

5. Total capital investment
(a) Start-up joint venture

Total:	 (Million Baht)
(b) Now

Total:	 (Million Baht)

6. Percentage of ownership
At founding:

(a) Thai: 	 (%)

(b) Total foreign: 	 (%)
of each foreign shareholder

Nationality
	

(%)
1.

Now:
(a) Thai:	 (%)
(b) Total foreign: 	 (%)

of each foreign share holder
Nationality	 (%)

1.

7. Total assets
(a) At founding: 	 (Million Baht)
(b) Now: 	 (Million Baht)

8. Revenues
(a) First year .W:	  (Million Baht)
(b) Recent year JV: 	 (Million Baht)

9. When did the IJV negotiation begin? 	 Month

10. When was the JV contract officially signed? Month 	  Year

11. How long was the term of the JV contract? (a) Original: 	
(b) Renewal:

(years)
	 (years)

12. Major services/products of JV firm
(a) Start-up IV: 	
(b) Now: 	
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13. How did the partners first make contact each other? (e.g. direct contact, via The
Thai government, via broker [specify] others [specify]) 	

14. What type of relationship did the partners have before the IJV negotiation took
place? (e.g. no relationship, buyer-seller relationship, technology licensing
agreement, marketing agreement, R&D partnership, Others [specify]) 	

15. Market target of JV service firm (domestic, abroad, or a combination)

16. Indicate the composition of the JV board of directors
(a) At founding: No. nominated by: Foreign partner 	

	
Thai partner

(b) Now:	 No. nominated by: Foreign partner 	
	

Thai partner

17. Indicate the nomination of the JV general manager @resident or director)
(Please tick (,6 the appropriate box)

(a) At founding: nominated by: 1=1 Foreign partner CI Thai partner
(b) Now:	 nominated by: CI Foreign partner Li Thai partner

18. How long is the term of office for the general manager?	 (years)

19. Indicate the number of deputy general managers (vice presidents or associate
directors)
(a) At founding: No. nominated by: Foreign partner 	  Thai partner 	
(b) Now:	 No. nominated by: Foreign partner 	 Thai partner 	

20. Indicate the number of departmental managers
(a) At founding: No. nominated by: Foreign partner 	 Thai partner
(b) Now:	 No. nominated by: Foreign partner 	 Thai partner

21. Indicate the number of expatriate managers working within the IJV firm?
(a) At founding: Total 	  (b) Now: Total 	
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Section 2.
Please circle the number that best describes the fact or your point of view.

I. Consider options other than IJV (e.g. licensing, wholly-owned subsidiaries,
greenfield investments) that would allow each partner to achieve its strategic
objectives and goals currently pursued in IJV.

Not at all To some extent To a great extent
(a) To what extent did the foreign partner

consider options other than JV at the
1 2 3 4 5

JV formation?
(b) To what extent does it continue to

consider these options now?
(c) To what extent did the Thai partner

consider such options at
the JV formation?

(d) To what extent does it continue to
consider them now?

1

1

1

2

2

2

3

3

3

4

4

4

5

5

5

2. How was the competition among JV firms with others as well as with the parents?
Not

intense
Somewhat

intense
Very

intense
With other firms

(a) Start-up JV: 1 2 3 4 5
(b) Now: 1 2 3 4 5

With the parents
(a) Start-up JV: 1 2 3 4 5
(b) Now: 1 2 3 4 5

3. Consider the strategic importance of establishing the JV to each parent's overall
business portfolio.

Not
important

Somewhat
important

Very
important

(a) How important was it to the foreign parent 1 2 3 4 5
at its founding?

(b) How important is it to the foreign parent now? 1 2 3 4 5
(c) How important was it to Thai parent at its 1 2 3 4 5

founding?
(d) How important is it to Thai parent now? 1 2 3 4 5

4. To what extent did you have an authority to manage JV business operations?
Not at all To some extent To a great extent

(a) Start-up JV: 1 2 3 4 5
(b) Now: 1 2 3 4 5
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5. To what extent did your partner have an authority to manage JV business
operations?

Not at all To some extent To a great extent
(a) Start-up JV: 1 2 3 4 5
(b) Now: 1 2 3 4 5

6. Regarding the decision-making power exercised by the JV managers, how powerful
is the general manager in comparison with the deputy manager nominated by the
opposite partner?

Much	 Equally	 Much
less powerful	 powerful	 more powerful

(a) Start-up JV: 1 2 3 4 5
(b) Now: 1 2 3 4 5

7. How often do disagreements occur between the foreign and Thai
managers during the decision-making process?

Never	 Frequent	 All the time
1	 2	 3	 4	 5

8. To what extent are such disagreements successfully resolved?
Not at all	 To some extent	 To a great extent

1	 2	 3	 4	 5

9. How much bargaining power do you have compared to your partner?
(a) Start-up JV:

Your firm	 Your partner
Less powerful Equally powerful Very powerful	 Less powerful Equally powerful Very powerful

1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 1	 2	 3	 45
(b) Now:

Your firm
Less powerful Equally powerful Very powerful

1	 2	 3	 4	 5

Your partner
Less powerful Equally powerful Very powerful

1	 2	 3	 45

10. What is the extent of your dependence on your partner in operating the joint
venture business?

Not at all To some extent To a great extent
(a) At founding: 1 2 3 4 5
(b) Now: 1 2 3 4 5

11. How well did you understand the cultural traits and management system of your
partner?

Not at all To some extent To a great extent
(a) At founding: 1 2 3 4 5
(b) Now: 1 2 3 4 5
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12. To what extent did you allow your partner some flexibility to renegotiate a
contractual term?

Not at all To some extent To a great extent
(a) Start-up JV: 1 2 3 4 5
(b) Recent day: 1 2 3 4 5

13. To what extent were you different from your partner regarding negotiation
behaviour and style?

Not at all To some extent To a great extent
(a) At founding: 1 2 3 4 5
(b) Now: 1 2 3 4 5

14. To what extent did you trust your partner?
Not at all To some extent To a great extent

(a) Start-up JV : 1 2 3 4 5
(b) Now: 1 2 3 4 5

15. To what extent do you think your partner learned to understand the way you
negotiate business?

Not at all To some extent To a great extent
(a) First year JV: 1 2 3 4 5
(b) Now: 1 2 3 4 5

16. To what extent do you think the cultural differences in negotiation behaviour and
style have influenced the success OT failure of negotiation outcomes?

Not at all To some extent To a great extent
(a) At founding: 1 2 3 4 5
(b) Now: 1 2 3 4 5

17. To what extent do you think your partner should follow a contractual
agreement?

Not at all To some extent To a great extent
(a) Start-up JV: 1 2 3 4 5
(b) Now: 1 2 3 4 5
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PART II

Section 1.
1. How important was possession of each of the following factors in leading you or

your partner to influence the outcome of the negotiations?
(Circle one per item; or Circle NA if unsure or not applicable)

Not
Important

Your firm
Somewhat	 Very	 Not
important	 important	 important

Your partner
Somewhat	 Very
important	 important

Management expertise 	 1 2 3 4 5 NA 1 2 3 4 5 NA
Technology & know-how 	 1 2 3 4 5 NA 1 2 3 4 5 NA
Learning and experience 	 1 2 3 4 5 NA 1 2 3 4 5 NA
Reputation 	  .1 2 3 4 5 NA 1 2 3 4 5 NA
Local knowledge 	 1 2 3 4 5 NA 1 2 3 4 5 NA
I-nnova&ii 4ittinniques 	 1 2 3 4 5 NA 1 2 3 4 5 NA
Leadership 	 ..1 2 3 4 5 NA 1 2 3 4 5 NA
Information 	 .1 2 3 4 5 NA 1 2 3 4 5 NA
Percentage of ownership 	 1 2 3 4 5 NA 1 2 3 4 5 NA
Trust 	 1234 5 NA 1234 5 NA
Marketing skill 	 1 2 3 4 5 NA 1 2 3 4 5 NA
Commitment 	 1 2 3 4 5 NA 1 2 3 4 5 NA
Financial resources 	  1 2 3 4 5 NA 1 2 3 4 5 NA
R&D (Research and Development) 	 1 2 3 4 5 NA 1 2 3 4 5 NA
Global service support 	 1 2 3 4 5 NA 1 2 3 4 5 NA
Alternative choices of
establishing IJV 	 ... 1 2 3 4 5 NA 1 2 3 4 5 NA
Access distribution channels ... 1 2 3 4 5 NA 1 2 3 4 5 NA
Facilitate rapid market entry ....1 2 3 4 5 NA 1 2 3 4 5 NA
Patents, licenses, trademarks ...1 2 3 4 5 NA 1 2 3 4 5 NA
Network power & connection 	 1 2 3 4 5 NA 1 2 3 4 5 NA
Openness 	 1 2 3 4 5 NA 1 2 3 4 5 NA
Loyalty 	 1 2 3 4 5 NA 1 2 3 4 5 NA
Time pressure 	 1 2 3 4 5 NA 1 2 3 4 5 NA

2. Could you please choose and rank the five most important items listed above (or
add new items) in terms of influencing the outcome of the IJV negotiations?
(1: the most important, 2: the second most important, ...5:the fifth most important)

At founding: 1.

	

3. 	

	

5. 	
Now:	 1. 	

	

3. 	
5.

EN MI
NU MI
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Section 2.
Subject definition: "We", "us" in the following statements refer to your company.

"Partner" means the "partner company or companies establishing
JV with you".

Please rate the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements.

(Please circle ONE answer for each statement)
1 	 Strongly Disagree 4 	 Agree
2 	 Disagree	 5 	 Strongly Agree
3 	 Neutral

Strongly Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly
Disagree	 Agree

1. We recognize the importance of understanding
the partner's culture before entering JV negotiation. 	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5

2. We adapt and compromise where it is possible to
maintain a positive JV relationship over time. 	  1	 2	 3	 4	 5

3. We realize that Thai managers perceive and behave
like their expatriate managers. 	  1	 2	 3	 4	 5

4. We believe the negotiation style of the Thai official
is similar to that of the foreign partner. 	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5

5. We get to know our partner before entering JV
negotiation. 	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5

6. We like to socialise with our partner in order to
know them better. 	 .1	 2	 3	 4	 5

7. We. want to build up a general understanding
of the experience and life of our partner
sometimes during JV negotiation. 	 .1	 2	 3	 4	 5

8. We always listen to our partner's ideas. 	 .1	 2	 3	 4	 5
9. We are willing to dedicate whatever resources we

can to make our .111 business a success. 	  1	 2	 3	 4	 5
10.We tend to be patient with our partner during

the negotiation process. 	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
11.We intend to maintain a good relationship with

our partner throughout the joint business venture. 	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
12.Our main concern in establishing JV business with

a local Thai company is to provide entry to local
business experience as well as to facilitate dealings
with the Thai government. 	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
(Please leave this question if you are Thai partner)

13. We make every effort to understand our
partner's perception of business and
his modus operandi. 	 1 2 3 4 5

14. We are satisfied in our personal relationships
with our partner. 	 1 2 3 4 5

KM MI
NM MI
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15. We are satisfied in our overall relationship
with our partner. 	 1 2 3 4 5

16. We feel our partner negotiates and behaves
differently from us. 	 1 2 3 4 5

17. We do not mind if negotiations take a longer
period and a greater number of meetings
with our partner. 	 1 2 3 4 5

18. There are culturally significant differences between
us and our partner. 	 1 2 3 4 5

19. We plan to terminate joint venture business
because of insurmountable cultural differences. 	 1 2 3 4 5

20. Our partner always does things we do not like. 	 1 2 3 4 5
21. Cultural dissimilarities were not the obstacle

for us and our partner to enter a joint venture
business agreement. 	 .1 2 3 4 5

22. We believe that trust between partners can
enhance an effective outcome of JV negotiation. 	 .1 2 3 4 5

23. We trust our partner more as we learn and
understand more about their culture over time
and throughout our joint business venture. 	 1 2 3 4 5

24. We trust our partner to operate JV business
responsibly. 	 .1 2 3 4 5

25. We believe that our partner does their best in
JV business operations. 	 1 2 3 4 5

26. We need to watch everything our partner does. 	 1 2 3 4 5
27. We help our partner in whatever ways they ask. 	 1 2 3 4 5
28. We are a company that stands by our word. 	 1 2 3 4 5
29. We have a high degree of trust with our partner. 	 1 2 3 4 5
30. The Promises of our partner are reliable. 	 1 2 3 4 5
31. We find that power over our partner grows as we

learn more about doing business with them. 	 1 2 3 4 5
32. We tend to have more power than our partner

in forming important decision-making strategy. 	 .1 2 3 4 5
33. We have a greater number of board directors

than our partner. 	 1 2 3 4 5
34. We often disagree with the strategic changes

proposed by our partner. 	 1 2 3 4 5
35. We have received a high degree of cooperation

with our partner. 	 1 2 3 4 5
36. We have a strong and major influence in

JV negotiation over our partner. 	 .1 2 3 4 5
37. We are dependent on our partner. 	 .1 2 3 4 5
38. We were the most powerful firm during

the IJV negotiations. 	 .1 2 3 4 5
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39. Most important decisions made have been shared
fairly between us and our partner as a result of
compromise respect, and trust for each other. 	 1 2 3 4 5

40. We influence a great deal of control over
daily activities. 	 .1 2 3 4 5

41. Our partner generally overrules our joint venture
agreement and recommendations. 	 .1 2 3 4 5

42. We feel we always win at the bargaining table. 	 .1 2 3 4 5
43. We transfer much of our knowledge and

technology to the IJV firm. 	 .1 2 3 4 5
44. We have a long experience of

international operations. 	 1 2 3 4 5
45. We receive a better negotiation outcome when

our partner knows that we trust them. 	 1 2 3 4 5
46. We obtained an improved negotiation outcome

when we shared and compromised more with
our partner. 	 1 2 3 4 5

47. We are satisfied with the overall JV negotiation
outcome. 	 1 2 3 4 5

48. We believe our partner thinks the overall
JV negotiation outcome is satisfactory. 	 1 2 3 4 5

49. By discussing our disagreements at the negotiation
stage, we can achieve an effective negotiation
outcome. 	 1 2 3 4 5

50. We perceive the joint venture's financial
performance is satisfactory. 	 1 2 3 4 5

51. We are satisfied with the overall
JV business performance. 	 .1 2 3 4 5

52. We believe our partner thinks the JV performs well. .....1 2 3 4 5
53. We would perform better without our partner. 	 1 2 3 4 5
54. Our partner performs well in the areas

they are responsible for. 	 1 2 3 4 5
55. We should not have established this JV at all 	 1 2 3 4 5
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PART III
Interview Protocol For The Case Study Research

1. Could you please tell me about your personal experience and your involvement
with the joint venture firm in Thailand?
(a) What was your involvement in the joint venture negotiations?
(b) What was your involvement in the joint venture management?

2. Would you describe the business strategy of your company in relation to your
partner company?
(a) What are the strategic objectives your company expected the JV firm to

accomplish at the time of JV formation? (i.e. profitability, market share, cost
reduction, technology, sales, management skill, export for foreign exchange,
growth and business expansion, credibility and reputation, learning how to do
business with foreigner, and so on)

(b) How important were each of the strategic objectives specified at the time of JV
formation and now?

(c) To what extent have each of these strategic objectives been achieved?
(d) Did you have a time schedule in terms of when these objectives should be

achieved?
(e) Have any changes taken place in your company's strategy and strategic goals

in relation to your partner since the JV agreement was reached? (If so, have
these modified strategy and strategic goals been achieved?

(0 What were the strategic objectives and goals you think your partner wanted to
achieve as a result of establishing JV?

(g) To what extent do you think your partner has achieved his objectives and
goals?

3. Could you give your reasons for choosing to enter joint business venture with your
current partner based on their relative importance? (e.g. reduce time, strengthen
competitiveness, cost reduction, access to marketing skill, facilitate rapid market
entry, obtain expertise, taxation, spread/reduce risk, obtain know-how and
technology, patents, licenses, or trademarks, connection, transfer pricing, foreign
exchange balance, market access, reputation, obtain scarce resource... etc.)

4. Please provide me with a brief history of how the JV agreement was reached and
also how the negotiation proceeded?
(a) Who between your company and your partner initiated the idea of entering JV

business?
(b) Foreign partner: Were any of your competitors negotiating joint venture

business with Thai firms?
Thai partner: Were any of your competitors negotiating joint venture
business with foreign firms in Thailand?

(c) Foreign partner: Did your company have any experience of doing business
with Thai firms before the JV firm was created?
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(d) Did your company experience any international joint ventures before this one
was created? If so, when did your company first participate in IJV?
and with what nationality?

(e) Foreign partner: To what extent did your company have a choice of
establishing JV business with different Thai firms?
Thai partner: To what extent did your company have a choice of establishing
JV business with different foreign firms in Thailand?

(f) Did your company have any concerns about negotiation with regards to
differences in culture and style?

5. Could you outline the joint venture contract and related agreements which the firm
reached as a result of JV negotiation?
(a) How was ownership structure decided?
(b) Was the duration of JV the firms planned prior to JV termination? If so, how

long?
(c) How often and on what issues did you always renegotiate the joint business

venture with your partner?

6. Could you specify both tangible and intangible resources you and your partner
contributed to this IV business at the time of joint venture formation and now?
(e.g. management expertise, technology & know-how, financial resources,
research and development, patents, licenses, trademarks, technical personnel, non-
technical personnel, marketing service, distribution channels/networks,
information & knowledge management)
(a) What percentage of the above resources is contributed by your firm and your

partner firm respectively? Does the JV agreement specify how much resource
is contributed by each partner?

7. Could you please let me know the problems and difficulties you face during the
joint venture negotiation process with regards to the culture and style of
negotiation?
(a) Could you describe the cultural similarity and dissimilarity you face when

negotiating with your partner?
(b) Could you let me know the negotiation style and bahaviour of your partner?

Please tell me, what negotiation behaviour and style you like and do not like at
the formation of joint venture? Could you describe any changes in your
partner's negotiating style? How do you feel about these changes? Did you
expect any change in your partner's negotiating style and behaviour and if so,
what sort of change?

(c) Did you expect your partner to have or adapt to the same negotiating style as
you? Please describe, Why?

(d) Could you describe your experience in general when you negotiate with your
partner? Could you describe the attitude of you and your partner during the
negotiation process (e.g. harmony/confrontation)? Which strategies did you
often implement on negotiation with your partner (e.g. win-win, take-give,
zero sum, cooperative/competitive)?
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(e) Could you describe the most important issues at initial negotiation stage (e.g.
business matters only, relationship building... .etc.)? What about now?

(f) What issues do you normally discuss at the negotiating table (e.g. generic
principles and broad terms/rigid and specific details)? Could you please let
me know the level of agreement and disagreement with those issues when they
are discussed at the negotiating table?

(g) Could you describe the duration of negotiating business with your partner at
the formation of joint venture compared with a recent negotiating deal?

(h) Could you describe your relationship with your partner at the formation of the
joint venture and now?

(i) If you have previous experience of JV business with other firms, could you tell
us your experience of negotiation with those firms compared with this JV

firm?
(j) What is your perception of establishing a JV with a partner whose culture is

closer and more similar, compared with a culture which is very different?
(k) What was your perception of the strength of terms of the contractual

agreement (a piece of paper, allow flexibility, legal force,...etc.)?

8. What do you believe to be the level of satisfaction with regards to the overall JV
negotiation outcomes?
(a) In your opinion, was your partner satisfied with the negotiation outcomes?
(b) What have been the outcomes of negotiation which you have obtained in

general.
(c) What negotiation outcomes do you expect but have not so far received from

this JV business?
(d) How do you feel about the outcome of negotiation when you take power in

negotiations with your partner (positive, negative, no difference)?
(e) How was the outcome of negotiation when your partner knew you were

trustworthy?
(f) Have there been any changes in the direction of negotiation outcomes as you

and your partner have learned more about each other's negotiating and
management styles?

(g) How was the negotiation outcome as your bargaining power shifted towards
your partner?

9. Could you describe the level of trust between you and your partner in doing
business together when the JV was created? How is it now?
(a) Could you describe how you trust your partner? (e.g. reputation, past business

experience, loyalty)
(b) If there are some changes in the level of trust above, what factors do you think

are the major influences to these changes? (e.g. increases in learning curve
and experience, reduction in bargaining power)

(c) Who do you trust when negotiation take place (individual, organisation,
a combination) and Why?
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10. Could you describe how the joint venture business is managed at the board of
directors level? How is management responsibility for the joint venture divided
between Thai and foreign parents?

(a) What are the mechanisms through which the parents are involved in the
decision-making process of JV business?

(b) What role does the board of directors play in making strategically important
decisions for JV business?

(c) How does the board of directors make decisions? (consensus or the rule of
majority)?

(d) How often does the board of directors meet?
(e) How is the management responsibility divided between the expatriate and the

local managers?
(f) How do you differentiate the roles played by each parent with regards to the

amount of authority or power they have in managing the joint venture firm
over time?

(g) Who pays the expatriate managers during their work in Thailand?

11. Could you please describe the organisational and management structure of your
JV firm (e.g. flat/tall; centralise/decentralise/a combination; top-down/bottom-up
style; formal/informal)? How similar was the N's management structure to that
of your firm at the formation of the JV? How similar is it now?
(a) Could you talk about the relationships and interaction between managers and

subordinates both vertically and horizontally?
(b) Please describe the relationships between you and your partner at personal level

and firm level?
(c) How did you recruit staff (e.g. level of education, school ties & geographical,

reputation, school & university, ability,.....etc.)?
(d) Please tell me, how did you promote your employees (seniority, connections

relatives/common hometown, performance....etc.)?

12. Could you please describe your assessment of the IV performance (e.g.
level of sales, profitability, market share, service marketing, research and

development, technology of service, costs, growth, learning)?
(a) Are you satisfied with this performance?
(b) Are you satisfied with the overall N performance?

Thank you very much for your participation

I would greatly appreciate your completion of this questionnaire and interview.

Please mail the completed Parts I and II of the questionnaire to the interviewer at the
Thailand address below.
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If you would like to receive a copy of the results and conclusion of this research,
please write "a copy of research results" together with your name and address on a
separate envelope or write to me later. I will send you a copy right away !!

Jiraphan Skuna
Ph.D. candidate
City University Business School
Strategy and International Business
Frobisher Crescent, Barbican Centre
London, EC2Y 8HB
England
Tel: +44 171-4778760
Home (Tel&Fax): + 44 181-8711310
E-mail: ..skunik

*skuhotmail.com

Prior to and around the time the interview takes place, could you please contact me at
the following Thailand address:

1598 Soi Jarunsnitwong 57, Bangkok, 10700
Tel: (02) 4248124, 4352130
Fax: (02) 4352128
Mobile: (01) 4919888
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(Thai version)
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11111MuniarAiiimiiwradioutr 

i'iviru

nitigininito4nnttlgicialo44-nnfinntimhztvo

ummtrueuntazihouthintralifloiputineni qUffimbile vatrramparimatinninitiiinDluiTAilwit4

1102,1ffii4a4lutrimmourdttat ticinmemidnalfhliiihnivtilonaufiltnInarfelviut31451,111iimili

fill'in 10)14111141111flig ellthounii4 9 uariiinivivnolothurtnalv diesvoinig	 innitimuitatiitojavfolaiu

filguinnviTustInirdliitunmiiitrano

lutimaavoimaztiin-wmniiii "JV" tAtivinvin "Joint Venture" sundiv .t-rniimpr no: "IJV" 441414

41.1ihtiE11104 "International Joint Venture" rlf1111.1111.11tril "fIlli -11111.11nri149JSZtIlff" tiltd "You" it 'Am"

iftillan11311i1nEIMIVIHM11:11u3411114

fh '181'464;4 
,,

ilevallutnnt-Allairniiim-mtelinoitnmiliquIrivii4thanft

(f0 	

ittlflilreglfilillUli (Nationality of Parent company)

	

(10 	

	(v)	

	

(n) 	

irtionita4n77uni5iionis (Managing Director) 	

aufintermilevit-mmintavuiiruii

	

(n) Viimui 1 	

	(u) viiiuui 2 	

	(fi) iiiiiiilui 3 	
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2. ITEnjalritiltill611V11111.11.1M11..1011JULIZ/VilblItir3J1111101"

11B

oimart,14 	

wail

( 1)

fit1141/111illYillani141111111.1311Y1111inittMildl:IffilfilStifitiEnfivillSvillflianti1411Ittilf1111

11,Athl 	 61)

1111114iiriTtli1111.970111,141MISM32.111B411154401194i11.191115:11-1141.11Z,191ff ON negotiation) lila 'hi

(T1J5P/v17011164119J76	 0 n11149;6467115t19.1711r1g7i9011111341/171,0

tithii vinatuociluvruiliniatiqialana4iiiala

01	 6ilultetna	 Ci

3. fifirtiltillii01111171311111914iV5Millaill 1.131711tlii (parent firm) 31111143.41111114V1961111317916.1111114

(partner firm) rulinzatraaitill 	 (1)

4. iT14111Wat14114

Tellf1411,111111: 	 (frt,I)

111111111491141fli: 	 (fill)

5.11nannualawnw

(n) viuntaruilunispritilinv (JV): 	 (S11,1111Y1)

?1i11: 	

6. gairrwumniula ctru (F&fanaz)

ifiattufiesh :	 Ma vitt :

(n)	 (n) 'Nu 	 (%)

(ii) isiimilfiarni 	 (%)	 (t)

IfitActinnttuusoiat'iniiA:lif	 lotilauunittuniansulku
(%)	

(/0)

1. 1.

2. 2.

3. 3.

7.awni'vtlillai (Total assets)

(11) Liitnta, dais: 	 (gnonv1)

(v)	 	 (S-ruirrn)

8.innurRA4 (Revenues) (n)ilu7nto4nni-nniu 	 (Sitruivi)

	 (buinr)

1.47
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9. fi1IVOI9101V7VAilinVIVIV1141.17:311ff (UV negotiation) duol'uir;BUI

citou 	

to. fillMuluvr.111Auvrmimluatimnili -unru (JV contract) dwifilitiviA

tgau 	

11.crigillmisilinjuill,toztia-nautvillo

(n)2ntlivno: 	

(v) oitranutilviqqp: 	 (?1)

12.111114113111MVF150111.11141151111V11131191i11.11114

(n)

(v) Dor 	

13.nninvinstmil101uiluttadund-1111 (Liu infi0t-Tu1nons4, invinfiTuhuinl eno, fiTt,t lusnumf Clihn

Eldsfmr,v) 	

14.6i-auflulinlmiukifiuluanuatrinfinufinnivIvii sitan4iluvor,viiinIstinfr (IN negotiation) Ir.ttlfl

itt̀ U (In 1110116113.11fiVinatl, ilf1113.1a1.41116141.111 .1146618 [buyer-seller relationship], Iflerviiitni

frta wain ft Tula [technology licensing agreement], Ifitl1i1itgig1Atifl1IOth101, Ifitlil3Jfiligellta

V114i7r19,	 aillf1111.11) 	

15.Ra101311111110111341131:61i1119111411,111R91.1301I (1111JIZI.VIK 4114115Z1.110, FI1(1U 	

16.1111f1131,161thla1041121111111g117illaf11411141131191i11.1111 (the N board of directors)

(10	 ithi.: il1ulufitnusiof4loo: 	 	  Oluflulno 	

(v)	 	  6ilarqulmo 	
sow	 L	 ,	 I cv

17.V01111111 11.1 (general manager [or president/director]) 11,11.131TrilWITUe101.11111tiot401411191allf.11f1

(Tilsovi7Ln0-84mno sta4lialo4Asiden.anfrirefivimigen)

(n)	 'et-110141411o: U	 UOlimulno

(v) Uniru:	 Qf11.1914t1Ifit1: U 	 U ailD1114111t1

18.Fliiilf114111M4161771i11111411riainlf11111141141141111T7lrin (4'151) 	  (1)

19.T11501SZIOTtillit841B4P111111111.11 (deputy general manager [or vice president/associate director])

(n)	 	  6ilunulmo 	

('u)nvtrau:	 1mJiit1UiI.31UJ:ailvlufitorni 	  Oluvulnu 	

20.1115-ornii-rwrinasiifinim plun (departmental managers)

(n)	 inauNnufiotilon: Vann4fil4111; 	  41-nmulmo

(v)	 imufign11114011:4100: 011.11114011415171 	 61-2niulno 	

21.11.15FunliTu-nrufwainniI9114 11i1F1 (expatriate managers) 1111THIJFITIJIJ71:61111.1111.1d
.	 w

(n)tileafinA: 	 (nu)

(v) Witt 	 (nu)

MUM
MOM
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finITIffEl4

IthfutenItionirmaInvirrunotavtllthinazigrmahriiteinifonliaimeoiTulfisliiitr

1.IdIflilinunnatingui uerwwileolniinililaroandimhaaviff (UV)

(ttht

tinnunnIqiiinuntrimmartnzairmihniiiiiifiinlunillunisiatilustriinlumfehanhelAiuriu

inulumitvividltnalifYll [licensing], 1.4111.141a4f1ltf111tliailNit61 [wholly-owned subsidiaries],
4 sv

7111117a47114011fIlf117111f1f111141J911.1m1t1M104 [greenfield investments])

1111191141.5014111fltatl 0111415 .8014 ihndvnythonn
A	 .:	 9.n 	 I	 glr(f)lliblI119114111`1511.111,V13.1111.19511

oilTlflii (foreign partner) ilY1141,3011

tuiiinvindvarriellii 1 2 3 4 5

(II) 61-anpas1loi1ii1Firlymaangui

iluve14Islug1)l1Tu1r

(tI) diatiuniIiluiria 6ilinpi

1 2 3 4 5

ii111910 (Thai partner) ri I, n 4 t 5 v n t u 9

gnuindvenile419 1 2 3 4 5

(1) lilmparnImilyrizgantui

cluven4111uVerliiii 1 2 3 4 5

2. f11111.4441.1711 ,91pti tinniii41RITYlilirlpdh117iiiiitui ilaniiniiiiiquaiAreth411-114

.	 .

14141114
V

f1V1,1111,11141.114 1140411111

(11) 11110131141VIIIIMI: 1 2 3 4 5

(11) VIIITU: 1 2 3 4 5

&Mil:Mull

(t-)llivamoiltilun12: 1 2 3 4 5

(II) 'Una: 1 2 3 4 5

3.Ill5f11311521164fil1tleilflig/11411M1Y11 (strategic importance) ile4f1176049119111IilIJITWIIV.M3171,11.11itlinr.

i1lt1 itiattmininitilIathvivvoiitiointilial

(n)

,

Lichfig

'11110i141f1F1 (foreign parent) 1.2.101.11111€414 1 2 3 4 5

(i) nTughfitvoiniiimuthraiimiLtunthelsiNlatirguif

(n) trYwrilfigliBIBITY11121a10Y1t1 (Thai parent)
'

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5
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(i1) Thrti1111: 1 2 3 4 5
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(4)

1,AvIcatiti

	
1	 2	 3	 4	 5

4.9111,61Z11,110141ii (authority) 114111I41f1Thil1rat,1411411rnilviru (iv business operations) Ilifilitieltfit141f1

Liiitan
. 9,,
1J1J14 Villa (11,11.110

(n) tiladmihrilunis: 1 2 3 4 5

(%) U911171,1: 1 2 3 4 5

5.4i-ampalvoi-ruliOntivraiiilunivi'finnoluauculsriviamp.anndeutilmlfi
1291

9J1114 Mintimin

6. Om-14311J (general manager)luifiimilwortiriti -ntraluniIiififfulemin cht,Lfitmlii trionritruLill011KIJ

It4641111ITtliditlfifunisil9i4isf41104V111111Aniliti

iiiitrrodv twin iliTinvivivirlia iiiiintathunn

(n) tileaulthilunn: 1 2 3 4 5

(11)08111U: 1 2 3 4 5
4	 ,	 sta

1f1	
ti

7.40C1111Y1 (disagreements) Inli14441f115UtIfT1J6417A11.114.-13114 (foreign managerAttillrirEMf11441215111
a	 •,

thilflutiiodu	 1flfi'll1411011f114	 1.1141,101MV011'al

1	 2	 3	 4	 5
•

8.	 ifIfignufilultlarmlonSin41fiub
91•a	 9191	 L'inlutiligh4A141111i11,1 11111111111111.1hilf11111

1	 2	 3	 4	 5

9.9111Jf1110911.11111104141111.13171111TUrJ01111111111111101B41114111113.11f1110tEllasIU1

IV (partner fum) gale

iihnianifiunis:

urniiu ultintinnju

1U1911001.11fl 1.43-nrvortoiiiu iithuivnin 	 rATtniwtocuiu rdnunuin

1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5

Derlit

tinim	 ulinetninu

riOnninIatunn lidunorieu ilt5Tu1vu1n rohuitiretann in31u1arioi g14 fithuitunn

1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5

10. li1alt1111.1911t14919thila1lf11101111d1414 (dependence on) clUf111411,littalf11191flaill.19TWAlf111WAN

1101

111r1f1111151164 nfl111.1illt11414 rffnufrulttethonn

(n) trivitufid4: 1 2 3 4 5

(%) nviiiu: 1 2 3 4 5
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1.11

IN MI

•

11.viTurin-runCloluintintzninfiltillistiluaztssiniitunIflifii(cuiture) im44ilinTum1ntintolmlli

%Allow 0 kloill4 kloAtradmin

(n) taivilmini4: 1 2 3 4 5

(t) niiVtlit: 1 2 3 4 5

12.ViT144111111AVI.11h14 (allow flexibility) 611031.111143.11111108641410 1un11111191.9191oitisecirliktivii

(contractual terms) YI1lAI111111

Ilinnutan v
fl1nJ111.1 unintuechonn

(n) trinduiiitillanil: 1 2 3 4 5
A	 d	 Ar

Op 111V111111: 1 2 3 4 5

13.riThilt1111J110111441,17114411111441f1713J (behaviour) uarli (style) f1171.929144V5V411114i12.1911,15f19111f11108

tfiC41f1

biusincil4fillinn unnoii4fiinii4 umnoil4flialuntil4mn

(n) uivitifith: 1 2 3 4 5

00 Nriu: 1 2 3 4 5

14.1411,11111114019/1311419 (trust) ltiiiampatovinannilvoriein4ln

thililtLan Ii10-14 lilintuethonn

(n) tiliniAiraunn: 1 2 3 4 5

(10 U11171,1: 1 2 3 4 5

15.liTtliiiiiildillrYpirM113.411=111191115111111101910i8I134A511191V4ii1111111111btait141fil

bitililinan tinlinii4 tililiduo chain

(n)ilonlawnililanria: 1 2 3 4 5

(v) Daliiu: 1 2 3 4 5

16.1111S10171f1113JIIPM414614114411,111t171f1113J (behaviour) 1=11.111.111.1 (style) ifil4f1111:92,14f1T8411tr.M9i8

f11111tittlirttlefraufilitalinntletnitmlo

'Vilma	 14)&11'14	 ill4Oltinti14111f1
.	 .,

(n) Liiiiting4: 1 2 3 4 5

(J)	 ii: 1 2 3 4 5

17.Yhtlhiliillnitl illf147111,1fllIfillint09111.141R11491f1114 (contractual agreements) 1111111,141i13J6Ulth

incniontfitmln

Vli1lt141941.4.09111111Ib fl111.101710111115114

(n)	 dantilunis: 1 2 3 4 5

(11) U9111114: 1 2 3 4 5
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ilefirra4 
A A

UTITI11.14

1. Ithfinanii4ItifutymichfitwUNkatitIrliviimtattAiilmpnlonainaiili4iid trAlkimonsamtioierga
4
ii

0'
111110115115911I Fie

(1117AWf1B1171641916101'071114776f117,- 9/ 7191819t1 NA Ifilf flor709191.11hin172Jt11114115`13 7111;114)

bigfrynniiiitu	 tioutbuiwitv tiqpJ1fl 1thitn mew% itikann

Onui411119111411,11117174311112 	 1 2 3 4 5 NA 1 2 3 4 5 NA

(Management expertise)

rvitattiattiattrniliti-Mrinntli 1 2 3 4 5 NA 1 2 3 4 5 NA

(Technology & know-how)

nisenfttanlIzruniltif 	 1 2 3 4 5 NA 1 2 3 4 5 NA

(Learning and experience)

401,114 	 1 2 3 4 5 NA 1 2 3 4 5 NA

(Reputation)

filivitinfir,v104tu 	 1 2 3 4 5 NA 1 2 3 4 5 NA

(Local knowledge)

C1514114171flilf1111111 	 1 2 3 4 5 NA 1 2 3 4 5 NA

(Innovation technique)

1 2 3 4 5 NA 1 2 3 4 5 NA

(Leadership)

1 2 3 4 5 NA 1 2 3 4 5 NA

(Information)

iothwualtryunNtGral 	 1 2 3 4 5 NA 1 2 3 4 5 NA

(Percentage of ownership)

1 2 3 4 5 NA 1 2 3 4 5 NA

(Trust)

ITI111:411.1n1lig aifi 	 1 2 3 4 5 NA 1 2 3 4 5 NA

(Marketing skill)

1 2 3 4 5 NA 1 2 3 4 5 NA

(Commitment)

TITYW1f15111,111111711,1 	 1 2 3 4 5 NA 1 2 3 4 5 NA

(Financial resources)
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(Research and development)

frati4teutl-runistinwhian 	

	 	 1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5

NA

NA

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5

NA

NA

(Global service support)

9114L4entrui

nusgaviinlurnfrti 	 . 1 2 3 4 5 NA 1 2 3 4 5 NA

(Alternative choices of establishing

International Joint Venture)

ii:I41114114t111141154mIlAiinnuat

	 	 1 2 3 4 5 NA 1 2 3 4 5 NA

(Access distribution channels)

iltnimia4iMuniait1411aio 	 1 2 3 4 5 NA 1 2 3 4 5 NA

(Facilitate rapid market entry)

2 3 4 5 NA 1 2 3 4 5 NA

(Patents, licenses, trademarks)

Inmiivirtniniaztrafilniuttm 	 1 2 3 4 5 NA 1 2 3 4 5 NA

(Network power & connection)

ni2Moruniuvssrusizsa4 	 1 2 3 4 5 NA 1 2 3 4 5 NA

(Openness)

tniatehti 	 1 2 3 4 5 NA 1 2 3 4 5 NA

(Loyalty)

I1151filta11,11.11I1 	 1 2 3 4 5 NA 1 2 3 4 5 NA

(Time pressure)

2. IthfithnuativtditiusinlianisC4oufirillIkildltiVIV1111 5 1101117 t4ilwanninnitmateormslin

oitna4i-nrqunniinlIzam

(I: ChrTiLl3.17fIRVI, 2: imitp7t7Itatslia/r104,...5: d7frry/.11fAISIJA/P47)

(n) Lttutioof4: 1. 2. 3.

4. 5.

eto Uvliiii: 1. 2. 3.

4.	 5.
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rhialaim
00 0.1

iampAirriufienn	

.9 aOl

IthfitientiifivinindmluniNimmintriarnIniiviillasemniii4 AuAtminiis rivIiitiluknieth4

iisl 	(T1/71dOn479VIJ Thel)4f103111771114419101171JidaatliTZ rein)

,0

1 	  Li PAU hem dil	
d

l	 94	  MIMIC

2 	 1111.1114416	 6111,141066

	

5 	 14114

3 	  111r01111.11.414

1. 111011:11111140111Milfitrit4/115filt234119111Z35)31iltan.Shiri tcukure)

	 1

2. 111141.1111a11.41111fildllOnlIgii11.15nallailitigrA1411.1111.49111.111111.11.113J1Z

amilefrantamtbiiinfii,ihtlIfloiluvaiavoithinaifirinun 	 1

3. amaranii6.ionnIrciityrau?hltuari.brrigitlftilliauleufTil

twrifl 1 1 1 141.17 3,131,1 (expatriate managers) 	 1

4. illl'hilid11111.151fl111979lielf141JV44111111141141.91t141-1,1Ailtliiii

ire)4613,1111,1441 ,1911ii (foreign partner) 	 1

5. i7lfingfltIlifil.14i111111,1fieWilliiiiitlillillrirt4iptitri 	 1

6. illiffilivinilliflinlII1J711427011.10i141 filiii11111141.4t1114
ytnitlitafintiulmannim 	 1

7. Milf1111M1116191'11=41101.018161.11In'rfilfM1141111.11.1t1141541

frr1ntuadit84411wviuluirmninnon-rmariiinilielsioitle4ilinv 	 1

8. 1117111;iflalf1111Jtifillill'UO4613.1111Miltillf1 	 1

L	 ai9. I1141111nill.119i193.114fIl Itraufflital 1411411N8111764141 Ounl

ot314n5rvii14 nivbrinIqt14fnuchilivuo4IIiitilinv 	 1

10. milfirawitnnimureovuirti611JITIAIE14111114Vati1411I2,111114

insontioiasequiv 	 1

11. miltathiparriinirrinnrwhihnitikmaitiviiamplantevi

imunive4nivilmpiplis 	 1

12. 1.11441154tils IZ6114Altitillnil4fillflUTIM1114111 (local Thai) teOlf7t1

ilsr,ff1iffintil1lAlsrridtburiwn4frulviesulilemnillaufauffidv441

11411111.911111Iiilfilliimalviu 	 	 1

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

Vi7 glifill/t/1/71118 [Thai partner])
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13. valowninunenwritailownawithuilar3amlirdiriiiivi iliqi121111,1

%Vial 	 .1 2 3 4 5

14. tlilifi1134110101111.1frnilaiNTI,17frin14151,11i14111t9h4i1IFITL1 	 1 2 3 4 5

15. 111r1f111 VieIsIVIB191141h4f1111Jalralinfle11111 (overall relationship)

1 2 3 4 5

16. milnileoraiiitiomiNluu4vasrmf111110,1110'11111011f11719591

C4V7V4Taii1411161J4i1111111 	 1 2 3 4 5

17. alliif4tiiivz1GaznaiiitrnuTuitazninvls-nionfif4fiqilinv 	 	 1 2 3 4 5

18. 155111I11111411 (culture) Iniiim1tiqiuvuilfirmusinviloTufaii4ohrifi..1 2 3 4 5

19. lIllifill119114191149Z6.11.5flt1911-17i11111,141t1011114>M001111.ehi

apowite4iiiieimiiilukuvemurrunrirda (culture) 	 1 2 3 4 5

20. iillrirlaltE141.211T110V1V,A11.11i6A11111494411E119 	 1 2 3 4 5

21. t11111111041Vtlfild1141104111341111.113111J1J61141(culture)

diliftnittar,Onmuluniniiilasinann4A2rrailunu 1 2 3 4 5

22. aviskiniiriimulTmlitifitutatiiirue4qiunluciiilhaiiii

1 2 3 4 5

23. trivailiititruluatiVillunnwiltanifilli (culture) 1114121199151

611.11141111414 oinfilimtur,110111V4fIlIi111111,117R91%

1 2 3 4 5

24. m1lITtn1illil14lvii-napflun1i1rihn1rufiqinquiviifirellIfld 	 1 2 3 4 5

25. 15114161tIri1lillrip,114f1St'itlVd141,13JP1111.1f rwilt111g111,1finfinfiu

tivt-rniamv 	 1 2 3 4 5

26. 1311Aliiihilltilf11411111.111119116 ,1i4i1M4411.111411121i1 	 1 2 3 4 5

27. 1.1114111Pliallii Stnit4illn11111,111f114111fieillrY11,114104'Ufl 	 1 2 3 4 5

28. alitiniiiirfillZilioriviiolailAnotAilliltne 	 1 2 3 4 5

29. 1111941110-111411iltiNVITIMTAilIJITU 	 1 2 3 4 5

30. milikrantehluviirTtgivue4i-nnv 	 1 2 3 4 5

31.1111411,11114C191111d11,1111f1151415i141J1ftfli1011.1111,11111111114136141f111

vi1prilfill0J111111 	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5

32.15114V114141aerruivuinfrii6lairplubunatrzniliiiiirultii

thfigi 	 1 2 3 4 5

33. 111711111TV1111 fik1111191411VIINJ11111i11114illtliillJ1111 	 1 2 3 4 5

34. 111101,141tifillii13J111111.111121.1.16B11111.1M114tMelY111 	 1 2 3 4 5

35. lYllallf17111i111r1B1114114111411C11441110til4V1101114i11.11111 	 1 2 3 4 5

36.lnill i1111911111f1-114i111911411,111111117910iV2041Ifili111111,1 	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
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37. UffilliiirauflinintIliitnia41491Mnfeitiiiillivii 	 1

38. lunivolingia7v4iiitrativAsf1141119111Mii141.11ZLI1f l71itt1th111

	 1

91llirlf1113J115A111:11,101J, 1911111411410LIM1111J1f1111111104fI39.	 41

Nuttaniu 441funiIifiaullluthuhtitionnnioilan

fitatuetiA 	 1

2

2

2

3

3

3

4

4

4

5

5

5

40. m1	 1 ituf11111711gilfillf172111114A7f191.1ItililAUM11411111 	 1 2 3 4 5

41. ii13.111111ThlehifitMlE1710112.111VOMENIIIV4AltIlilinVilatiT01114:311

ile41:21 	 1 2 3 4 5

42. alfgfli11.519V11S7q1111111.11011.1011111914iBINVIIVillif3J0 	 1 2 3 4 5

43. milvTinIditrriffinlitiuurvinlulailliThitairvli-nniuwarimhzurift

ethuruni 	 1 2 3 4 5

44. 1211.1112alrf1Jn1mil1ufilniilftivsnii14hunffir1Iusr.tarnmiim17tnu 	 1 2 3 4 5

45. aiiinvelaimaluninvIvioielv44'iudivailuNwnlivii6illniu

laufaufl-L14111 (trust) IThai 	 1 2 3 4 5

46. itmairimuniautiarsifrionhtlithruoutiutiu6ilmpauorii4A

	 1 2 3 4 5

47. 11lif1110914111:119111Naf1121.92119ifISB110181111110112fillil1J11 	 1 2 3 4 5

48. 1.111.11biliillffillilflilA5filillJ911,19711U511if1171.95919i8T041fitlIlillighl

	 ..1 2 3 4 5

49. tislunistriallfaltnfilAtif111411451116411,1M6141111L95114i1E1I04111144i1111114

YI4r034il1t1 Ini1111401141unnlemiahiniltinsi piamtluiiiintalv 	 1 2 3 4 5

50. 1111.4110MIZAIniliflillilHabli11144111.1f1151.11PUB4111r1Vil3J111,1

AUS111171811 	 .1 2 3 4 5

51. 1.11N113.1114110101111iltall1NnifIE1113.111041iiiIi13114 	 1 2 3 4 5
.	 .

52. 1111.9110

AUtina 	 1 2 3 4 5

53. Il1 iallaf111411.1114111.17/141prIlit441,161.111ffinflfMillINUNI10)11111111 	 1 2 3 4 5

54. 613.111.1r1r0111491114114ViiiiiiiIVE11114111101.11411 	 1 2 3 4 5

55. 1.71111rfutrniivr,riviii iennialryplalalIVI 	 1 2 3 4 5
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Ainivillanutiadmiimuiitinnfignui

1. hilfiviiinotImhzfrunnulti-raluatfliuditigiUthaiiiiilmru (N thin) tvoiTuluthzirmlno

(n) vi1uilfil1itilerAfelvti14111'14 (11ii4) ITI1f1MVIII1s4131D4i13JVIU115911 (iv negotiations)

(%) TiTurifilllelenilthleti14111114 fT1.1f111i9111111J7111IfIlt112i11111Pdv (JV management)

2. I1.11011111111rJelnaqvis1nopri1) (business strategy) ireklinttilrlfilthitintlitsiilltailiiinTI1

(fl)111 1111.11t1	 f1	 IN	 n1114MO (strategic objectives) ilY1141.131NYill4fIlflflinlillelfir1191flilIpli13JipilitlEtlffie

of4 (1.41,1 n6111, ri1111,1114111101alfl, nnamiunu, Lrfiluiat, 	 ri4vanigelvil4

Tu piathr,Inviltinniluannlanuawnipi-mIstam (export for foreign exchange), nistiluIvitiaznivutnu

nislittakuazitoL884, frniltruf	 gui)

of) rilimneri4nagnmianiatillAillIgviiudaillIrrollimunavututUvOUrnmantitpunian

eth411

(f1)1.111111J101114nPVInISIT111f11111r1111911.1111f111VOLtitifJ4101.1S1

(4) rhulaimuti'llrilvliiiiiiivlfinlivantibi4914nii-rjuubsilgupiathile
q .2> 4 4, di

rif112 1.1.1 01,11.11.1 DNI Mirif1111,11114runatpiz (strategy) 130:11111111Jivrisnatjn y (strategic objectives)111841131771

'rhuhuaiuliii,61U1111 4111i1"41Lfilif11101f104i11.1111,161,1

narpniiptiounla4uarmlimanum4naqvizbialifloilimaditIviligvilati

(izt) ThuFwriflonfilnumillatalimnovn4naron (goals and objectives) Ve1211144111VUOTE1411111elall

1111f11113.11211J91141,1

(15) TillirmiltlillathIlle41111.11RIA40thavvinimphzuolumallminefitli-nivelkn4Thninlimniin

Thal

3.lthouentiunmolthiltpui-gulunniiliiulAinmilivnnilliiiiluiTuprIlfiiii'ilIMUSI (Mild 1.111111791

tfl, mianiiE4lunisuiti4iuttil4ilthzirisrm, afloiulu,14inurnion5fam, fVflhidfl1Il

ita4n-nl, nu t-wag tuunits4, laufnuffrnu

irunguaanfaulat1Th, luvlitviffi (licenses) uatlfltes1111.118111141,

(connection), iiiiTi.hZitiviltinf11219111EflIlf11111,1 (transfer pricing), iilltrfilltta nnlioutiuttsigialltar

tjtS (foreign exchange balance), nilLitTitimiol, 481804, IninifiltIlf111111161fl, gUl)

NS IN
IN EN
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4. Ithold1illriii1meicri ptivoma41unisilanpannlimaiiilt1fiariiiII tiatilmItiiilluniseth41A14114

9i1AVEMn1niav1oielemptio
a/ 91	 q	 91a4	 a

(I1) Itlii141111.01JUI13J9114 lfill1.11151.11110110fIlliffliFILfltnnilf1111,911119J11,1 (iv) 1ttlpf191111111194

dmibliamp49174iniii: I111fli)il)'flh1U1J1 sfl?fl) 13J1

ilifrlf73J11117no rltill1/441,111147059111311111417140011; tillfrilf11561191fiDIV4i1111111Ifigh

vii4141fle1141.1=1,111 Inn

rfnriiiVg1np9(74sn7

N I	 Wa 
u3invilulvittiwtii15Fieimpasnriinlvami4onuielfi

(v) d7117711.1)111911742.17:1flft:	 Li	 5'

launinlounnanlathltinuiiNfiviTuloihurilfIlIt

d-irts-lid'iginyu Ng: tiiirwin34141urnirmiannluniniihilarvIllifillfiiviviimitinuoinruii.nlu

tIn.manndavrilitmlonatilaltIvintaiimiwiniiivinMurvannoel

(co iiiirmilulAitutimilimehtituluilvvitemrranotnoi-militniiinf7nriltardfilli (culture) ttatitlum,

(style) nisiomluniltinsilsiigilultdmilalai

5.Ithiluitlitimiltifrumitimi (contract) ttat,401flO4 (agreement) filltliV019111FIflittAf1M07,01i1V7V77'111
9,	 so	 I	 31

111,1151191191111(1111M111111.1110t,1513J1111

(n) If174a1411.117E145fifill111V4fIlItIVIDI (ownership structure) luiiiiriarquiThatilsils

eto nninnTuri4lIfivlkiptinnionernail-N1013.1 rivutotittipa4

(1) viluiininurluutilt (renegotiate) 17041fla7tailltleilmrultn,7141fliii4 uaraioonizvillo

6. (114111.11111.117711 [tangible] lla1,113J117711 [intangible] ) tni-rutiatailinruliN

nisinannfutiaztisnaluttriviiriunwri UI raiiiduriviiphilmru unlunelihrii (Liu Pia

vitgruninfivin,

11911,11113114119111SZflfllffill (licenses), lf1SIV411111t1111141,	 NnnavillIJOhil14111frafl, fl17

iasm-bminfirrnuatiorinniititlimhoprit (networks), 4amaiintintiatfrauf

4-run1rion1)

(n) viTutlar,6ilinfrultil41111ffITurriluilazhianiiiicnnlonvinkral444-Noiumndven310419)

(1112$95zOulanar,)

Ifillnimathiruppilaiina464.1huluniiitnnsiltivinzilioszh4lvinntiOurrynifolii
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NIII

NM MI

ste

7. Ithoittiitlatinfunttnuiptnnkritzlnufinilyfi (culture) Liatillum (style) trysitvo19iell14 410111417111

vz,vmodumeinmii4n2nrruninininvilvilmpru

ithousluititiwyntfigiong4unfiliammt-wii4lit g-ruzIntrilmlfigi (culture) ell'ill1141111Vglill,1

(i) Itholtdirmiimiturviiiiirdirpt, (style) llat'110111111J (behaviour) 111fl1719111446784,U040111V114

lta,1111041713J1111195914402V1ltIlllIvillviTuaselmatilivintimturiesi4

6i-nriTutvoiru1nivilfurdStrularuitartur,viifi (style) wonntiminoitnemprveatiiIII 11Whi

tu nippluif

viTuffinoitinistirjulatdmiftnii415-11-14

It9? lqin111111011iflliatt viiillunmslinto4Ontyruiltintiidetuniaolle Iii

TilliflifIlliA141111111t811l111A4littlf11.111111141,11411)11,1

(fl)14114191014544tlittli11111111114611illtditl11511101dnilirl (style) luniwaltioieumlgrvilioutimint

riat

Ithfrunoidiilttufti (attitude) ilfklYiltillelilf4i11.1111411.11111i14 .117JMIL911111111 (Liu 11

triumounSuLtttifuviihkAll/LNitplcaiLitt)

natpsitmloiivinaininaimilflunimmilstivri*nniu (Litt 1.177gNONnilit, [win-win], That

iii [take-give], i1nits914711O19114120 [zero sum], i11119614/L1114971,41,1 [cooperative/competitive])

coltlIfilivn441,46 (issues) chfitri GloilwaimilavioianoirmiirifitummulatnilLinvilsfisilarep,

(tñ IS1111f1,1Mal11,1A1111106146101 [business matter only], niltiottaza11011111i3Jiii,11 [relationship

building]) Inr,111V111714111.Nletiiillifi4

ea) ttuzisttrmossiimsoiAlFitiamiu 	 ; igoi141411
g•TIVEIni-nii4Luvorm9irwavniiiiiivuoliar.maztilutitii5rphilu 0141 (lihtinal)

IthfruentwukfilinifiltholtatthirthAtiveniTultalmil'ileurlitainoionmprre

(Is) iihmiiiinzatmailignmativitlempriefwiTuilatailanittlinfitictrinutfiznarriilmtielt

(v) lihsimiluititionmthivianatiminthitarquilLtuatii4111114

(1:11) minvirumorttlenntarivilirriutTimiivigtwirivuwalith IduntentimhztrunTatfaiiviTttl4

durtuitteiltilit9VilltitY1191ltiaLl

NJ) lilllfial.11361.1111i14111flinfliqIntiampuliili -ni.vp441157nufwanifia (culture) ii1nSiiiesion:

(Q) lintiimiNati-Onii4Llicratitiliadirrufiluirtgq1110iiilfi4 (contractual agreements) 1114114111h (till

mitii191140131411111 (allow flexibility), Lfilmilpihifulauldonuntputin)
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8. Ithililbflrli4f1111J1147181911b41411,1111FO6InflE1112J11194f1111021141E1104rali11.19114

(0) 1ufilluilsinfiutv4vilutth vi-niii0i16i-arquare 4viialocallfiupiaavnflunniosinisiv70444013.1

It170iiitma hi (outcomes) 1104f1111.9191ibIV411Y11111411.114181T-3111i

(0) Fla Ellif11110111i01134 (negotiation outcomes) Elt111'1144611VITIA101441.1thiltIV1111411191filpfililMilt

(Si) T11uiiinvir1tvieNabnitfoninvvoloi0104411411, 0.1trvil1 1t1i101U1l (power) 111111,1rIVOUnlii14

f111191914B5114K116i-amTu 110a4Tuuln, 	 4(	 1u0u,

(1) F405117filti4f111191114i6IVAlt1100141119114ltaiillITILlIgilfilliTtrall1111111,919 (trustworthy)

(Q)

(style) iumninsvoicivno ttermnifiniluimistvaitiazilinuinlutu
el 1,(ir) waiviiimunstereAuttii4 1113JVU1U111111f111i1DIV4 (bargaining power) ilb4vi1l,114111St.11111.11411417B

s+ •

111194p11.1111,1

9.Ilhfileilt145141117r113111114111 (the level of trust) 114f1111111Ifilillrip4 ii4011141.10*11.19114iiiitifild'UtUtfillt11

tiakronis imelufleipliriftluoth41 I

(n) 1thyraimail4a1mpriii1Vvilul-111411 (trust) 11,16iliffyll (Liu 401204, dsztrunildrniquislut,

lurtarT06fi	 )

eu) ginisidiuumlaor,k01121111141v1u4-144uul0ifu ii-rutlwilezisficturruilluinfirmaierrn

Auutn104ii(11ru nilii0u111):111Z0110110.'im41prvillfillerU, imisni19101040004)

(t) Ih14rnil1ill'i-14lvoielfislusrmi14n1sons1oisse4 (irlettleitIlin (individual), IA1111'710791 (firm),

lfirffltatill)	 ?

10. IlhfibilllethselfIllfrilifif1111J11115'7164V6141111412411f1111JfllIfilrif1111 (the board of directors)

trinvillifiluni:i0ninimis (management responsibility) dnifillItliviiiMU'lletlifIt1114Mi1417

Irld141131711111/illtehltillat 9i141fli (Thai and foreign parents)

(n) nallneehiluiiiiutilthuilanuCiulunstu-runi5i0iulate411Avilmluif(Jv business)

(t) trniimmiorfulefieraioomnatemluiliiirilimu

(fl)	 (111U1V1940111111911111 [consensus] 1.110,111118t14414111f1 [the rule

of majorityD

(4) 1115411111Jlinr1ilszvniinieatiluoilmu

(s) wnufurmseustiunTrawmfu 'W110 ,411111406141: narii416mil1huni'm

Oftf1114/411115171ff (expatriate managers)

00

	

	 maemilaiiichuuirhul#Tontwanemmuomoiiiluutruirvenitir

vaguiimuitiviazuiir.Oriodnin41131114

lnAunuivica-NlitTuifitt017414117:111f11141:31141UittriC411YIU
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11.Ithfiviinoi141t)74A4tvie4fifn uaalf1111J31 .11I (organizationnal and management structure) 11'611.131:1Y1

il/r1114 (11;14 vis42-11.1/110614 (flat/tall); IllliTidl9/117:',9111,1111/1.11J1.1Nrfli; 11111131M liflillasId14/t117

1.131111101f1d1441,11.114 (top-down/bottom-up style); 4111114fl1I/lii1lial1s91115)

(Jv firm) 14%111 ii4114

tiar,114Viviguil

lihf11.1Dfli4f1111.1f71.414111111111i1411,1illaUIVIii11441f1MIM,11111V44411,11.1111111J (horizontal) 1.14t.,'

111,11 ,714 (vertical)

(11) Ithfliliimil4 prriamiiiinvii1qvi111ttniilarvrattniiinp1tia (personal level) Lot

Sr.ii1J1.15179,1 (firm level)

(t1) ilitlillif1154fitSon yanmwhill	 411111237Tunis4nvi,

417.11	 ta204, 1141301liitiliintom	 111J1n, f1111.1t50, tie])

( 4) Itholianii4-ramafwvilif14111'UtInilti (9111JV1(111111i14114, f1111Jiultifliifliftl (connection) -1.111

9111.1FMT114, El4o1)

12.1111fieilMliTIFIefIlI112:11111,1411411V4/11141.71t116111.131Tili13rtrtraillthad1411 (L9i1,1 Utti11111, 4111,

thutniaam, niifialfdifrn (service marketing), culionargolui, 111filuiagiunistitm, 'Tun%

nntitruf)

(n) rhufivialtt-Tunimmdifinfolli

(u)

tannuttarvin,qeduatii444

1,1
;111141111.14411,111111111047i11,110113361.13M1111f112161113Ji13JINAVIJUIPLICIE111011.1

	 •	
51J:111M 114f11411

11Tqd1411.1011t14

TilloriannnivutrulfliTAMMINAILIS'aluvr-rtivil I um: 2 11.164Chnivtiformiivi1111.111'111f1111(1

ai4u

Ithilffuliniazilnlim.11,m40:14TirgoitiorfpNe4wairfierif "IVIFI Ell

unnlen6 fiedveiviluailuvaisvrnmitriiwinagind natti4nhiltun14653unvolvileAuurwer-nutt 64

41111411trillplffilIFIOETtiiiitilliti4ilevinamfaurrafai!!

rnii turn
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Strategy & International Business

Professor Chong Ju Choi
B.A.(Seoul), MPA(Harvard), MBA(INSEAD), M.Phil(Oxon), D.Phil(Oxon)

Gyosei Professor of International Business
Head of Department

Director of IBEX MBA

CITY
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Frobisher Crescent
Barbican Centre
London EC2Y 8HB

Switchboard: 0171 477 8000
Direct Line: 0171 477 8742
Direct Fax: 0171 477 8328

March 11, 1998

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN

This is to confirm that MR. Jiraphan SKUNA is a full time Ph.D.
student at the City University Business School. I am his Ph.D. thesis
supervisor. Mr. Skuna must carry out his case study research on international
joint venture in Thailand.

I would be grateful if you would allow him to conduct his research study,
including interviews, at your company. If you have any further queries, please
contact me at the following:

Telephone: +44 171 477 8742
Fax:	 +44 171 477 8628

Thank you for your consideration.

Your faithfully,

Prof	 hong Ju Choi
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COVER LETTER FOR CASE STUDY INTERVIEWS

August 2, 1998

Dear Sir/Madam

Research on international joint venture (UV) has become more significant in
recent years. A large amount of research has been undertaken on developed countries
whilst very little research has taken place in developing countries. None has been
examined in relation to its influence on joint venture negotiation in Thailand. A great
number of problems and questions on IJV negotiation arise without answers. The
investors and administrators are still vague about what they should do to solve these
problems and in which business directions they need to go.

Since your company is one of a small number of firms leading in business operations,
as well as rich in valuable experience, I, a doctoral student in the department of
Strategy and International Business at the City University, London, am writing to
request your cooperation to carry out research on IJV negotiation in Thailand. I
intend to accomplish this through case study interviews. My reason for the use of case
study as a research strategy is because most empirical studies have generally tended to
use quantitative research methods based on statistical analysis rather than examine
and explore in-depth details which can produce very valid results.

The result of this research will help both Thai and foreign investors to better
understand what they do before and after establishing IJV negotiation in relation to
cultural distance, negotiating style, and bargaining power, so as to achieve cost
minimization and profit maximization. I do hope that this research would benefit
business investors and administrators by providing a comprehensive picture of how to
negotiate international joint business venture in order to achieve a higher business
performance. It may also help in improving effective negotiation outcomes especially
in the situation of Asian economic crisis which is occuring now and may continue for
some time in the future. The information which I trust you will provide would also be
very useful for companies setting up UV particularly with Asian companies. For
example, it might lead companies to reduce both their transaction costs and
negotiating time.

I would assure strict confidentiality for all information you provide. You may also
refuse to answer any questions you find objectionable. Additionally, you may
withdraw your consent at any time and all materials regarding your participation will
be destroyed. You and your companies will never be identified individually to any
other individual or firms. A copy of a conclusion of research results will be sent to
participants, if requested.
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If you have any queries or comments, please write or telephone me at the number
below. I would greatly appreciate your time and assistance by participating in this
important and significant study.
Thank you very much for your time and cooperation.

Sincerely yours,

Jiraphan Skuna

Thailand: 1598 Soi Jarunsnitwong 57, Bangkok, 10700.
Tel: (02) 4248124, 4352130
Fax: (02) 4352128
Mobile: (01) 4919888

England: City University Business School, Strategy and International Business, Frobisher Crescent,
Barbican Centre, London, EC2Y 811B, England.
Tel: +44 171-4778760
Home (Tel&Fax): +44 181-8711310
E-mail: . .skat,L .skuna@city.ac.uk

iskuna@hotmail.com

P.S. Please contact me at the Thailand address prior to and around the time the interview
takes place

If you are unable to give time to participate in this research on IJV negotiation, please could
you nominate someone else to represent you. Your representative should have been involved
in the negotiation process for your IJV firm.

Furthermore, the validity of this case study research would be much improved if you could
introduce me to someone who can represent your partner (opposite partner) and is able to
participate in the interview process.

********This questionnaire and interview protocol case study research has been
written in English and Thai. Please answer in the language of your choice********
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Appendix D

Thai Regulations Affecting Foreign Investments

Thailand encourages foreign investment through the "Investment Promotion Act"

providing significant tax and other concessions to both domestic and foreign firms

granted promotional privileges by the Thai Board of Investment (BOI), the principal

government agency. The BOI prefer to promote projects using domestic resources;

creating employment opportunities; developing basic infrastructure and supporting

industries; earning foreign exchange; strengthening Thailand's industrial and

technological capability; contributing to the economic growth of regions outside

Bangkok; developing infrastructure; conserving natural resources; and reducing

environmental problems.

Investment projects concerning agriculture, animal husbandry, fishery, mineral

exploration and mining, manufacturing and service sectors can be fully promoted only

when it is considered that their products, commodities and services are either

unavailable or insufficiently-available in Thailand; are produced by an outdated

process; important and beneficial to the country's economic and social development;

economically and technologically appropriate or providing preventive measures

against damage to the environment.

The following projects will be given special consideration with extra promotional

privileges: if they are locating their operation in provincial areas; establishing or

developing industries which form the base for further stages of industrial

development; developing public utilities and basic infrastructure; conserving natural

resources and reducing environmental problems; conserving energy or replacing

imported energy supplies; contributing to technological development; and

strengthening the balance of payments. Such projects will receive privileges, e.g.

corporate income tax exemption for eight years, regardless of location, 50% reduction

on import duty on machinery for projects located in zones 1 or 2, and import duty

exemption on machinery for projects located in zone 3. The details of each zone will

be provided later.
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Furthermore, BOI will grant additional privileges to promoted projects which invest

in research and development (R&D) activities. Some privileges include extension of

the corporate income tax exemption period for an extra three years, but when

combined with the existing one, the total period cannot exceed eight years. Promoted

projects can also import machinery and equipment for R&D activities with reduced

import tax for a period of eight years, starting from the arrival date of the first

shipment. However, promoted projects are required to make an additional investment

equivalent to the value of the additional income tax exempted and the number of

qualified Thai personnel in R&D activities need to be approved by BOI.

Thailand has had consistently positive attitudes to foreign investors and the Thai

Government has encouraged investors to establish international joint ventures in

Thailand. The number of joint venture firms in Thailand has consistently increased

from 132 in 1992 to 387 in 1995, whilst the number of foreign wholly-owned

subsidiaries has fluctuated since 1992 (see table 1). The investment value of joint

venture firms also fluctuated from 1990 to 1995. However, its investment value of

Baht 50,919 million in 1995 showed a rapid increase compared with the earlier value

in 1993 of Baht 17,406 million (see table 2).

Table 1

Total number of firms and investments
granted Board of Investment promotion certificates 1992-1996

iming ammiamingo p: num • er o	 rms
at	 "0 owne •

()reign rms	 OS • 0 owne •
oin yen ures rms

IIMINIMISIMMIllffikg

11111MEIMIIIKU
MMILIIIMILIAMIrig=

o p: va ue o inves 1	 - n.a I • • :	 A •

(Million Baht) 	 I

Source: T ailand's Investment Promotion Journal, Board of Investment
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Table 2
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As at end of May 1996, the total number of firms granted Board of Investment

promotion certificates is 5,003 comprising of 2,381 Thai firms, 353 foreign firms, and

2,269 joint ventures firms and the total investment value is Baht 1,847,111.52 million

(see table 3).

Table 3

Promotion Certificates Granted 1960-1996
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Foreign firms 312 313 328 353
Joint venture firms 2,122 2,131 2,177 2,269

Source: IE)oard of Investment

The following are regulations regarding the percentage of ownership which foreign

investors need to take into account when entering joint venture in Thailand. Firstly,

the Government allow foreign investors to hold at most 49% equity of the registered

capital investment for projects in agriculture, animal husbandry, fishery, mineral
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exploration and mining, or in the service sector. Nevertheless, foreign investors with

projects with investment capital (excluding the cost of land and working capital) over

Baht 1,000 million are allowed to hold a majority or even the whole equity for up to

five years after starting operations. Secondly, for production targetting mainly the

Thai market, Thai nationals are required to hold at least 51% equity of the registered

capital, except projects in zone 3, in which a foreign majority or wholly-owned equity

can be allowed. Next, foreign investors can be allowed to hold 100% equity for

projects in which at least 80% of total sales are to be exported. Also, for projects

where at least 50% of total sales are planned for export, foreign investors can hold a

majority equity. Lastly, from 1992 to 1996, the percentage of foreign ownership for

projects in the following areas could be negotiated with responsible ministries on a

case-by-case basis:- development of transportation systems; public utilities;

environmental conservation and restoration; and direct involvement in technological

development.

The Thai Government have used investment incentives focusing on industrial

decentralisation since 1972 and have gradually developed these policies to achieve

maximum performance. In 1972, few provinces were chosen to be investment

promotion zones where investors could be granted promotional privileges such as tax

reduction or exemption, reduction of corporate income tax, and the bringing in of

foreign expertise and staff. Afterwards, promotion areas were changed to suit

investment climate and situation in each period. Since 1993, BOI has divided the

country's 76 provinces into 3 different zones and proclaimed zone 3 to be the highest

incentive promotion zone where foreign investors can maximize their benefits. The

details and benefits investors can gain in each zone are given below:-
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Thailand map showing promotional zones
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In order to encourage investment in Thailand, the BOI has divided the country's 76

provinces into 3 different zones. Higher incentives are available to companies

investing in those provinces further away from the Bangkok Metropolitan area.

Zone 1: Bangkok, Samut Prakan, Samut Sakhon, Nahkhon Pathom, Nonta Bun, and

Pathum Thani

Zone 2: Samut Songkhram, Ratchburi, Kanchanaburi, Suphan Bun, Ang Thong, Ayuthaya,

Saraburi, Nakhon Nayok, Chachoengsao, and Chon Burl

Zone 3: The remaining 60 provinces plus Laem Chabang Industrial Estate

Projects located in Zone 1 

- no tax exemption or reduction for the import of machinery, except for projects where export

is not less than 80% of total sales or where the factories are located in industrial estates or

promoted industrial zones. Such projects will receive a 50% reduction in import duty on

machinery which is not included in the tariff reduction notification and which is subject to

import duty greater than or equal to 10%

- no exemption from corporate income tax except for projects where export is not less than

80% of total sales and where the factories are located in industrial estates or promoted

industrial zones, in which case a three year exemption for full tax will be granted

- exemption from import duty on raw or essential materials for a period of 1 year for projects

exporting at least 30% of total sales

Projects located in Zone 2

- 50 % reduction in import duty on machinery which is not included in the tariff reduction and

which is subject to import duty greater than or equal to 10%

- full exemption from corporate income tax for 3 years, (extendable up to 7 years), for

projects which locate their factories in industrial estates or promoted industrial zones

- exemption from import duty on raw or essential materials for a period of 1 year for projects

exporting at least 30% of total sales

Projects located in Zone 3 ( Investment promotion zones)

- exemption from import duty on machinery which is not included in the tariff reduction and

which is subject to import duty greater than or equal to 10%

- exemption from corporate income tax for 8 years, for projects which locate their factories in

industrial estates or promoted industrial zones
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- exemption from import duty on raw or essential materials used in export products for a

period of 5 years for projects exporting at least 30% of total sales

- 75% reduction of import duty on raw and essential materials used in the production of

domestic sales for 5 years, renewable on an annual basis, provided that raw or essential

materials comparable in quality are not being produced or are not originating within the

Kingdom in sufficient quantity to be acquired for use in such activity.

- special privileges such as : reduction of corporate income tax by 50% for 5 years after the

end of the exemption period; double deduction from taxable income of the costs of water,

electricity and transport for 10 years from the date of first sales; and deduction from net profit

of 25% of the costs of installation or construction of the project's infrastructure facilities

Source: Board of Investment, A Guide to Board of Investment, May 1996

Benefits to foreign investors through "Investment Promotion Act."
According to the Investment Promotion Act 1977 as amended in 1991, foreign

investors can gain some benefits in the following ways. First of all, bringing in

foreign nationals to undertake investment feasibility studies. Foreign investors who

want to use foreign nationals to conduct research in Thailand on investment

opportunities can apply for permission to do so. However, this privilege only applies

to individuals, not to their families. It can be done by writing to the BOI, providing

details of the alien's name, position, professional certificates and type of business.

The BOI will allow them to stay in Thailand for 90 days at a time. Foreign personnel

may be brought in for the following activities :- manufacturing which can bring

modern technology to Thailand, uses at least 50% local raw materials, employs more

than 20 workers; promotes exports or seeks new markets for local producers;

encourages a tourist business which can attract more foreigners to visit Thailand; or a

financial institution with more than 20% Thai equity participation which can bring at

least Baht 100 million in foreign currency.

Secondly, bringing in foreign technicians and experts to work on a promoted project.

Promoted firms are permitted to bring in aliens as skilled technicians, or experts, with

their families. They can stay in Thailand until their visas expire. Extension can also

be applied for. However, if they and their families would like to leave Thailand for a
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trip abroad, they need to apply in advance for a re-entry visa from the Immigration

Division, otherwise their privileges will be terminated.

Next, owning land to carry out promoted activities. A promoted foreign firm holding

at least 50% equity can apply for land ownership to operate their businesses. Also,

they are allowed to own land outside the factory site for residential purposes.

Permission will be granted only to those promoted foreign companies which are

located in industrial estates or promoted industrial zones which do not have adequate

space for construction of residential facilities. But the residential land must be located

not more than 50 kilometers by main public road from the factory site and permission

will not be granted to own land in the Bangkok area. Executives or technicians are

not allowed to occupy more than 1/2 rai (1 rai = 1,600 square meter) of land per

family and the total must not exceed five rai, except for promoted projects with

investment value over one billion Baht.

Lastly, applying for permanent residence in Thailand. Foreign investors, foreign

experts or technicians, including their families, who can invest or transfer know-how

for the benefit of Thailand are allowed to apply for permanent residence. Criteria

used to vet applicants are as follows:-

Foreign investors need to invest at least Baht 10 million in their project, which is new

and eligible for investment incentive. However, a project which is not eligible for

investment incentive can gain this benefit too, if it is producing for the purpose of

export, increasing employment, utilising indigenous raw materials, locating in

provincial areas or encouraging technology transfer to Thailand. In addition,

investors must hold more than 25% of the registered capital. However, in projects

where the investment value is over Baht 100 million, excluding the cost of land and

working capital, the shareholding criteria can be relaxed. The family members

include spouse, parents and no more than three children who are unmarried and under

20 years old. Foreign investors, who invest in the Thai securities market, must bring

in funds to buy special government bonds, which will not be transferred or redeemed
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for a minimum period of 10 years. The amount required per person for an investor,

spouse and their children is Baht 8 million, 6 million, and 2 million respectively.

Experts possessing technical know-how, having an annual income at least US $

10,000 and being over 20 years old can also apply to stay in Thailand permanently.

This includes their spouse, parents and children.
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Appendix E

Business Cultures and Investment in Thailand

Introduction

Thailand's economy is a mix of manufacturing, agriculture, mining and tourism.

Traditionally, the Thai economy was based on agriculture. After implementing the

first Five-Year National Economic and Social Development Plan, which emphasised

import substitution, Thailand diversified from its agricultural base to industrialisation

during the 1980s and 1990s.

Thailand is one of the world's largest exporters of rice, tapioca, rubber and fishery

products. According to the export-oriented policy of the Thai government, Thailand's

exports are growing rapidly and expanding into textiles, garments, leather products,

footwear, plastic products, electronic parts and appliances and computer parts.

Tourism has been one of the country's top 5 foreign exchange earners over the past

decade, recently attracting over 6 million visitors per year and generating over US$ 6

billion in foreign exchange revenues.

Thailand's international competitiveness is switching from labour-intensive activities

(cheap and hard-working labour) to a highly skilled labour force in order to cope with

high technology in the near future as well as remaining competitive against the

emerging neighbouring economies (China, Indo-China and Indonesia) who have

lower labour costs.

The Thai Economy

The Thai economy has doubled in size over the last six years, with an average annual

GDP growth rate of 9% during the period 1983-1993. GDP growth rates in 1994 and

1995 are 8.5% and 8.7% respectively. In the late 1980s, Thailand experienced the

fastest growing economy in the world, growing at a rate of 13%. The highest growth

has been in the non-agricultural sector, e.g. manufacturing and construction.

Agriculture now accounts for only about 10% of GDP, even though it employs around

60% of the labour force.
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Nevertheless, this year the economy has begun to slow. Inflation is now about 7%.

Strong foreign reserves at US$ 34.5 billion have helped to offset concerns about the

current account deficit which reached 8.1% of GDP at the end 1995.

Five-Year National Social and Economic Development Plans

Since 1960, the policies of the Thai Government have been laid out in a series of five-

year plans developed by the National Economic and Social Development Board.

The Sixth Plan (1987-1991) aimed to increase the efficiency of national development,

to improve production and marketing systems by promoting the diversification of the

industrial structure and to promote more equitable distribution of income and

prosperity into provincial regions and rural areas.

The Seventh Plan (1992-1996) places emphasis on a balanced development of all

aspects of the Thai economy and society with three main objectives:- sustaining

economic expansion, reducing income disparities between urban and rural areas, and

developing human resources, improving quality of life, and conserving natural

resources and the environment.

The Eighth Plan (1997-2001) will seek to achieve balanced economic growth with

stability, while seeking to encourage human resource development and improve

infrastructure. Methods of achieving economic growth include planned development

of specific regions (e.g. ESB) within the country and encouragement of foreign

investment. I will now enlarge on these methods.

The Eastern Seaboard (ESB)

The Eastern Seaboard Development Program (ESDP) was launched a decade ago.

The aim is to develop the area into a new economic, industrial, and social base. The

ESDP covers three provinces in the Eastern Region:-

• Rayong has become a centre for modern industry and the preferred location of

major industries.
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• Chonburi is the site of a deep-sea commercial port and various nonpolluting small

and medium industries.

• Chachoengsao was planned to house new residential communities but has recently

been chosen to become the new centre for government offices.

Infrastructure developments for ESB have included expansion of road and rail

networks, improvement of the airport at U-Taphao, building of two deep-sea ports

together with two major industrial estates, Laem Chabang and Map Ta Phut,

development of private industrial estates, water and electricity supply systems and a

telecommunications network. All projects are expected to be completed by the year

2000.

Government and Politics

Since Thailand changed from an absolute to a constitutional monarchy in 1932, the

government has been managed by a Prime Minister and Cabinet who exercise their

authority with the consent of the military who are a powerful force in Thailand. The

current government consists of a coalition of seven parties lead by Chuan Leekpai

(Prime Minister).

This government issued a lengthy policy statement, committing itself to improving

Thailand's infrastructure, extending compulsory education, providing more primary

healthcare and implementing political reform.

Board of Investment (BOI)

Thailand encourages foreign investment and through the "Investment Promotion Act"

provides significant tax and other concessions to companies granted promotional

privileges by the Thai Board of Investment (BOI). A higher level of investment

incentives generates Foreign Exchange, creates jobs and introduces technology

transfer.

Certain categories are specified for promotion by the BOI from time to time. Once

granted promoted status, certain benefits can be gained, e.g. reduction of import duties
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on machinery, exemption from corporate income tax and withholding tax for a three

to eight year period, procedures for bringing in foreign staff are simplified and the

percentage ownership of Thai companies permitted by foreign nationals is increased.

Nevertheless, such benefits normally require large minimum capital requirements and

minimum export levels.

Foreign Investment

Thailand has had consistently positive attitudes to foreign investment. The climate for

joint ventures with Thai companies is quite good and JVs have been actively

encouraged by the Government. Thai companies are now gradually moving from a

pattern of traditional family ownership to Western-style corporate structures and

entities. Many Thai companies prefer to enter joint venture to achieve know-how and

high technology, while foreign partners can benefit from entering the Thai market

more quickly, benefitting from lower labour costs and learning more about the culture.

Since the mid 1980s, Thailand seems to be one of the most favourite countries for

foreign investors. The average annual growth in foreign investment was about 25%

during 1987 to 1990. Since 1991, foreign investment has fluctuated due to the world

recession, political instability in Thailand and the emergence of other countries in the

region with lower wages. Foreign direct investment reduced by 27% to US$ 1.6

billion in 1993. See table below.
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As clearly seen, the largest amount of foreign direct investment recently came from

Japan, followed by USA, and Hong Kong.

Exports and Imports

The importance of Thailand as an exporter has increased significantly in recent years.

By the beginning of 1994, it had reached the position of being the world's 22nd

largest exporter. Exports grew by 20% to US$ 45.3 billion in 1994 and 23% to US$

55.7 billion in 1995. Thailand's export has benefited from the world economic

recovery. Thailand's trade deficit last year rose 40% over the previous year to US$

14.4 billion (equivalent to 8.8% of GDP). Exports last year totalled US$ 55.5 billion,

rising 23.4% from 1994. Export increased in every sector, particularly in industrial

products. Imports totalled US$ 68.65 billion increasing 26.4% over 1994. Imports of

capital goods and raw materials increased significantly. One of the reasons for the

current account deficit (US$ 13.3 billion, 1995) was an increase in the import of

consumer products and "luxury goods". Accordingly, the government has tried to

tackle this problem by increasing import duties on luxury items so that Thais will

spend their income in Thailand and encouraging Thais to save more.

Thailand trades with more than 150 countries around the world. Japan, EU and USA

are its major trading partners, providing 30%, 13%, and 12% of imports respectively.

The two largest markets for Thai exports are USA, and Japan, which account for

respectively, 21% and 17% of the total value exports. As the market in Asia Pacific

has grown rapidly in the last few years, Thais' trade within the Asia Pacific region has

become bigger and bigger.

Manufacturing exports recently accounted for about 80% of total export value, with

the top five manufactured exports being automatic data processing machinery and

parts, garments, rubber, electronic integrated circuits, footwear and parts. The top five

import items in 1995 were non-electrical machinery, electrical machinery & parts,

chemicals, iron and steel and electronic integrated circuits. See the table below.
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Banks

There are 15 locally incorporated banks. A number of Thai banks have started to

expand domestically, and internationally, by opening more branches and

representative offices. The establishment of non-Thai foreign banks is subject to

Government control. Fourteen foreign banks are licenced to operate commercial

banking business through one branch each and some 40 foreign banks have

representative offices in Thailand. Pressure from the General Agreement on Tariffs

and Trade to liberalise the entry of foreign banks to set up branches in Thailand, has

resulted in the launch of the Bangkok International Banking Facilities (BIBF)

programme early in 1993. These BIBF entities will be given approval to operate as

full branches of foreign commercial banks.

The Stock Exchange

The Stock Market of Thailand (SET) started operating on 30 April 1970 and has

become a broadly based exchange for equity and debt instruments. In 1992, the

Securities & Exchange Commission (SEC) was established to formulate policies, to

promote and develop, as well as to supervise, matters concerning securities, securities

businesses, the securities exchange, over-the-counter centres and related businesses.

The Thai stock market is growing rapidly but is still small compared to Hong Kong
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and Singapore. The capitalisation of the SET, as a proportion of GDP, rose from 5%

in 1985 to almost 100% in 1994.

Airports

There are 6 major airports in Thailand located in Bangkok, Phuket, Hat Yai, Chiang

Mai, Ubon Ratchathani and U-Tapao. The Thai Government has planned to build the

Second Bangkok International Airport. The project is now expected to be delayed by

about two years and, when completed, will be able to handle 30 million passengers a

year. Bangkok International Airport hosts more than 70 airlines and provides more

than 100,000 international flights each year.

Transportation and Infrastructure

Mass Transit Schemes

- The Metropolitan Rapid System owned by the State Body Metropolitan Rapid

Transit Authority (MRTA)

- The Bangkok Metropolitan Administration concession to develop mass transit

systems has been awarded to the Bangkok Transit System Company Limited (BTSC)

- The Hopewell Group of Hong Kong have won a concession to use the routes of the

State Railway of Thailand (SRT) in Bangkok

Railways

- The improvement of commuter trains services is aimed to convince car owners to

leave their cars behind and instead to use trains into Bangkok.

- High Speed Train. The National Economic and Social Development Board

(NESDB) has commissioned a study by the US company, Wilber Smith, to examine

the feasibility of introducing a national high speed rail system.

- Double Tracking. SRI are keen to construct nation-wide double tracking covering

7,500 km.

Food Processing and Agriculture

Agriculture and agribusiness has continued to be a major cornerstone of the country's

economy. It is estimated that 60% of the country's workforce are employed in

agriculture related industries. Thailand is the world's largest exporter of tinned
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pineapple, (supplying one quarter of world demand), the biggest fishing nation of

South-East Asia, the largest exporter of tuna and tapioca, and the second largest

exporter of rice. Food processing is one of the Thailand's largest industries giving

rise to an industry worth US$ 4.56 billion a year.

Consumer Goods and Retail Industry

The Bangkok retail business has been transformed into a modern industry with a

growing variety of outlets- convenience stores, super stores, discount stores, speciality

shops, department stores and huge shopping malls. Liberalisation in the service sector

under OATS will continue to attract more foreign investors into the area, which will

bring about increased competition. Foreign companies who have invested in the Thai

retail market include Makro, Seven Eleven, Carrefour, True Value, Auchan,

Hechinger, Woolworth Australia, Watsons of Hong Kong and Tower Records. Since

the Thai Government announced a new cut in import duties on 13 groups of luxury

items, Thailand now offers good prospects for high quality consumer goods. The

Ministry of Finance hopes the current account deficit will fall as Thailand becomes a

new shopping paradise for both local and foreign tourists.

Telecommunications

The Thai Government has a master plan to liberlise the telecommunication industry.

Telephone Organisation of Thailand seem to retain the monopoly on the basic fixed-

line telephone services, at least for the first part of the 8th plan.

Construction

Growth in the construction industry was about 10.75% in 1995. Infrastructure related

construction by both public and private companies will account for 50% of overall

construction investment. A number of mega-infrastructure projects are now

underway, even though some have met delays, e.g. the Hopewell Elevated Train,

Tanayong Electric Train and Second Bangkok International Airport projects.
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Automobile

Fourteen automobile assembly plants were operating in Thailand in 1995, with a

combined annual production capacity of 607,300 units. Large manufacturers are

Toyota Motor Co., MMC Sitthipol Co. and Nissan Automobile Co. See the table

below.

List of Automobile Assemblers and Production Capacity in 1995

Name of Assemblers Production Commercial Names
(Units/yr.)

1. Toyota Motor Thailand Co., Ltd. 150,000 Toyota
2. Nissan Automomile Co., Ltd 70,000 Nissan
3. lsuzu Motor Thailand Co., Ltd. 100,000 lsuzu
4. Siam Motor and Nissan Co., Ltd. 48,000 Nissan
5. Thai Hino Industry Co., Ltd. 21,600 Hino, Toyota Dyna
6. MMC Sittiphol Motor Co., Ltd. 100,000 Mitsubishi
7. Sukosol and Mazda Automobile 29,000 Mazda
8. Bangchan General Assembly Co., Ltd. 43,200 Honda, holden,

Hyundat, Daihatsu
9TYMC Assembly Co., Ltd. 14,000 BMW
10. Thai-Swedish Co., Ltd. 6,600 Volvo, Renault
11. Thonbun Motor Car Assembly Co., Ltd. 3,400 Mercedes Benz
12711n-ion Cars Co., Ltd. 6,500 Shida, Isuzu
13. Honda Cars Co., Ltd. 15,000 Honda
14. Motor and Resheng Co., Ltd. 200 Daewoo

Source: Commercial Economics Division, Ministry of Industry

Total sales of automobiles in 1994 were 488,070 units, an increase of 7.3% over 1993.

The domestic automobile market is highly competitive. Manufacturers strove to

maintain their market shares by resorting to discounts, turn-ins and additional gifts.

Market shares in 1994 were 89.1% of Japanese cars, 9% of European cars and 1.9% of

Korean cars. Since 1991, the Thai Government has cut import duties sharply on CKD

(Completely Knocked Down) and CBU (Completely Built Up) units of automobile to

encourage the free automobile market in Thailand, yet still many car companies

import more cars from abroad. However, due to the strong Japanese and German

currency, car importers have reduced the number of imported cars and switched to

focus more on assembling and producing cars with foreign partners in Thailand. The

fact that the Per Capita income of Thais is rising enough for Thais to afford to buy a

car leads to more car manufacturing/distribution in Thailand. Added to this, the
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advantage and potential of Thailand's location in South East Asia, encourages many

foreign investors to invest heavily and to use Thailand as a centre for the distribution

of cars in this region.

What Businessmen Should Know Before Doing Business in Thailand

Social Customs and Etiquette

Thais regard the head as the most honourable, and the feet, the lowest limb, the least

honourable part of the body. The following aspects are general things which should

be avoided while talking or negotiating business with Thai people:-

• Foreigners should be careful not to touch people's heads, (especially someone who

is not your close friend or who is older than you) even in a friendly gesture.

• Don't talk or pass anything over the head of anyone else and try to avoid walking

between people who are holding a conversation or passing closely in front of an

older person. However, if you need to do so, lower your own head slightly as you

pass.

• It is considered impolite to use the foot to indicate something/someone (rather use

a verbal indication) or to perform an action such as closing a door.

• Don't point or slap people on the back

• Don't have one's hands in one's pockets because Thais regard it as rude

• Talking loudly is regarded as impolite

• Don't cross your legs while sitting opposite anyone

• Never put your foot on the table or sit on the table

• Never snap your fingers to get someone's attention and avoid excessive use of the

hands in conversation

Greeting and Introductions

Thais greet each other by pressing the palms together in a prayerlike gesture and

bending their heads down to the hands known as the "war. People who are younger

or have a lower position should start the "war to older people or higher position who

,
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returns it at the very first in their greeting. Westerners don't need to greet by "war if

they do not want to or do not feel comfortable. They can shake hands instead and this

is acceptable to Thais. However, foreign men had better wait for a Thai woman to

extend her hand first for a handshake. Some Thai women might be reluctant to shake

hands and they might exchange smiles on greeting instead. In addition, it is not

necessary to return the "wai" given to you by a very small child or by a waitress.

In making introductions, the younger or junior persons are always introduced to the

senior ones. Thai people do not use surnames to address one another, except in very

formal situations. They, Thai men or woman, always address another using the word

"Khun", followed by the first name. Most Thais have nicknames which are often

shorter than their first name. However, one should not address someone by their

nickname unless invited to do so. This is considered impolite especially while

negotiating businesses. As in other countries, service ranks and professional titles(e.g.

Dr.) are widely used.

Dressing

For business meetings, a business suit or long-sleeve shirt and tie are preferred. It

would be polite and preferable to wear a business suit while meeting with senior

government officials. It is considered polite for men to wear long sleeve shirts

without rolling up their sleeves, to close top shirt buttons and have ties done up to the

top. Shorts, bare shoulders and sandals are only for sports and the beach.

Men and women should not wear black or black and white shirts during the day as

this colour is generally worn only to funerals. Likewise, foreigners would be asked to

dress neatly when visiting a religious place, i.e. not wearing shorts, sandals and hat.

They should also keep their shoulders covered and never sit in a position where their

feet are stretched out in the direction of a Buddha image.

Thais still frown upon the Westerner's habit of dressing extremely casualty in hot

climates, e.g. sleeveless T-shirts and very short shorts. 	 Some restaurants,
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governmental offices and hotels may refuse entry to those wearing inappropriate

attire.

Religion

Buddhism is the national religion and is practiced by more than 95% of all Thais. The

remainder are mainly Muslim, Christian or Hindu. All religions are allowed full

freedom of expression. The King is patron of all religions in Thailand. The local

calendar is calculated from the date of the birth of Buddha (543 BC).

[AD1996=Buddhist Era 2539]

All Buddha images, even ruined ones, are regarded as sacred objects. The exportation

of Buddha images is forbidden, except with special permission. It is forbidden for

women to touch Buddhist priests/monks. If a woman would like to give anything to a

monk, the monk will spread out a piece of saffron robe or a handkerchief in front of

him, then a woman can lay down the material on the robe which is being held at one

end by the monks.

Business Cards

The exchange of business cards is ritual whenever two or more people are introduced

for the first time individually or at a business meeting. Apart from receiving useful

details, the recipient will also have a chance to check the name and avoid the

embarrassment of having to ask it again.

Communication and Language

Thais communicate among themselves by Thai language (both written and spoken).

However, English is widely used in commercial circles. The desire not to offend and

the fear of losing face leads Thais to a tendency of saying "Yes", even if the

communication was not understood. Accordingly, foreigners should occasionally

repeat major key points to enhance communication.
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The concept of "Krieng Jai", avoiding offence, trying to please and not rocking the

boat, could lead to communication breakdowns. Open communication about cross-

cultural aspects in the work place or business meeting should be pursued.

Rude or impolite words and raised voices must be avoided while negotiating business

with Thais because Thais speak softly and gently. Thai nature is normally non-

confrontational. Therefore, the often "pushy" attitude of selling is resented and may

not lead to success. Foreign businessmen need to be patient while negotiating and

trading businesses with Thais.

In addition, Teo Chiew is the principal dialect used by ethnic Chinese and is still often

used by small businesses.

Working with Thai Companies

Employees are likely to give loyalty to an individual rather than to a company. They

will normally wait for instructions from their seniors before acting. They will act only

as far as the instructions go. Their own initiative is frequently avoided for fear that

the superior will not be pleased if it was the wrong initiative. Accordingly, very clear

and comprehensive instructions are essential in Thai companies. Thai workers tend

not to provide feedback or information on implementation problems to their boss, for

fear of negative impact on themselves. As a result, they tend to hide mistakes. Thai

staff tend to resist promotions to other departments with new areas of responsibility.

"Friendship Networks" can be a barrier to team objectives.

Thais do not sign anything in red ink because this is considered unlucky. The Thai

word for Westerner is "Farang". It is not a derogatory word in itself and is always

heard in day to day conversation. Bangkok traffic is very busy. People try to be on

time but delays are frequent and often unavoidable therefore, a "no-show" is quite

often not out of rudeness.
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Hiring and Firing

Westerners tend to judge candidates mainly by ability, experience, suitability and

professionalism while Thai managers are likely to place more weight on education,

(same school/university), same village and personal ties relationships. Hiring against

the recommendations of Thai managers might lead to internal non-acceptance and

uneasy work relationships. Thai managers can be unhappy about perks for westerners

and their families e.g. to receive long leave, housing allowances, insurance, car and

driver. Accordingly, clear definition of recruitment policies, based on both Thai and

western management needs and styles are very important. Moreover, Thai managers

perception of the value of human resources is different from that of westerners. As a

result, hiring and firing occurs quite often in Thai companies.

Gift

It is accepted to give government officials, senior staff, and VIPs a gift if they are the

guests of honour at an important event. Also, it is Thai tradition to give some gift or

blessing card to superiors/senior staff on the New Year's day or on their birthday.

Visiting a Thai office

Most Thai offices are open from 8.00 am until 5.00 p.m. Lunchtime is normally at

noon for one hour. Thai government offices operate Monday to Friday, from 8.30 am

to 4.30 p.m. with an hour lunch break. However, because of traffic jams in Bangkok,

Thai officers have been allowed flexibility to choose their working time whether from

7.30, 8.30, or 9.30 and complete their daily work in 8 hours.

Visiting a Thai house

Thais prefer to invite Westerners to entertain at a restaurant rather than visiting their

houses, except those Westerners who are very close friends with them and have

known them quite well for a long period of time. Westerners who are very good

friends with Thais and can be trusted by them are normally very welcome to visit Thai

homes, even without making an appointment in advance. While visiting a Thai house,

Westerners should prepare to take off their shoes before walking into the house.

Meals inside Thai houses are served in the same manner as Chinese, for example, it is
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placed in bowls in the middle of the table and guests are expected to help themselves,

with the host usually leading the way. General Western good manners are perfectly

acceptable on these occasions. It is uncommon for Thais to ask for a response

("rsvp") in invitations. For important occasions, telephone follow-up calls are

recommended. Also, Thais rarely send formal thank you notes for an invitation after

the event.

Thailand - the land of smiles

Thais will go out of their way to avoid offending anyone publicly and will often smile

as if in agreement even when they actually disagree or wish to decline an invitation.

Many will avoid saying "no" directly. Sometimes the smile does not always indicate

happiness or amusement. It can be used for several meanings as follows:-

Amusement/happiness, an indication of not understanding, used instead of saying

"thank you", used instead of saying "excuse me", used to acknowledge a "wai" from

an inferior.

Monarchy

The monarchy has long been the central unifying spirit in the three institutions of the

country, namely, nation, religion and king. Although the monarch's absolute power

was ended in 1932, the country is now under a system of constitutional monarchy. It

is not good to comment about the royal family in front of Thais. Some Thais might

talk among themselves about their royal family but resent Westerners doing the same.

In the presence of Royalty no-one is allowed to stand or sit in a higher position to the

Royal.

Climate

Thailand has a tropical climate with a high degree of humidity. Its temperatures range

from 28-36 degrees Celsius. Thailand has three seasons: Hot (March to June), Rainy

(July to October) and Cool (November to February)
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Population

About 60.5 million people live in Thailand, with approximately 8 million ethnic

Chinese who dominate the major businesses. The average annual population growth

rate is about 1.2%. The population numbers in Bangkok are about 7 million (11.5%

of the total population). The literacy rate in Thailand is 80%.

Location

Thailand is located in the heart of Southeast Asia covering as area of almost 514,000

square kilometres. The neighbouring countries are Myanmar- Burma, Laos (the

northeast), Cambodia (the east), and Malaysia (the south).

Workforce and Unemployment

At the present, the workforce is about 34.6 million. The unemployment rate is 2.71%

of the workforce (0.94 million)

There is a need for the Thai universities to produce more engineers for the workplace.

At present, the number of graduate engineers each year is about 5,000 people

compared with NICs like South Korea and Taiwan that can produce 40,000 and

25,000 enginering graduates per year respectively.

Currency: Baht and Per Capita

1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

(estimate)

Per Capita

GNP (US$)

1782 2012 2150 2733 3083.3

GDP Growth

Rate %

7.4 7.5 8 8.6 8.3

13 Dec 1999; US$ 1 = Baht 38.76

Source: Bangkok Bank Public Company Limited -
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Education

The education system features 5 levels: kindergarten, primary, lower secondary, upper

secondary and higher education. There are many state schools spread throughout

Thailand. Some private schools in Bangkok are conducted in English. A number of

international cooperation programmes have been established in Thailand, especially

with American universities. Joint programmes at an international level are also

available, such as the Sasin Graduate Institute of Business Administration, conducted

jointly between Chulalongkom University and Northwestern and Pennsylvania

Universities of USA. Also, many British universities have established research and

technical co-operation links with Thai counterparts. Recently, approval has been

granted for the establishment of a British University in Thailand with expertise from

the Universities of Nottingham and Exeter.
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Appendix F

Transaction Cost Theory (TCT)

This appendix reviews previous studies of transaction cost theory, which is recognised

as a significant explanation for the existence of JV and its behaviour. First the

conceptualisation of transaction cost will be discussed, followed by the examination

of organisational failures framework, firms' choices: markets, organisations or hybrid,

and finally, the limitations and achilles's heel of transaction cost theory.

A firm, which would like to sell its product overseas, must decide whether to produce

at home and export to the foreign market or to locate its production overseas. Its first

decision will be based on a comparison of delivery costs and is a function of the

relative production costs of the domestic location compared with a foreign location, of

transport costs and of tariff and non-tariff barriers to trade (Hennart, 1991). The

second decision is whether the firm will organise its interdependence with investors in

host countries through market or hierarchical means. Transaction cost theory enters

with this second decision.

Transaction cost theory has been developed over the last two decades and is

increasingly applied to IJVs. It is a useful tool to guide JV firms to compare and to

choose organising methods efficiently so as to minimise their transaction costs. They

will choose either price mechanisms, through market transaction, or hierarchy, in

association with the alignment of corporate goals and performance. According to

Ouchi (1980), transaction costs arise, principally, when the determination of value of
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the goods and/or services is difficult. This may be due to the underlying nature of

those goods and services or a lack of trust between JV firms. Williamson (1975)

proposes that firms choose how to transact according to the criterion of minimising

the sum of production and transaction costs. Firms may also differ in their production

costs due to the scale of operations, level of skill or ownership of proprietary

knowledge.

Definition

Transaction costs refer to the expenses incurred in writing and enforcing contracts,

haggling over terms and contingent claims, deviating from optimal kinds of

investments in order to increase dependence on a party or to stabilise a relationship

and in administering a transaction (Kogut 1988; Williamson, 1975). Walsh (1988)

argues that "transaction costs are the negotiating, monitoring and enforcement costs

that have to be borne to allow an exchange between two parties to take place."

Robins (1987) defines transaction costs as "those costs associated with an economic

exchange that varies independent of the competitive market price of the goods or

services exchange."

Organisational failures framework

Organisational failures framework leads firms conducting businesses abroad to realise

the need to understand and implement effective governance mechanisms (either

market or hierarchy). For example, firms shotild consider whether they should have

wholly-owned subsidiaries (hierarchy mode), contractual agreements with local
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agents (market mode) or establish joint venture (hybrid mode) to minimise their

transaction costs.

Williamson has looked at organisational failures framework. This occurs when the

transaction costs of undertaking an exchange through the market outweigh the

bureaucratic costs of managing an exchange within a hierarchy (Jones and Hill, 1988;

Williamson, 1985), resulting in market failure. He listed the six main factors which

create transaction difficulties (Walsh, 1988). These factors explain the need for

organisational hierarchy. These factors include bounded rationality, uncertainty,

information impactedness or asymmetry, a small number of agents/amount of

bargaining, opportunism and asset specificity.

Bounded rationality refers to human behaviour that is "intendedly rational but only

limitedly so" (Simon, 1961). Williamson (1975) identifies two limits on rationality:

neurophysiological and language. Neurophysiological limits are the physical limits of

the human brain to receive, store, process and manipulate information. Simon (1957)

observes, in this connection, that "it is only because individual human beings are

limited in knowledge, foresight, skill and time that organisations are useful

instruments for the achievement of human purpose."

Language limits, on the other hand, are the difficulties of individuals to effectively

express their knowledge or feeling in words, numbers or graphics to make others

understand. Conducting joint business under (contingent claims) contract,

firms/individuals are faced with ex ante costs:- the cost of writing/drafting the
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contract, the cost of negotiation and the cost of failure to foresee contingencies. At

contract execution stage, firms/individuals will also encounter ex post costs such as

the cost of renegotiation (contract) and the cost of enforcing the contract (Kreps 1990;

Williamson 1975; Jones and Hill 1988). In the case of IJVs, there is the added

limitation of communication in two or more languages with all its potential for

misinterpretation. It will be costly for individuals to contemplate, specify, foresee and

contract for every contingency that might happen during the lifetime of the contracts.

Also, because complexity and uncertainty influences environmental changes in

unpredictable ways (e.g. high price fluctuation), the bounded rationality of individuals

makes it impossible to specify such a complete contract. Nevertheless, it is suggested

that frequent interaction, long time horizons and high behavioural transparency could

lessen this uncertainty (Parkhe, 1993).

In the situation where outcomes are highly uncertain, contract and monitoring

problems will arise and unless a suitable commitment can be devised, internal

organisation will be the most appropriate response (Akerlof 1970; Williamson 1985).

If ex ante (e.g. measurement costs) and ex post costs (e.g. enforcement costs) are too

high, firms are likely to conduct businesses internally under directives of legitimate

authority representing firms' owners. For example, because of arms-length

transaction costs, MNCs may prefer to use hierarchy as a mode of control by

vertically integrating their businesses (e.g. having wholly-owned subsidiaries instead

of licensing).
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Williamson (1988) refers to information impactedness as "a condition of information

asymmetry where one of the parties is better informed than the other and it is not

possible to achieve information parity between them or to appraise a third party,

except at significant cost." Information asymmetry is another crucial factor

influencing firms conducting market transactions. It can limit the efficiency of

negotiated solutions to competitive market failure (Miller, 1995). As an example, if a

buyer cannot distinguish ex ante between good and bad quality, such as in the second-

hand car market, he will tend to reduce his offer price to reflect high risk. Thus, the

seller who possesses a high-quality car will disappear from the market. The second-

hand car market, will then be dominated with increasingly poor quality cars, resulting

in market failure (Akerlof, 1970). The problem of uncleared information in this

example might be overcome if buyers call for experts (e.g. mechanics) to estimate the

value of used cars. The cost of finding a trustworthy mechanic and paying for his

services is a cost of transacting that manifests the inefficiency caused by the

information asymmetry (Miller, 1995). On the other hand, the car sellers can offer a

free insurance to buyers for a certain period (let says 6 months) to guarantee against

the poor quality of cars. Quality and information would be improved but, on the

downside, this would lead to sellers facing increased costs, which in turn would lead

to increased prices.

In 'sequential spot contracting', the exchange relationships in goods and services are

unique and the suppliers (e.g. licensees, agents) possess specialised knowledge of how

to supply the customer best and most efficiently. Suppliers acquire this knowledge

over time and in doing so gain first-mover advantages (Williamson, 1975), which
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enable them to bid more effectively on subsequent contracts than any potential

competitor can. Therefore, potential competitors will not waste their time bidding.

This brings a situation of 'a small number of agents/amount of bargaining' where only

a few or even only one buyer and seller exist (Williamson 1975; Ouchi 1980). In

small number conditions, the cost of switching partners will be high and one party can

be held to ransom by another (Klein et al., 1978). This small numbers exchange

relationship is included as a key characteristic of asset specificity (Englander, 1988).

Under this condition, competitive pressure will disappear, leading the small number of

suppliers who behave opportunistically to claim higher costs and provide poor quality

of work. According to Goffman (1969), opportunistic behaviour involves making

"false or empty, that is, self-disbelieved, threats and promises" in the expectation that

individual advantage will thereby be realised. This highly opportunistic behaviour

could lead firms to experience diminishing performance levels (Coase, 1937). In the

context of licensing, when behaviour or output constraint is difficult to control,

licensees may behave opportunistically (a free ride), thus resulting in licensors losing

their firm-specific advantage in technology, know-how and reputation to rivals.

In order to maintain the exchange relationships, suppliers and sellers will experience

substantial expense in buying information and proving the costs or performance of

one another. If these information and transaction costs are too high, the market will

fail and influence sellers/producers to switch tO a superior mode of allocation, such as

the one Williamson (1975) calls "hierarchy" or "internal organisation." Beamish and

Banks' (1987) statement also supports Williamson's. They argue that because
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transaction costs must be borne as a result of conducting business in imperfect

markets, it will be more efficient for firms to use internal structures rather than market

intermediaries to serve a foreign market. Maitland et al. (1985) also suggest that

internal organisation may be an efficient way for parties to exchange because "it is

based on a strictly economic calculus of the returns to themselves and not according to

some standard of fairness". Ouchi (1980) predicted that internal organisation would

be found to be associated with performance ambiguity. Williamson (1975), on the

other hand, stated that internal organisation is only of secondary importance and then

suggested that it is job idiosyncrasy - that is "significant job-specific skills and related

task or specific knowledge" - that effectively explains internal organisation.

Asset specificity refers to assets (e.g. site/locational, physical, or human) which are

specialised to a specific transaction and can be used only at lower value in alternative

applications (Chiles and Mcmackin, 1996). It is the third type, human asset

specificity, in which Williamson (1982) holds particular interest: "additional

transaction specific savings can accrue at the interface between suppliers and buyers,

as contracts are successively adapted to unfolding events and as periodic contract-

renewal agreements are reached." According to Heide and John (1992), they are

assets dedicated to a particular relationship and involve sunk costs that would be non-

recoverable in the event of termination.

Granovetter's (1985) idea described social networks and interpersonal relationships,

between parties to an exchange, as mechanisms for attenuating opportunism.

Axelrod's experiment (1984) involves the elimination of poorly performing
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competitors by an evolutionary selection mechanism. Hill (1990) developed these

theories to consider the co-operative and trusting relationship of partnering firms. His

assumptions differ from Williamson's (1985) who assumes that "if asset specificity is

high, the risk of opportunism is often great enough to warrant replacing the market

with a hierarchy." He points out that even though large numbers of bargaining

partners exist, natural selection and recurrent contracts will result in only effective

actors surviving. This can lead to a small number bargaining situation. As a result, in

the long run "the invisible hand of the market will delete opportunistic actors even

when the focal exchange is characterised by substantial asset-specific investments and

high switching costs, even when the focal market is not competitive." Furthermore,

Williamson suggests that vertical integration of (JV) firms has proved to be an

imperfect solution to the problem of structuring exchanges involving transaction

specific assets. Hill (1990), on the other hand, underlines three conditions in which

organisations can achieve a durable advantage over such highly sophisticated markets:

in highly uncertain outcomes of transaction; when reputations are hard to establish;

and when the short-term gains from entrepreneurialism are large.

In the long run, firms behaving opportunistically towards a supplier might find their

ability to compete in the end market limited by higher costs, which are the direct

result of a lack of co-operation with their suppliers. As an example, in the automobile

industry, auto part suppliers are often required to make transaction specific

investments (assets) so as to serve individual auto companies. Williamson (1985)

defined opportunism as "self-interest seeking with guile." Klein et al. (1978) argues

that this transaction-specific investment creates a significant "hold-up" potential,
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which could be exploited opportunistically unless appropriate safeguards are

designed. Additionally, transaction-specific investment incurs high switching costs

leading to suppliers' high exit barriers. This results in suppliers' being vulnerable to

incurring opportunism from the large auto manufacturers, e.g. Chrysler compelled its

parts suppliers to cut their prices by 2.5 percent, ignoring pricing contracts as well as

weeding out suppliers who did not obey. In contrast, the Japanese auto manufacturers

who have implemented just-in-time inventory systems recognised and nurtured co-

operative long-term relationships with their parts suppliers. Consequently, their cost

saving on parts, materials and service is more effective than U.S. competitors, leading

them to success (Hill, 1990). Afterwards, Hill (1990) showed that the ratio of

opportunistic behaviour to co-operation and trust in the auto industry is declining

through the imitation of successful behavioural repertoires e.g. those of the Japanese.

As this ratio declines, so does the need for safeguard contracts to check opportunism.

From an evolutionary perspective, this suggests that, over time, co-operation and trust,

rather than opportunism will dominate throughout firms' exchange activities. Thus, in

the state of competitive equilibrium, one might not be able to observe opportunism.

Abnormally high transaction costs arise because market agents try to take advantage

of the company's lack of complete knowledge and inability to specify all possible

future transaction contingencies (Beamish and Banks, 1987). Joint ventures seem to

be very attractive for companies, as revenue-enhancing and cost-reducing

opportunities. However, according to internalisation theory, companies should avoid

entering joint venture, since it is inferior to wholly-owned subsidiaries, which allow

companies to maximise the return available on its ownership-specific advantage
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(Killing, 1983; Harrigan, 1985). Beamish and Banks (1987) suggest that JVs which

conform to certain conditions and structural arrangements, as set out below, can

actually provide a better solution to the problems of opportunism, small numbers

dilemma and uncertainty in the face of bounded rationality than wholly-owned

subsidiaries. In order to justify the utilisation of international JVs within the

internalisation framework, Beamish and Banks (1987) define two essential

conditions:- the firm possesses a rent-yielding asset and the joint-venture

arrangements are superior to other means for appropriating rents from the sale of this

asset in the foreign market (Teece, 1985).

Although, high transaction costs are involved and restrictions are applied to the

transfer of the MNE's intangible assets, these will be more than offset by the

enhanced revenue potential of its assets as a result of entering the JV. Beamish and

Banks (1987) also suggest that in situations where a joint venture is established in a

spirit of mutual trust and commitment to its long-term commercial success,

opportunistic behaviour is unlikely to emerge. In addition, the cumulative effects of

their past behaviours may help build a reputation that influences their interaction, thus

attenuating fear of opportunism and modifying their behaviour (Kreps, 1990).

Furthermore, supporting inter-organisational linkages of MNEs, such as mechanisms

for the division of profits, joint decision-making processes and reward and control

systems, can reduce self-seeking pre-emptive behaviour (Williamson, 1983). In the

absence of local partner opportunism, this small numbers situation could result in

much less serious transactional difficulties than normally might be expected. The
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problem of uncertainty can also be handled efficiently within some international joint

ventures. By pooling and sharing information through the mechanism of a joint

venture, the MNE can reduce uncertainty at a lower long-term average cost than

through purely hierarchical or market approaches. Although bounded rationality

continues to be a problem, a purely hierarchical mode of transacting would not

represent this problem alone.

It can be seen that JVs can be used as a device to bypass an inefficient market for

intermediate inputs. Intermediate inputs, sold in imperfect markets, are likely to

include raw materials and components, knowledge, loan capital and distribution

services. The issues of knowledge and distribution can be explained in more detail.

Firstly, knowledge is costly to exchange because of buyer uncertainty. The buyer of

knowledge cannot be told, prior to the sale, the exact characteristics of what he is

buying. Some types of knowledge are quite difficult to put on paper, such as the

intimate knowledge of local customs, markets, politics and people which comes from

having lived in a specific country. This type of knowledge has been called tacit

knowledge which cannot be embodied in designs, specifications and drawings, but

instead, is embedded in the individual possessing it. When knowledge is tacit, it

cannot be transferred in codified form. Its exchange must rely on intimate human

contact. Because it is tacit, it is never licensed, but is transferred through .IVs between

the majors and entrants into the industry (Hennart, 1988; Stuckey, 1983). Therefore,

JVs are likely to be a good choice for companies to communicate both tacit

knowledge and patent rights whilst these are rarely done by others (e.g. licensors)

(Killing, 1980; Hennart, 1988).
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Distribution is another important issue to be discussed. The distribution of a product

needs both an investment in knowledge and physical facilities, e.g. warehouses, stocks

of finished products and components, repair facilities, offices or retail stores.

Distributors need to establish a reputation through advertising or direct selling, adapt

products to local taste and learn to demonstrate and service/repair them. Accordingly,

distribution involves set-up costs, which vary from small to substantial, depending on

the type of products sold. Joint venture might be a good choice for companies to

reduce these costs and gain quick knowledge of distibuting the poduct. %Copt and

Singh's (1985) database shows that 42% of the JVs entered by foreigners in the U.S.

between 1971 and 1983 are for marketing and distribution, whilst Jacque (1986)

found that close to 60% of U.S. joint ventures in Japan were of that type.

Nevertheless, some limits to the relative efficiency gains provided by joint ventures

must be considered. Firstly, the MNE can become biased toward the maintenance of

its initial arrangements with the joint-venture partner, without considering the long-

term profit or cost implications. Secondly, there is the risk of leakage of proprietary

knowledge which can happen in one of two main routes: a local employee may resign

and use knowledge acquired in the N to establish a competing company or the local

partner may decide to dissolve the arrangement and use the knowledge gained through

JV as a basis for continuing to serve the local market through his own organisation.

As clearly seen, the first type of leakage is hard to prevent but the second is easier to

control because pirating MNE's existing technology will mean that the local partner

loses access to export markets, ongoing technological developments, trademarks,
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marketing skills and possibly specialised raw materials and loss of reputation if word

gets round about this action.

Moreover, some problems might arise whilst companies are sharing the trademark. A

company's image and reputation is a public good whose quality may not be evaluated

before its purchase and buyers will be willing to pay a premium for trademarked

goods and services. However, a distributor (a joint venture partner) may have strong

incentives to free ride on that reputation by debasing the quality (e.g. selling stale

merchandise) of the products bearing the trademark. In that case, a free rider will only

shoulder a small fraction of the costs, while appropriating the full benefits of

debasement (Hennart, 1988; Caves, 1982).

Firms' choices: markets, organisations (e.g. bureaucratic hierarchies and

hierarchical clans), or hybrid

Hierarchy and the price system are two distinct methods for organising transactions,

each with particular costs and benefits. Markets and firms/organisations are

institutions which use one or both of these methods (Hennart, 1993). In hierarchy,

individuals will be directly controlled by imposing behaviour constraints and

information will be centralised, whilst in markets, outputs are indirectly measured by

price mechanisms and information is decentralised.

Looking at "organisation", (JV) firms might be able to avoid market transaction costs:

information costs (the cost associated with an estimation of the true value of goods

and services), cheating costs (the cost of measuring output and the losses due to fraud
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when measurement is imperfect), enforcement costs (ex post) and bargaining costs (ex

ante). However, instead they face internal organisation costs. Management

costs/hierarchical costs, information costs (e.g. the agency problems concerning

information asymmetry between owners and managers) and shirking costs (the sum of

the cost constraining behaviour and the residual amount of shirking due to behaviour

constraints) also arise in bureaucratic mechanisms. In addition, measurement costs

and contract safeguard costs will arise whenever (JV) firms enter contractual

agreements. Accordingly, the offsetting costs from both methods may be a significant

indicator for (JV) firms to efficiently implement/choose modes of governance

structure. In market relationships, the price system experiences low shirking but high

cheating costs, whilst organisational hierarchy faces low cheating but high shirking

costs (Hennart, 1993).

Ouchi (1980) stated that transaction costs can be a solution to the problems (e.g.

control and evaluation) of co-operation between (JV) firms in the realm of economic

activity. In his view, the fundamental problems of co-operation in IJVs, derive from

the fact that IJV firms/individuals have only partially overlapping goals/objectives.

Williamson (1983), on the other hand, comments that parties co-operate, or abstain

from co-operating, based purely on a calculation of the expected returns to

themselves. Nevertheless, in order for JV firms to achieve high performance, e.g. cost

minimisation or profit maximisation, the diverse interests in corporate goals need to

be efficiently and effectively controlled. Simon (1945) suggested that it is impossible

for (IJV) firms to achieve a completely co-operative effort. Therefore, JV firms need
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to carefully pay tribute to their efficiency to minimise transaction costs (Williamson

1975; Ouchi 1980).

Ouchi (1980) also contends that the transactions cost approach may help (JV) firms to

clarify the conditions, such as goal incongruence and performance ambiguity, which

give rise to the costs of mediating/controlling exchanges between firms or individuals.

Three governance (mediation/control) mechanisms arise as a result of a different

combination of those conditions: markets, bureaucracies, and clans (Ouchi 1993).

Markets is an efficient mode when performance ambiguity and goal congruence is

low. Bureaucracies are the preferable mode for IJV firms when both goal

incongruence and performance ambiguity are moderately high. As bureaucratic

mechanisms fail due to tasks becoming highly unique, completely iterated or

ambiguous for other reasons, 'Clan' mechanisms will become a more efficient mode

for IJV firms, especially when goal incongruence is low and performance ambiguity is

high.

The fundamental control problems in market transaction are the (JV) firms' abilities to

measure and reward each employee's contribution. In bureaucratic transactions, (JV)

firms rely more on a close evaluation with a socialised acceptance of common

objectives. Clans rely on a complete socialisation process which effectively

eliminates goal incongruence between each employee (Ouchi, 1979).

Under certain conditions, markets will be an efficient mode because they can mediate

without paying the costs of managers, accountants or personnel departments. Market
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transactions (the sum of information, enforcement and bargaining costs) take place

between two joint firms and are mediated by price mechanisms/incentives (e.g.

reward, piecework, price scheme, or commission). For example, in market

transactions, purchasing agents (buyers) simply put each item out for competitive bids

and permit the competitive process to define a fair price. On the other hand, if

purchasing agents ignore market information and rely instead on their own internal

evaluation of the particulars of each bid, they might experience a significant cost

disadvantage because of greater administrative overheads incurred. In a perfect

market, price will represent the true value of goods and services where buyers need no

further information. Then, JV firms can easily reward their employees/agents

(representatives who distribute the products) in direct proportion to their

contributions/outputs. In other words, employees/agents who produces low outputs

are paid low wages, on the basis of fairness.

Another example is the use of 'reps' - called manufacturer representatives in the

market mechanism. 'Reps' are independent contractors who pay their own sales

expenses and are paid commission on the sales they make. As the use of 'reps' frees

manufacturers from having to direct and monitor the behaviour of salesforces

(Anderson, 1985), therefore, they are able to reduce shirking costs, but switch to

experience higher cheating costs. Salespeople are only interested in maximising their

own income and minimising some aspects of their performance (e.g. product

demonstration, instruction and after-sales service). These are the aspects which

demand a great deal of time and effort but are difficult to observe and control

(Hennart, 1993). They are also likely to sell products to smaller, regular accounts
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instead of new ones, thus limiting the market (Anderson and Oliver, 1987).

Accordingly, using 'reps' will be efficient when simple measures of output (e.g. sales

volume) are adequate indices of selling performance and whilst selling behaviour is a

poor guide to performance.

Hennart (1991) points out that "market transaction costs would be zero, if knowledge

were perfect and individuals perfectly honest." However, in practice, it is quite

difficult to have such a perfect market, so information problems will arise. Also, if

the items purchased are unique (asset specificity), buyers will face problems of

opportunism due to the small numbers of potential sellers/manufactures existing

(natural selection). As a result, firms might need some form of control, through a

process of bureaucratic surveillance, so as to minimise their transaction costs. In the

contingent claims contract, the bounded rationality of each employee/agent

(representing manufacturers) makes it impossible to specify such a contract

completely.

The lack of equitable rewards will influence employees in IN firms to adjust their

efforts in such a manner that all will be somewhat worse off (Simon, 1957). The

normative requirement of the market is a norm of reciprocity. Gouldner (1961) refers

to norms of reciprocity as "one of only two social agreements that have been found to

be universal among societies across time and cultures." Without such norms, trading

firms need to exert a great deal of effort in setting the contractual terms of exchange in

advance (ex ante) and in auditing the performance of the other party afterwards (ex

-
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post), thus resulting in high transaction costs. Therefore, a norm of reciprocity

underlines all exchange mechanisms.

Organisation exists because it can mediate economic transactions between its

members at lower costs than a market mechanism can (Williamson, 1975). In

contrast, Conner and Prahalad (1996) argue that firm organisation can exist because

knowledge-based transaction costs are independent of the opportunistic considerations

explored by Williamson. Blau and Scott (1962) define a formal organisation as "a

purposive aggregation of individuals who exert concerted effort toward a common

and explicitly recognised goal". Simon (1945) argues that individuals within

organisations always have a different understanding of goals.

Organisations can achieve effective employee control through either going to the

expense of searching and selecting people who fit its need or taking people who do

not fit its needs and going to the expense of putting in place a managerial system to

train, monitor and evaluate them. Then, rewarding them on the basis of behaviour

(inputs) (Hennart 1993; Ouchi 1979). However, less competent employers, with

limited knowledge, will have to devote more resources to learning what employees

must do and to monitoring, than more competent employers. Therefore, one would

expect greater use of price methods when management incurs high costs in gathering

information on workers' production and in monitoring their behaviour than when

management can perform these tasks cheaply.
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In a bureaucratic organisation, individuals contribute labour to a corporate body which

mediates the relationship by placing a value on each person's contributions fairly and

then compensating him (Ouchi, 1980). A bureaucratic organisation basically operates

under a system of hierarchical surveillance, evaluation and direction. Moreover, 'fiat'

as one of the distinguishing features of hierarchies, empowered by unified ownership

(Williamsom, 1992), will be an enormously efficient way to resolve any disputes over

mutual obligations of JV firms, rather than by costly bargaining (Williamson, 1975).

Its advantages over market relationship are as follows:

Firstly, it uses the employment relationship which is an incomplete contract.

Employees (e.g. workers, salespeople) agree to receive wages in exchange for

allowing superior officers to direct their work activities and monitor their work

performance (within some domain or zone of indifference), thus reducing the

opportunism. Simon (1957) agrees and further states that employers pay workers a

premium price, which compensates them for performing duties which are significantly

more distasteful to them than those which are implied in the employment contract.

Secondly, it reduces the selfish interest of individuals and creates an atmosphere of

trust between employees because they learn that long-term relationships will reward

good performance and punish poor performance. As a result, firms will achieve high

goal congruence and performance. In other words, it reduces opportunism and the

need to monitor their performance. In contrast to market relationship, employment of

salaried salespeople can involve high shirking costs because there is no relationships

between behaviour and outcome. In other words, salespeople have no incentive to sell
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- large quantities because no matter how much they can sell, they still receive the same

salary.

In contrast to market mechanisms where an informal requirement is prices,

bureaucratic mechanisms informally require 'rule' (e.g., budget, or cost standard). In

any case, 'rules' differ from prices in the sense that they are partial rather than

complete bundles of information (Ouchi, 1979). The information necessary for

employees to complete their task is also contained in 'rules' concerning processes to

be completed or standards of output or quality.

'Clan' (type Z organisation) can be an effective form of control, as it minimises risk

premium (in employment, the relationship between employers and employees), goal

incongruence and can tolerate high levels of performance ambiguity. Because the

'clan' system lacks the explicit price mechanism of the market and the explicit rules

of bureaucracy, therefore, it relies on a deep level of common agreement between

members on what constitutes proper behaviour (Ouchi, 1979). According to Kanter

(1972), 'clan' displays a high degree of discipline which could not be achieved

through contractualism or surveillance but rather is an extreme form of belief. In

contrast, the 'clan' information system will be infeasible as a central mechanism of

control, in modern organisations, in the situation of heterogeneity or high turnover of

employees (Ouchi, 1979).

'Clans' have normative requirements of common values and beliefs, added from

bureaucracies underlined by a norm of legitimate authority. Whereas legitimate
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authority in a bureaucracy normally takes the 'rational/legal' form, 'clans' tend to take

the 'traditional' form (Blau and Scott, 1962). However, 'clans' are also likely to fail

in situations of increasing high performance ambiguity and goal incongruence.

A distinct example of industrial 'clans' can be found in Japanese firms. Both the

governmental and the private organisations of the Japanese, will rely on common

socialisation into the values and beliefs of a homogenous culture. Japanese firms are

likely to hire employees on a lifetime basis. The Japanese experience stable or long-

term employment. They also tend to hire inexperienced recruits (e.g. new graduate

students), socialise them intensively to accept the company views and goals as their

own, and then compensate them based on seniority, number of dependents and other

non-performance criteria (Wilkins and Ouchi, 1983). These processes, therefore,

encourage employees to high internal commitment, thus reducing the need for explicit

supervision, co-ordination and evaluation (Ouchi and Price, 1993). Subsequently,

they can avoid many costly forms of auditing and surveillance (Ouchi, 1979).

In reality, under limited conditions, due to the high transaction/organising costs of

using either pure market or hierarchy mechanisms, (JV) firms will tend to employ

'hybrid' modes of control: combining price and behaviour constraints (e.g. long term

contracting, joint venture, alliances, complicated corporate structures, franchising,

reciprocal trading, regulation, etc). Market transfer of knowledge, through licensing,

is often accompanied by various restrictions on the behaviour of the technology buyer.

These curtail his rights to export the product manufactured under license (Caves et al.,

1983). In the same way, employment relationships which consist of directive
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behaviour sometimes use prices to indirectly control some aspects of that behaviour

(Hennart, 1993). Piece work schemes, bonus, reward and commission paid to

employees (e.g. workers, salesforces) in addition to fixed salary when using both

organising methods. Diminishing returns are an example of the result of this type of

arrangement. Also, contracts signed by manufacturers with their overseas reps may

stipulate minimum input requirements, covering the amount of travelling, advertising

and showing; limit the amount of stock to be held by the rep; require reps to employ

engineers or salesmen with technical knowledge of the manufacturer's products; and

give the manufacturer the right to refuse orders, to monitor stocks and to inspect the

sales records (Nicholas, 1983). Other requirements may include inside contracting

and profit centres (allowing sub-unit managers free autonomy to maximise their

profits using transfer pricing, but controlling them in the quantity of inputs and

outputs).

Additionally, some organisations in the public sector, in service industries and in fast-

growing technologies, may not fit the requirement for either behaviour control or

output control. Therefore, a hybrid mode of control might be preferable.

The limitations and Achilles' heel of transaction cost theory

Williamson (1975) who is the most influential, and who adheres solidly to TCT, has

been highly credited for his valuable contributions. However, he is not without his

critics, especially regarding his adoption of the behavioural assumption of

opportunistically inclined parties. In contrast . to Williamson's viewpoint, Madhok

(1996) claims that the reasons for market failure are not related to opportunism and
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explains that firms shift their governance decisions from the "market failure because

of opportunism" to the "failure (or success) of firms because of bounded rationality".

He also notes that "the notion of the firm as a bundle of transactions or contracts is an

inadequate and shallow basis for a theory of the firm since it basically ignores the

essential notion of the firm as a bundle of knowledge, and the underlying processes

therein". He then suggests that organisational, capability-based logic can provide an

alternative and complementary explanation to TCT for understanding boundary and

governance decisions. Similarly, Conner and Prahalad (1996) argue that "frictions

between economic actors can occur without opportunism, because of inevitable,

irreducible differences in their knowledge."

Moran and Ghoshal (1996) note that effective organisations seem to replace hierarchy

with institutional forms of governance that foster a framework of attitudes which

move people away from opportunism and closer towards attitudes that encourage the

confidence necessary for effective collaboration between its members ( North, 1990).

In contrast to Williamson (1975), who views opportunism both in the sense of an

attitude and in the sense of a behaviour, Ghoshal and Moran (1996) infer that

opportunism (i.e. the attitude) is considered to be a fixed trait, unaffected by context,

and is independent from the effect on opportunistic behaviour (i.e. 'behavioural

manifestation').
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